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Preliminary Statement

The United States Commission on Civil Rights- through

Mr. David Hunter, Staff Counsel, presented to the Regional Federal

Highway Administrator, Mr. August Schofer, a copy of its Staff

Report on the Civil Rights Implications of Suburban Freeway

Construction.

It is the understanding of the Regional Federal Highway

Administrator that the purpose of the Staff Report was to brief the

Civil Rights Commissioners preliminary to the hearing. Consistent

with this purpose, the document would normally be considered an

internal document and not released to the press. Also^ such a

document should be unbiased and factual in nature. Above all', it

should not draw conclusions, iL being the fuiictioa of the Coifafiissior.̂ is

to hear the evidence and then draw conclusions therefrom.

The primary purpose of the Commission is to collect and accumulate

data so that a more intelligent study of civil rights problems may be

y

made. The Commission has the duty of studying and collecting infor-

mation concerning legal developments constituting a denial of equal

y
protection. It also has the duties of appraising the laws and
policies. Q£.-the Federal Government with respect to equal protection

1/
of the laws under the Constitution of the United States. The

1/ House Report No. 291, April 1, 1957.

2/ 42 U.S.C.A. 1975c(a)(2).

3/42U.S.C.A. 1975c (a) (3).
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statute says all Federal agencies shall fully cooperate with the

Commission to the end that it may effectively carry out its functions

and duties. The Regional Federal Highway Administrator most

strongly endorses the goals of the United States Commission on Civil

Rights and pledges his cooperation in the achievement of its goals

of providing the necessary information to enable the Federal Govern-

ment to eliminate racial discrimination in any manner or form.

To achieve that end, it is essential that the information

presented to the Commission be accurate. A careful review of the

Staff Report reveals that it makes many inaccurate statements and

fails to furnish essential information on the civil rights implications

of submrban freeway construction. Therefore, the Regional Federal

Highway Administrator submits the following critique of the Staff

Report with the purpose in mind of furnishing the Commission as much

information as possible in the brief time permitted. The critique

refers to the section, paragraph and page of the Staff Report and,

in some portions the Staff Report statements are repeated and shown

by underscoring.

1>I 42 u.S.C.A. 1975d(e)
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I. Introduction

Section I — 1st paragraph (p. 1)

This paragraph alleges that by and large black people have been

excluded from the lower density suburban development. While it is true,

that a large part of the population growth in the United States has been

in the suburban parts of large metropolitan areas and that it is of lower

density and hence more dependent on private transportation, it is. not at

all clear that "black people have by and '.large been excluded from this

new development." The authors cite Hodge and Houser's The Challenge of

America's Metropolitan Population OutJook.

While we recognize that urban white and non-white population is

not uniformly distributed over metropolitan areas, the Staff Report is

on shakey grounds in its allegation of exclusion. According to Hodge and

" 5/
Houscr, in I960 21.5 percent of: all non---M t^s residing in SMSA'r. resided

in the suburbs. While this is considerably less than the percentage of

urban .whites residing in suburbs (52 percent), it is certainly not

insignificant. Also, by 1960 only about 1,300 miles of the over 6,000 mile.'

of urban Interstate had been constructed; hence, differences in population

patterns must be attributed to other factors.

Hodge and Houser go on to extrapolate population trends through 1985.

This extrapolation shows the percentage of urban non-whites in the suburbs

to grow to 25.3 percent with 69.9 percent of the. urban white population

dwelling in the suburbs. Such a projection shows an increasing divergence

of the black and white populations, and is of concern. However, the

authors of the Staff Report either did not do their homework or chose to

disregard the caveat in Appendix E (page 88). Here the authors admit

_5/ SMSA means Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. See pamphlet

entitled Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas prepared by the
Bureau of the Butk'Ot. M967} for rrifpri.i ami HoflnifimK.
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"The projections of population by color have a less adequate base than

do those for total metropolitan population..." They go on to say that

since there were no post-1960 estimates of metropolitan population by

color on which to tie estimates of recent trends, it was necessary to

extrapolate the 1940 to 1960 experience. Of course, this experience only

includes a few years of recent awareness of civil rights problems and it

includes none of the iir.pact of the 1964 and succeeding Civil Rights Acts.

A statement that "black people have by and large been excluded from

[suburban development]" has not been conclusively shown. To the extent

that poor is a surrogate for black, there rcay be a certain bias in

suburban development since its reliance on private transportation means

that the suburbanite usually must own a car, and poor people own fewer

cars. However, the Negro is increasing his income at a rate about double

that of the white rate (Fortune, July 1970). This increased affluence

would seemingly allow more black people to benefit from the lower density

suburban development.

Moynihan in "Toward a National Urban Policy (The. Engineer and th_e_

Ci ty) even goes'so far as to say, ".There are increasing indications that

the dramatic movement of Kegro Americans to central city areas i»ay be

slackening and that a countermovement to surrounding suburban arcar may

have begun. This process i_sjLo lK;__cncouraj'ed in every way_..." (emphasis

added).
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Section I - 2nd paragraph (pp. 1-2)

In this paragraph, the authors allege that the provision.of highways

is responsible for suburbanization. This would seem to infer that had

there not been a highway program, there would not be a trend toward

suburbanization. Such is not the case. In fact, the percentage of

persons living in SMSA's outside the central city has been increasing

since 1920 with the acceleration occurring in the pont-war decade (ACIR

Report: - Fiscal Balance in the American Federal System). The substantial

Federal expenditures on highways did not begin until 1957. While there

are spectacular instances of new highway construction generating suburbs,

roost typically highway improvements and new highway construction serve

existing demands. The present highway needs of the Nation are already

great c-no-jgh; there is X)o sli-.-A. for rcjJl bull cling l:o serve c.urrer.tly

non-existent travel demands.

Our comments on the first paragraph deal with the last portion of.

this paragraph. It is in this last sentence that- the authors of the Staff

Report reveal that this is not a Civil Rights question per se, but a

question of poverty versus affluence. Insofar that poverty means black,

then it becomes a civil riglits question. But as we said before, the

incorae gap between whites and Negroes is narrowing. Moynihan points out

in the article .previously cited, "The earnings of young r.-.a-rried [I'egro]

couples are approaching parity with whites." If then the prob]cn is not

black versus white but poverty versus affluence, the civil rights aspects

of the. problem are disappearing.
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Section I - 3rd paragraph (p. 2)

In this paragraph the authors contend that the primary users of

suburban highways are suburbanites. It is hard to refute an allegation

which amounts to saying that people use highways to go to their destinations,

However, the case is a bit overstated by the Staff Report authors. While

it is true that most of the trips on the-Boston Beltway (Route 128) either

originated or ended in the suburbs, only 38.2 percent were entirely

between points linked by the bcltway. Also, these 1957 statistics do not

reflect the effect of the subsequent Massachusetts Turnpike extension

from Route 128 into downtown Boston which has had a significant effect

on the distribution of origins and destinations. . Furthermore, the Report

which the authors cite actually shows only origin and destination data for

weekday trii.d durai^, the raor.'jV.o of October, through Jr.uv.nry. l'r;ci'kcr»<' fcvs.i

summertime travel patterns would be substantially different.
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Section I - 4th paragraph (p. 2)

This paragraph suggests that Federal highway involvement needs to be

examined with regard to civil rights.

Comments on this paragraph are included in Section I - 1st and

2nd paragraphs.

Section I - 5th paragraph (p. 3)

It is remarkable how the authors skip so lightly over one"of the

most important features of what Federal involvement in highways has done

for (lie Negro as well as other groups affected by highway improvements—

the relocation assistance program. This program, designed to mitigate

adverse affects of highway improvements, has the effect of replacing

substandard housing vith that v.'hich is decent, safe, sanitary and fit for

human habitation. Its comprehensive nature has made it a model for the

Governmer.twicle program now being considered by. Congress. See chapter 5,

Sections 501-511, Title 23, U.S.Code, H. R. 14898, 91st Cong., 1st Sess.

and S. 1, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1970).
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Section II - 2nd paragraph (p. 3)

The Federally Financed Highway System

This phase of the report is a' cursory, incomplete, and,

in some respects, an inaccurate, garbled resume1. The most

glaring and substantive defect is the fact that it sets forth

an erroneous impression and concept by stating that the

Interstate System as initially proposed in 1944 "was to be

for intercity, long-haul purposes." whereas the 1956 Act

calls for "equal attention to local as well as to inter-

state needs." The 1956 Act created no new concept. Legis-

lative history firmly establishes that the Interstate System

as initially proposed was designed to meet the most pressing

traffic needs of the nation, taking into account all types

of traffic movements, including local short-trip, intra-

urban travel as well as intercity, as hereinafter discussed.

The first paragraph under item II refers to "Federal"

primary and secondary highway-systems. The word "Federal"

more properly should read "Federal-aid" as there are no

strictly Federal systems of highways which may be connoted

by the use of the word "Federal."

Footnote 7 in the second paragraph refers to 23 U.S.C.

103(b). (1966;. The reference to "1966" in the citation

does not appear proper and should be omitted as it would

normally indicate" that this section was derived from an Act

passed in 1966 which is not the case.
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The first paragraph, page four, in the first sentence

states that the Interstate System was "created" by the 1956

Act for purposes of "local and interstate commerce and

national and civil defense." This statement is supported by

footnote 10, which refers to 23 U.S.C. 103(d)(l) (1966).

Aside from the questionable use of "1966" in the citation,

the reference to section 103(d)(l) is in error. The proper

citation appears to be 23 U.S.C. 101(b), Furthermore, the

Interstate System was not created by the 1956 Act. The

designation of the Interstate System was authorized and

directed by the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944. The 1956

Act provided the financing for the already designated system.

The first sentence of the second paragraph, page four,

reads:

The 1956 Act calls for equal attention to
local as well as to interstate needs, while the
Interstate System as initially proposed in 1944
was to be' for intercity, long-haul purposes.

The source for this sentence is footnote 14, Helen Leavitt,

Superhighway-Superhoax. Such source is not only unauthorita-

tive but inappropriate, for reasons subsequently explained.
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The above sentence is so worded as to give the erroneous

impression that the Interstate System as initially proposed in

1944 was not designed to give consideration to local as well

as interstate needs. Any such impression is directly con-

trary to the legislative history leading to enactment of

the 1944 Act. This legislative history clearly establishes

that the Interstate System in concept was to take into

account local short-trip movements as well as intercity

traffic, recognizing the pressing needs within and around

large urban areas.

On January 12, 1944, the President of the United States

transmitted to the Congress a report of the National Inter-

regional Highway Committee, outlining and recommending a

major system of interregional highways (House Document

No. 379, 78th Congress, 2d Session). This report, entitled

"Interregional Highways," was a sequel to a previous report

entitled "Toll Roads and Free Roads," transmitted to the

Congress on April 27, 1939 (House Document No. 272, 76th

Congress, 1st Session), in response to a congressional direc-

tive to study the need of a select, limited system of main

highways. These two reports represent the charter, so to

speak, upon which the Interstate System authorized by the

1944 legislation was founded. Tlcy contain detailed statistics
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based on traffic studies concerning the basic short-trip

characteristics of highway travel, and the need for routes

that would serve local as well as long-distance travel.

While it is true that Congress, in the enactment of

the 1956 Act, set forth declarations of intent (23 U.S.C.

101(b)) referring to "local needs," such declarations

merely affirmed without change the basic concept of the

Interstate System as originally proposed- in the 1944 Act.

The following authoritative sources are suggested

in connection v?ith any study of population growth

translated to highway needs, and the past accomplishments

of the Federal highway program in lueoi-ing such needs:

1970 National Highway Needs Report, 91st Cong.,
2d Sess., February 1970, Committee Print (91-27)
(House Committee on Public Works) See Appendix A.

Stewardship Report on Administration of the
Federal-Aid Highway Program, 1956-1970,
published by the Department of Transportation,
Federal'Highway Administration, April 1970
(also appearing in report entitled "Report on
the Status of the Federal-Aid Highway Program,"
hearings before-the Senate Subcommittee on
Roads/91st Cong., 2d Sess., April 15, 1970)
See Appendix B .
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The Staff Report, in reference to Title VIII, Fair Housing,

Public Law 90-284, concludes that "because the Federal highway

program relates to housing and urban development, the Federal

Highway Administration is under an obligation to take affirmative

action to administer the highway program in a way that will promote

open housing." We submit that a closer look at this "obligation"

should be taken in consideration of the provisions of Title VIII.

Title VIII provides for fair housing, not open housing. We are

unaware of the staff's reasons for the substitution of terms. While

the term "open housing" may be subject to a .specific definition in

the context of the staff's work, the term "fair housing", which

goes to the heart of the FHWA's obligations, is clearly defined in

Title VIII. (See especially sections 803 and S0'».)

The provision of fair housing may generally be defined as those

conditions pursuant to which no family or person is denied the right

to buy or rent a dwelling because of race, color, religion, or national

origin. A careful examination of all of the provisions of Title VIII

will disclose that in order to adhere to the fair housing principles

set forth therein, no "Federal or State agency is required to provide

either low-income dwellings or public housing. The principles

established to assure fair housing apply to the disposal of housing,

not to the creation of housing.
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The implication of the staff's report seems to be that the

principle of "open housing" carries a responsibility placed upon

Federal and State agencies, under Title VIII, to provide housing,

by new construction if necessary, for persons at all economic levels.

We submit that this implication is not firmly based upon existing law.

The Department of Transportation does, however, follow an

established policy of requiring the availability, by new construction

if necessary, of replacement housing open to all persons regardless

of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, who are required

to move from real property occupied as a dwelling on land acquired

or to be acquired or to be acquired for either direct Federal or

Federal-aid construction (See DOT Order 5620.1, June 24, 1970,

Appendix C .) This policy must be complied with prior to the

initial approval or endorsement of any project. As noted by the

DOT Director of Civil Rights, the adoption of this affirmative

policy made DOT the first to achieve full implementation of the

fair housing provisions of the 1968 Civil Rights Act in all of our

programs affecting housing and urban development. (See Mr. Richard

F. Lally's letter to the Secretary of Transportation, dated January •°>.

1970, Appendix D .)
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1 1 1• The Highway Trust Fund and the Federal Highway Administration

The statement in this section will be reviewed seriatim,

sentence by sentence, which will be shown by underscoring.

Section III •? 1st paragraph (p. 5)

Construction of Federal-aid highways (both Interstate
and ABC Systems) is financed by a special Highway Trust Fund
established under the Highway Revenue Act of 1956. The Fund
is administered by the Secretary of the Treasury. He is
required to make an annual report to Congress on the'financial
condition of the fund, the results of the operations of the
fund during the preceding fiscal year, and the expected conditions
and operations during each fiscal year thereafter.

This paragraph is essentially correct but too general in nature to

give anything more than a sophomoric idea of how the Highway Trust Fund

operates.

The author starts misleading by using the word "construction" as

the predicate for his attack on the highway program and -its financing

from the Highway Trust Fund without explaining what construction comprises,

The Highway Act of 1956 amends Title 23, U.S.C., which defines "construc-

tion", and does not limit it to actual building of highways,— but as "the

supervising, inspecting, actual building, and all expenses incidental

to the construction or reconstruction of a highway, including locating,

surveying, and mapping . . . costs of rights-of-way, -and elimination

of hazards of railway grade crossings." The highway program is much

broader in scope and the statutory authority for the Highway Trust Fund

permits the payment of all expenses "which are attributable to Federal-

aid highways."—'' The scope of the Federal-aid highway program will be

elaborated upon infra.

±1 Section 101(a) of Title 23.

,7/ Section 209(f)(l) of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956.
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The second sentence states that the Fund Is administered by the

Secretary of the Treasury. This is also misleading. The Secretary

of the Treasury acts very much as a paymaster and only releases

funds upon the receipt of a proper warrant. The Secretary of the

Treasury does not administer the Federal-aid highway program. This

is the function of the Federal Highway Administrator. The annual

report submitted by the Secretary of the Treasury to the Congress

covers the receipts of the Trust Fund, the expenditures, properly

authorized and the financial results of" the banking activities of

the Secretary of the Treasury. A copy of the latest such report

dated March 2, 1970, is attached as Appendix E.

Section III - 2nd paragraph (p. 5)

This method of financing differs significantly from
ordinary financing of other Federal projects. _ Monies
collected in the Trust Fund (approximately $5 billion in
fiscal 1969) from motor fuel taxes, taxes on commercial
vehicles and auto accessories may be used only for the
construction of highways and the administration of the
highway program.

The second sentence in this statement is very misleading in

stating that the monies collected in the Trust Fund are used "only

for the construction of highways and the administration of the

highway program." The same criticism in respect to the use of the

word "construction" above is applicable. The Federal-aid highway

program was the first national public works program in history to

provide a means where displacees.are provided adequate housing in
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replacement for their existing hones. Highway beautification,

which includes landscaping and scenic enhancement, billboard removal

and junkyard screening is a function of the Federal-aid highway

9/
program. See Appendix B for the most recent report on the relocation

of displaced persons and payments by the FIIWA. Landscaping and scenic

enhancement are paid for by Highway Trust funds. Billboard removal

and junkyard screening are presently paid for from the General Revenue

Fund, however there are proposals currently pending which provide for

this to also be paid for from the Highway Trust Fund. See Senate

Bill No. 4055. Locating and training minority-group workers so that

employment opportunities in the skilled trade will be available to

them is another important part of the Federal-aid highway program.

From these examples, it can be readily seen that it is grossly unfrir

to describe the Federal-aid highway program in terms of physical

construction and to leave the impression that Trust Fund monies are

spent only on physical construction of highways.

The first sentence in this statement is also erroneous in that

there are a number of other Federal trust funds. See Appendix F

attached. Therefore, the impression that the Trust Fund concept is

restricted solely'to the Federal-aid highway program is clearly erroneous

and misleading when in fact it is a common form of financing in the

Federal Government.

JV Chapter 5, Title 23.

9/ Section 131 and Section 319.
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Section III - 3rd paragraph, (p. 5*)

Annual disbursements from the Trust Fund are made in
accordance with an authorization ;;chcd.ule in the Highway Act
of 1956, as amended. In contra-s't to nonr.al Federal
financing, therefore, highway funds are spent without annual
Congressional authorization.

Aside from misleading the reader into believing that the Highway

Trust Fund is a unique and unusual form of Federal financing, the last

sentence in this paragraph is lacking in candor by what it does

not say in respect to there being no annual Congressional authori-

zations. The author fails to make a distinction between "authori-

zations" and "appropriations". Congress authorizes appropriations

biannially. This has been a long standing custom and relates to the

time required to build a highway. However, funds are appropriated

annually from the Highway Trust Fund which provides Congress a

basis for annual review of the program. It is fundamental that

Congressional control over Trust Fund derives from taxes not involving

vested rights. The Comptroller General advised the Secretary of

Labor that if Congress should appropriate money from the Highway Trust

Fund to cover administrative expenses of the Department of Labor in

administering the wage provisions of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of

1956 in interstate highway projects, it must be recognized that the

latest expression of Congress is controlling, and a prior Congress

could not preclude such appropriations by a later Congress from the

Trust Fund.—'

10/ 36 Comp. Gen. 712 (1957). Also see Constitution of the United
States, Article 1, section 9, clause 7, which provides "no money
shall be drawn from the Treasury but in consequence of appro-
priations made by law ..."
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The entire dissertation in the Staff Re'port on the Highway Trust Fund

is so superficial and factually erroneous that a fair description

cannot be given by merely referring to the Staff Report statements

and correcting them. Therefore, the following description of the

Trust Fund, its origins and philosophical basis.

I. Trust Fund Origins

In 1938 the Congress requested the Bureau of Public Roads to

study the feasibility of a toll financed system of three east-west

and three north-south super highways. The study entitled "Toll

Roads and Free Roads" was submitted to Congress in 1939 and found

that the suggested 14,000 mile toll road system would not be self-

supporting. As a result, a 26,700 mile network-of roads was proposed

with the recommendation that the Federal Government share the construc-

tion cost at more than the traditional 50 percent Federal-aid rate.

Further studies and reports were submitted through the early 40's.

Then Congress, in the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, directed that

there should be designated a national system of Interstate highways

not exceeding 40,000 miles. That Act prescribed the following criteria

in selecting routes for this system: importance to national defense,

connector value between population and industry centers, importance

to industry, and importance to rural and urban population. A recommend-

ation for a 37,700 mile system was approved by the Federal Works

Administrator on August 2, 1947. The remaining mileage of the 40,000

mile system was reserved for circumferential and distributing routes

at urban areas.
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In 1955 the additional 2,300 miles of urban Interstate routes

were designated to provide alternate Interstate highway services into

through, and around urban areas. The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956

authorized-an additional 1,000 miles. Again, the Federal-Aid Highway

Act of 1968 authorized another 1,500 miles, resulting in the presently

authorized Interstate system totaling 42,500 miles.

A program of such magnitude would obviously require years to

carry out and would entail the commitment of substantial equipment,

manpower and concomitant investment. Such commitment would not have

been possible without the certainty of the Trust Fund and the

-contractual authority provisions of the highway program legislation.

Therefore, Congress through the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956,

paired with the Highway Revenue Act of 1956, completely changed the

official philosophy of financing the Federal share of highway costs.

The previous attitude had been that Federal excise taxes on motor

vehicles, motor fuels or other products closely associated with highway

commerce were general revenues. Prior to the 1956 Act, gasoline and

automotive excise taxes were thought no different than cigarette excise

taxes. This policy was reversed and assigned to the Fund the proceeds

of a group of old and new taxes on fuels and automotive products, and

set up a Highway Trust Fund as a statutory trust in the United States

Treasury revocable by any future Congress. It also auth rizes loans

to the-Treasury at current interest from balances in the Trust Fund
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which accumulate as authorized contracts' for highway construction are

performed and Federal reimbursements are called for in the course of

the two-year period generally required for building a highway project.

The change of philosophy resulting in the creation of the Trust

Fund grew out of the Nation's need for greater highway capacity.

Commerce was strangling and better highways were needed. The highway

building boom of the 20's and its objective of all-weather roads

resulted in a system that had been built when most of the States still

had a 35-mile-per-hour speed limit. The advent of modern high-speed

vehicles made these roads obsolete. When the inadequacy of these roads

became obvious in the 40's, we were plunged into World War II which

practically stopped highway construction. The unbelievable industrial

and economic expansion following the War made it obvious by 1950 that

highway improvement had become too great a problem for the States to

solve without assistance. Thus, the stage was set for an all-out

Federal-State effort to remedy the situation.

In 1954, President Eisenhower appointed the "President's

Advisory Committee On A National Highway Program," 'headed by

General Lucius D. Clay to make recommendations. A program costing

$27 billion, of which $25 billion was to be financed with funds supplied

by the Federal gasoline taxes paid into a Highway Trust Fund, was

recommended. This culminated in the Highway Revenue Act of 1956 and

the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, previously mentioned. Each of
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these two Acts has been supplemented several times since 1956. From

time to time, additional revenue has been provided for the Trust Fund,

annual authorizations have been increased for both the ABC and the

Interstate System programs, and the Interstate program has been

extended to 1974. Apportionments for the Federal-aid program with

which to reimburse the State highway departments are made from the

Highway Trust Fund and the program is geared to the Fund's income

capability.

II. Trust Fund Underlying Philosophical Basis

The concept of highway user taxes set aside in a trust fund is

not a new or novel concept. The idea can be traced back to Henry VIII,

who in 1531 enacted special assessments in connection with the drainage

of Rumney Marsh. Special benefit assessment has a long and honorable

history in State and local governments in this country and in England.

Many cities and urban districts provide special assessments for express-

ways, charging not only abutting property, but also, on a decreasing

scale, properties going back some distance from the road facility.

Such cities include Detr6it, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New York, and

St. Paul. -T4ie general theory is that user taxes set highway financing

apart from other government activities such as education, police and

fire protection, welfare, unemployment relief, and defense, which are

provided the citizenry as needed and for the good of all. The theory

meets the general approval of tax authorities because it bears a closer
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relation to the benefit principle than can usually be established in

other areas of public finance and it gives diversification to the tax

system and produces revenues v;ith certainty and convenience. To justify

this concept, one need only think of it in relation to the entire tax

structure. The average citizen may weigh a State sales tax with its

regressive features against the strongly progressive Federal income

tax, a mildly progressive State income tax, property taxes levied more

or less in proportion to tangible wealth, and excises aimed at luxury

items; and from it all conclude that, though heavily taxed, he receives,

on balance, reasonably fair treatment along with his fellow citizens.

Enhancing the concept of special benefit .assessment, i.e., highway

user taxes, is the economic theory that highway construction represents

a productive iiive'j lr.iCi.it and lilic other productive investments, it

yields a dividend to the economy. Various attempts have been made to

measure and quantify these benefits and to date no method with a high

degree of precision has yet been found. However, the location and

construction of major highway improvements induce investments which

bring about reorganizations of land use and the strategic rearrangement

of industrial plants, mercantile establishments, social services, and

residences with respect to the highway network. These advantageous

reorganizations, acting through the market mechanism by which supply,

demand, and price are interrelated, bring about economics of scale that

result in extra, increments of production, i.e., gains in excess of the
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measured transportation benefits. In determining how to pay- for highway

construction, the objective must be to select a system of taxation

that tends to maximize the net total output. Currently a Highway

Trust Fund.of Highway User Taxes has worked well and contributed

substantially to the increase of the Gross National Product. Likewise,

it must be freely admitted that there are disadvantages or disbenefits.

The outward movement of people and firms is likely to produce dislocations

as well as having adverse environmental impact. However, able investi-

gators have made studies which have given theoretical support to the

proposition that highway improvements, if wisely located and designed,

will produce total benefits greater than the reductions in transportation

costs they occasion and other disbenefits.

As the Twentieth Century unfolded, attitudes toward the automobile

dramatically changed. Instead of being the expensive toy of a few

reckless adventurers, the motor car became a necessity for all classes

of people — rich man, poor man, worker and farmer. They built their

lives and their plans — sometimes even their dreams — around the

automobile.

Then in the mid-sixties history began to repeat itself like a

needle-stuck in a broken phonograph record. The old outcries against

the automobile were revived by a spall but loud minority. This time,

however, they didn't stop at attacking the vehicle. They also denounced

the road it rides on. They began to condemn the people who build high-

ways and those who support highway programs. They embellished their
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attack with sinister-sounding phrases like "the highway establishment"

and "the highway lobby." Such an attack is exemplified in Helen

Leavitt's book "Superhighway-Super Hoax".

The critics of the motor vehicle and of highway development don't

seem to have any faith in the public's judgment in these matters. They

claim it is inefficient to allow people to ride around as they please

in private cars. The same argument that they use against the automobile

could also be applied with equal force to many other aspects of our

life. It could be used, for instance, against allowing Americans to

live in private homes when they could be much more compactly housed in

barracks. It could be used against the wide choice of brands and types

of breakfast cereals, detergents, and even cat foods offered by super-

markets . There are many other examples.

But this is all part of living in a free country where the people

have freedom of choice. In conclusion, the fact remains that unless

something drastic is done to our cherished freedom, Americans will go

on owning automobiles. Most of them will also go on demanding the

highways that they pay heavy gasoline and vehicle taxes to build. The

FHWA must continue to plan for the orderly construction of these highways
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Section III - 4th paragraph (pp. 5-6)

The trust fund approacii to financing highway construction
has some initial economic ttrnction. It seems to impose the
cost of the construction on those who will use the hn's'hv;ays.
It should be noted, however, that the trust fund financing
does not make an accurate allocation of costs. The contribution
in taxes to the Trust Fund by highway users bears no necessary
relation to their actual use of federally financed highways.
For example, most Trust Fund monies are spent on the Interstate
System, yet, most highway use is of roads other than the Inter-
State System.

This paragraph infers that the trust fund approach to highway

financing is inequitable, thus, "...trust fund financing does not make

an accurate allocation of costs," and, "The contribution in taxes to the

Trust Fund by highway users bears no necessary relation to their actual

use of Federally-financed highways."

These statements are misleading, and are based on a misinterpretation

of referenced sources. The Highway Trust Fund was established by the

Congress in 1956 to insure adequate financing for the greatly expanded

program to complete the National System of Interstate and Defense Highways.

In this regard it has been extremely successful. Measurable and visible

progress is being made toward achieving the objectives of the Trust Fund,

and it has wide public acceptance and approval.

In addition, the Trust "Fund d.oes, in fact, impose the cost of

highway construction on those who will obtain the benefits of the

improved highway. The Federal-aid highway program imposes no burden on

the general revenues of the U.S. Treasury. The highway program is

entirely user-financed.
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However, there exists a substantial body of technical literature

which concerns itself with the relative allocation of costs among

individual classes, e.g., do automobile owners "subsidize" truckers,

or are suburban travelers favored over rural traffic. In the end

analysis, both the size of the highway program and the amount of user

taxes are determined on a national basis by the Congress, and do not

enter into the question of whether a specific highway facility should

be improved at this time.

It is stated that "most Trust Fund monies are spent on the

Interstate System, yet. most highway use is of roads other than the

Interstate System." This is a temporary allocation of funds to cover

initial construction of the System. When the Interstate System is

complete it will comprise slightly more than 1 percent of all national

roads and streets. It will, however, carry more than 20 percent of

all vehicle-miles of traffic annually, and with its high percentage of

truck traffic will account for substantially more than 20 percent of

all highway user excise revenues on a national basis.
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Section III, 5th paragraph (p. 6)

Moreover, it is sup_pq£ed_that highway users pay an 'amount
of highway taxes based on a freely chose n_ amount of highway use_;
it should be borne in__niml t hn.t the predo.111 inancc; of highways
itself has inermt that in most cases alternative modes of trans-
portation have not come in_to_bein& In addition, there ap_peri_rjs
to be a serious question whether, given the ready availability
of highway funds, adequate'care is taken to determine that
particular proposed highways actually are needed.

This paragraph states, "...it should be borne in mind that the

predominance of highways itself has mesfit that in most cases alternative

modes of transportation have not come into being."

This is a wholly unsupportable conclusion. Highway travel has been

rapidly.increasing over the past' 25 years, and_a companion tailoff in

the use of other modes (except air) has also occurred. However, this

overwhelming use of highways reflects only that the private automobile

is more attractive to the general public than any other way to travel,

because of its comfort, convenience, flexibility and privacy. Recent

national surveys of preference for transportation mode have proven this

popularity. The great majority of interviewees (88 percent) considered

the private automobile to be the preferred method of travel for all

but the longest trips, and only 3 percent would spend less on highway

improvements.

The same;-paragraph says, "...there appears to be a serious question

whether given the ready availability of highway funds, adequate care is

taken to determine that particular proposed highways actually are needed.

This statement is clearly inaccurate. The process of developing a

highway project involves a highly complex series of interconnected
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operations, each having its own requirements for intcragency coordina-

tion, economic, and technical justification, consideration of external

Impacts and opportunity for public participation. Every project

which has proceeded to the stage of construction is clearly "needed"

in terms of adequate provision for future travel increases. Moreover,

even if a project is clearly "needed" from a travel demand stand-

point, if it is not "wanted" by the local citizens as well, it is

not provided. In recent years several proposed projects have been

removed from the Interstate System for these reasons.
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Section III, 6th paragraph (p. 6)

This .in turn lends to the quest Jon of choosing between
expenditures for highways and for otlier needs. Under ordinary
circumstances, allocation of public resources for a given program
is fully reviewed each year, and the amount to be allocated is
determined on the basis of return and of competing needs. This
is not the case, however, with respect to Federal highway funds.
The decision made fourteen years ago that billions of dollars
were to be set aside, for the construction of highways has fore-
stalled periodic review of the utility of these expenditures,
and of their worth relative to competing social needs.

This paragraph implies that there is no review of the continuing

need for a Federal-aid highway program, because of the Trust Fund

financing arrangement.

This is wholly untrue. Every two years the Congress reviews the

need for additional highway funds, through a series of hearings held

by the Public Works Committees of both" Houses. The opportunity for

terminating the Highway Trust Fund by congressional action is also

available. Each time the Federal-aid authorization bill has been

enacted, the proposal to continue the Federal-aid highway program has

been approved unanimously or nearly so. Few programs have had such

solid and continuing support in the Congress. This indicates the

general public awareness of the continuing need for improved highways.
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Section IJI -_ 7t;h_paragraph (p. 7)

The Department of Transportation Is divided into
different: operating agencies which adini ni ster the various

administers the highway program.

We do not want to be pir.ayunish, hox^ever, the foregoing statement

simply .fails to provide a fair description of the Department of

Transportation. Internally DOT consists of six modal administrations

which are the operating elements. At the Secretarial level, DOT

plans policy and coordinates its execution through the modal adminis-

trations in a manner designed to produce a balanced and coordinated

transportation system. This concept is in keeping with the decentraliza-

tion trend in modern business and makes the Department one of the most

modern, efficient and far-sighted within the Federal bureaucracy.

The Department of Transportation is not divided into different

operating agencies and functions, but is a single coordinated entity

under the direction and control of the Secretary of Transportation

who reports to the President as a cabinet level officer.

Section III - 8th paragraph- (p.7)

The Fedoral Highway Administration is divided into
three organizational layers: 1) The. Washington office of
the FHWA 2) the regtonal office (the Region II office is
located in Baltimore) and 3)-the Bureau of Public Roads
Division, office.

In the same vein, the above description is not fair to the Federal

Highway Administration and fails to give the reader an accurate

description of that organization. The principal characteristic of

the FHWA is the substantial delegation of authority to Regional

•̂ V See Peter Drucker's book, The Age of Discontinuity, Chapter 10.
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Administrators and Division Engineers-in each State. A program of

the size of the Federal-aid highway program could not be effectively

administered without a close working relationship with the States.

The essential nature of the program is a State-Federal partnership

and some 8,000 to 9,000 projects are submitted by the States annually

to the FHWA for approval. To process these and to avoid the kind of

bottleneck in. Washington that other Federal agencies have been

criticized for, Regional Administrators and Division Engineers have

been delegated substantial authority. Therefore, the FHWA is one of

the leaders in the implementation of the concept of decentralization

which is a national goal of the present Administration in its efforts

12J
to simplify Federal assistance to States and communities.

Section III - 9th paragraph (p. 7)

State highway departments to which Federal highway funds
are channeled are responsible for constructing the projects.
They are primarily responsible for drawing up the specific
plans for the interstate highways'within their boundaries.
However, each project .must be submitted to the Department of
Transportation for approval before funds are granted.

We do not take issue with this statement except that it is

incomplete. It should b~e "borne in mind that the States and the

States alone initiate projects, and all the highways, including the

Interstate System are owned, operated and maintained by the States.

12/ See Statement of the President on Restructuring of Government

~~ Service Systems, March 27, 1969.
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Section III - 30f_1i paragrnph (p. 7)

Highway money is fl3Ji9Ca.!L
e!i_':.o_ the States according to

a formula established by the. Highway Act._ Because a State
is assured ̂ pXj1'''i-S reo,ncy_,__and_J7ecause the_Fcde.ra 1 Govornment
will pay_90 jjcrcent of the cost of a highway _th£t is part
of the Interstate System, a State has little incentive not
to build as inany. mj les_ of highway as the available funds will
finance. The State highway department therefore may start
with the question_nqt_ whether, but where, to build.

The implication of this paragraph is that tlvere is not a reasonable

connection between the apportionment formula in Section 104 of Title 23

and the Nation's needs for highways. It is erroneously asserted that

the State is assured of this money and has little incentive not to

build as many miles of highways as the available money is financed.

The "Revised Estimate of the Cost of Completing the National System

of Interstate and Defense Highways," a copy of which is attached as

Appendix G, shows that each State under the guidance of the Bureau

of Public Roads of the FHWA participated in the preparation of an

individual needs report consisting of maps showing the location of

Interstate routes in that State, plates showing the engineering features

and tables listing the design criteria, route, and section mileages,

and estimated cost of each segment of the program down into major

elements of construction. This was required and done in five separate

reports submitted in 1958, 1961, 1965, 1968 and 1970. This procedure

which insures that there will be a realistic apportionment of funds

related to actual needs is required by Section 104(b)(5) of Title 23.

In connection with the Highway Needs Report, the Department of

Transportation in connection with the 1970 Highway Needs Report will

also consider the needs for Federal-aid to urban public transit, airports
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and other terminals. "Regional Transportation Planning Manual

1970-1990, Manual A, General Instructions," copy of which is

attached as Appendix H, provides the instructions pursuant to which

the concerned Federal agencies and States will provide the data

necessary to plan the Nation's transportation needs to the year l'..:0.

Section 1651 of Title 49, Department of Transportation Act 1651(b)(l),

provides that it is the responsibility of the Department of Transportation

to facilitate the improvement of a coordinated transportation service.

The above-cited Manual A will facilitate the Department's objective

of providing a balanced transportation service by requiring that the

needs for all modes be studied and developed simultaneously. Thus,

the inference that the decision to spend money on highways is a one-

sided not seriously considered matter is inaccurate and unfair.

Highway transportation is the dominant mode today and will

continue to be the dominant mode into the foreseeable future. There-

fore, it is neither illogical nor unjust for a major portion of Federal-

aid to transportation to be spent on highways.

Section III - 11th paragraph (p. 8)

Because the Trust Fund provides highway money
autornatically, without the need for appropriations by
Congress, thg_ Federal Highway Administration has similarly
little incentive to limit the amount of highway construction
that takes place.

This statement, which is completely erroneous, cites Helen

Leavitt's book "Supcrhighvay-Super Hoax", Chapter 3, as authority.

Herein is revealed a basic error by the author of the Staff Report,

i.e., almost complete reliance upon one admittedly biased source.
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According to the publisher's jacket^ the author of "Superhighway-

Super Hoax" is a freelance writer who became personally involved in a

highway location dispute in the District of Columbia. She is

described as a prime mover in the lawsuit that stopped District

freeway construction in 1968, and as an active member of the local

Democratic party in the District of Columbia. "Superhighway-Super Hoax"

is a diatribe against the Federal-aid highway program and nowhere within

its covers can be found a favorable statement about the Federal-aid

highway program. Even a cursory reading of the book makes it obvious

that it is not an attempt at scholarship, or a reasoned analysis of

the facts. That highways handled 98% of all person trips in urban areas

of more than 50,000 population and 97% of all person miles of travel

are by highway vehicle, and that virtually all movement of goods

within urban areas is by truck and that of some 1,850 billion ton

miles of goods movement in 1968, 430 billion or about 23% were by

truck, and that highway transportation at the 1968 level of $142

billion accounted for 83% of all transportation costs in the United

States and 16% of the Gross National Product has failed to penetrate

the consciousness of the author. The significance of these statistics

is, of course, that highway transportation is a dominant mode of

transportation and without transportation it would be impossible for

society to continue with the present standards of living. Mass

production of goods and
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services requires a mass distributic • .-stem and, of course,-a

large population distributed over ;, 1- :;.on as large as ours is

critically dependent upon a transport v. Ion system.

The author of the Staff Report1^ Imost complete reliance on

Leavitt's book shows very sloppy, if >:cC feeble, scholarship. The

sentence quoted above from the Stair:" [cnort which cites as its

authority the Leavitt book is of cour.. completely erroneous. First,

highway trust funds are not provided, atomatically and, secondly,

they are not provided without the MC:-^ for appropriations by Congress.

We have already pointed out the man'v.- in which Trust Funds are

biennially authorized and annually ;•;• "opriated bv Congress as required

by the Constitution and the laws of •: United States. To use such

an erroneous statement as a premise £'•.-•• the conclusion that the FHWA

has little incentive to limit the a;\r:;unt of highway construction that

takes place is the. only possible re;ij' that could be reached from

relying on a biased source such as Levitt's book, i.e., the author's

source dictated his conclusions.

Federal participation in Fedcr;-.!--vid highway projects is a matter

that is most carefully regulated ••;;:• .-..itrolled. The Federal Highway

Administration has made numerous ror^lntory issuances which provide.

guidance and circumscribe and lim 1";: tbc\ manner in which Federal funds

shall be spent by the States. Se- '•.; , ndix I.

13/ Section 209(f), Title 2, Fed .1 Highway Act of 1956. 70 Stat.
399, states "amounts in the V und shall be available by
appropriation acts . . ." All footnote supra.
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IV. Social Policy and the Planning and Location of Interstate Highways
(pps. 8-11)

The report is incorrect and manifestly unfair to the States and

the Federal Highway Administration in allcdging that there "is a

serious question whether the social effects of highways, for example

their impact on the future patterns of employment and residence in

a metropolitan area, are given meaningful consideration in the

planning and location of a Federal highway project."

The social effects of highway planning and location are given

great weight and consideration. The rules and policies promulgated

by the Federal Highway Administration clearly a"hd unequivocally require

the State highway departments to consider a wide range of factors

in determining the location of a Federal-aid highway to assure that

the location and the design of the highway are consistent with local,

State and Federal goals and objectives. For example, note the

public hearing requirements and specifications contained in paragraphs 4,

6, 9 and 10 of PPM 20-8, Appendix J.

Attention is also directed to paragraph 3b Of PPM 20-8 which

permits Federal participation in construction costs only where prelimi-

nary engineering and/or rights-of-way acquisition were accomplished in

accordance with Federal-aid requirements even though Federal funds

did not participate in the costs incurred. In other words, the
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States cannot escape Federal public hearing and location require-

ments by designing the highway and acquiring the right-of-way with

its own funds and then request Federal participation in the costs

of construction.

The report fails to mention the important and far reaching require-

ments of Section 204 of Public Law 89-754, the Demonstration Cities

and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966 which requires the States,

after June 30, 1967, to submit all applications for the planning

or construction of a Federal-aid highway project (and other federally

assisted projects) to any areawide agency which is designated to

perform metropolitan or regional planning for the area within which

the assistance is to be used or the project constructed.

The application for Federal-aid when submitted to the Federal

agency shall, with certain exceptions, be-accompanied by the comments

and recommendations of the areawide agency and a statement of the

applicant that such comments and recommendations have been considered

prior to formal submission of the application.

The report also neglects to discuss the provisions of Title IV of

Public Law 90-577, the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968,

which requires extensive coordination of federally assisted programs

between significantly affected Federal agencies and coordinated

with, and to the extent authorized by law, made part of the

comprehensive local and areawide development planning. Section 401 (c)

of the Act specifically commands that "Consideration shall be

given to all developmental aspects of our total national community,

including but not limited to housing, transportation, economic develop-
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merit, natural and human resources development, community facilities

and the general improvement of living environments."

In view of these positive actions which are required to be taken

before approval of a Federal-aid highway project can be obtained,

it is most difficult to understand the statement made on page 10

of the report "...that the review of applications seems to be made

principally with an eye to transportation - related issues, i.e.,

review of division engineers in the Planning and Program Office

and officials in the fiscal office."

The procedures implementing Section 204 of Public Law 89-754 and

Title IV of Public LAw 90-577 are contained in IM 50-1-70, issued

January 12, 1970, a copy of which is enclosed hereto as Appendix

The outline provided to this memorandum Exhibit 1, will indicate the

process that is undertaken, before the State submits a request to the

division engineer for location or design approval.

The report also erroneously indicates that the division engineer

is in the Planning and Program Office. In each State, the

District of Columbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the

Federal Highway Administration maintains an office in close

association with the State agency responsible for the State's highway

program. These offices are under the control and supervision of a

division engineer.

Also, where the State proposes a project in an urban area of over

50,000 population, the division engineer may grant approval of the

project in accordance with the provisions of IM 50-2-65. Applications

received from the State are not forwarded to the Washington office for

review except under the circumstances described in paragraph B5.
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V.. Application of Civil Rights Requirements

The following material is presented to clarify, supplement

and where necessary correct and rebut the statements on pages 12

through 14 of the Staff Report.

The Staff Report notes tht the DOT Title VI regulations prohibit

the design and location of highways in such a manner as to require

the relocation of any persons on the basis of race, color, or national

origin. The Report also notes that the regulations offer no explanation,

criteria, or guidelines to help a State determine whether a particular

proj ect will be in compliance.

The subject regulations establish relatively general guidelines

for the entire Title VI program applicable to all administrations

within t:hc Dcpr.rrif.c-nt. Y.azh zir.y'.nir.'cr rti.cn excrcft'on its ov?ri

discretion for obtaining compliance. The FHWA has successfully

relied on two primary means of accomplishing this end.

In January, 1969, the FHWA instituted a procedure for the conduct

of two public hearings in connection with each Federal-aid highway

project to assure adequate consideration of all major influences

upon highway desing ancLlocntion. Among the influences considered

are (1) -residential and neighborhood character and location, (?) religiou.-

institutions and practices, (3) replacement housing, (4) educational

facilities, and (5) displacement of families and businesses. The

public hearings afford a full opportunity for presenting views on
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major highway design features including, the social, economic, environ-

mental, and other effects of alternate designs.

An investigation procedure, formerly administered by the FHWA

and now centralized in DOT, assures the efficient and timely processing

of Ttile VI design and location problems. On several occasions the

investigation procedure has demonstrated that a proposed highway location

or design, while not denying any person the access and use of the

highway, would unfavorably disrupt established neighborhood patterns

and minority business centers. On each occasion, the Federal-aid

project was deferred until eithei* an acceptable re-design could be

developed or some other appropriate resolution of the problem

reached.

Both the two hearing requirement and the investigation procedure

have greatly assisted^ the FHWA and the State highway departments in

becoming more aware of, and responding to, the elements of highway

design and. location which affect a community from a racial or national

origin viewpoint. Without the experience which is now being acquired

by both the Federal and State agencies in this area, we would

seriously doubt the practical value of any "explanations, criteria,

or guidelines" which could presently be developed for inclusion in

the DOT regulations.
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VI. Highway Construction In Baltimore County (pp 14-15)

At the request of the Assistant General Counsel of the United

States Commission on Civil Rights, a listing of Federal funds was

submitted by the FHWA Regional Administrator which he was able to

identify as pertaining to road projects in Baltimore County, but, in

so identifying them, perhaps the impression was created that these

funds went to the Baltimore County government.

While it is true that the Federal Highway Administration has

allocated to the State of Maryland "millions of dollars" over the

last few years which have been used by the Maryland State Roads

Commission for the construction of highways in-Baltimore County,

it is important to understand that this money was not paid by the

Federal Highway Administration to Baltimore County. Rather, under

title 23, U.S.C., the Federal Highway Administration has participated

with Federal funds in Maryland road projects, some of which projects

are fi&t Baltimore County. This distinction is considered necessary

for the sake of clarity. Actually, during the period which was the

subject of the Assistant General Counsel's inquiry (1968-1971), some

funds allocated to the State of Maryland were issued by the Maryland

State Roads Commission to reimburse Baltimore County for some con-

struction on some secondary roads owned by Baltimore County but this sum

only amounted to a relatively insignificant amount.
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Exhibit No. 26

Director, Baltimore Suisnty
Ofjftca of Planning & Zoning

Lll '*iosfc Cfaesap«au» Aveooa
Scitt<tn$ iiirylaad 21234

{tear He* Qarrelta*

Uianic you Tor your l e t t e r of :iay ?2, !>?'), ttbich ©unaarissd Use cowsents
oaiio b / £altiw»re County a t tlw *&y aastijvg i& «1** office.

While «e Xind this lsforttaticm hslpfal aoae oX t!» reffpoaaea to our quea-
tioas idth regar4 to t i» Eastssu Area Park and t&a local plroain* provena
s t i l l reqoir* clarlflcstlon. V.'a «;«, b«lov, thai certain or thssa (vxostlc&is
bs iiasvarod before w» rococssendl reaoTal of the KcU 03A«-̂ 3 requisition coa-
ditioa ami VhaA yoa reapewd to Ua others before plismslnsj findings are iaaii(*
jfo? & r̂ additional Katropolitan Devolopsjent projects spplied for by iho
Couatjr.

V*» sdiiroes oarselTes f i rot to aspects of the local planning pr«c«ss. As
you ar« aware> va east t5aY« a deteraimtioa as to tha adsw-acy of the local
plaining procosn auxii spscifica!3jj tihatfcfi? that process xu'<?vid«3 as ulih
saffideiit ba^ia /or raklu* fiadin^a relatiBJj to project cemjistency. We
JBW» s-:agb.t &"?er tl© psst caapl® or ysars through i^rors&tion requests aftd
tliecisslssia to batter uratorstas&i the C<saaty plaisiJjag process. Uo'Bev&i*, a
xsxRb&r of ejttcetleas wsmaia to b« szisvansd.

I t Is not d e a r to us w&at tschfrflqags wero us*<t ia tbs Co^aty plarsaiiii;
prose«9 to analyse tba tesJiaviori&L characteristics &f the population (people??1

actions tiiat are ia coaforaity to th« sv^alreiS etanciards and vaiQ«gf o£ ths
cosBBtnity, e.g. patteme ef activity est^bllsi'isd in res^soasa to standards of
education, atimdarda ef JJOCKJ mnarsMp JSKI esiistonsac®, stAJK?*tr*is of KJCCSSS
and failure)* ha» tbs needs iapli©4 ]tgr these characteristics Kar* ftfssssod
nod t&at s»tiyl t ls3 haro teen progressed to aoot Bpecti"l«d n».?gds. '*-3 ave
also concornad that ths local pi'ocoss rofiact ths> relevsnt ae^c t s of tho
rogior-al pl&nnin^ pro£s«3« 'iho iaterrelationshi? of tJw^o tvo level a of
planning, particularly the social cojsjponeats («.g. tlwj»« issues that e«r»ot
bo diraeWj defisfld in tarsis of physical atructorso bat CPtablish Ui«

AUG14 1970
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2

constraints that ultimately r-hape tlw j&ysical environaont, l.». juvenilo
delintfioiicy and juvenile responsibility, racial prejudice and racial ha;«ssny,
sound tank unsound health in tha eogesmlty, lonolinars and eocialiaLae,
narcotics control or laclc of control) is cot solicit, enough to aid in
MD'ft evaluation of funding revests for specific projects.

In ord&r for tJhs County planning process to bo fin effective guida to decision*
Es&in*, tha plan csistt 1) cot forth aa analysis of County and coanty-ralafced
problems to be addressed In tba planning prccosa and provide a n&chanlsn for
ongoing evaluation of ths-so probleas; 2) it east prooenfc & stateasat of
objectives and a system for setting priorities to achieve thasa objectives.
2he Plan should discuaa the planning raettiodology used to establish pzdorliiea
in light of th* coKplex vsriabloc, conflicting objectives and, scarce rercwj'CGa
that confront the County; 3) the process sxtst incorporate procedures t£iich
afford all County residents, and ospeaially lctf«incos» and minority group3>
tho opportunity to actually participate in tisa preparation, iapleaeatation
and revision of the plsssj It) the process ssist reflect at all stages tho
regional context idtlxin which it functions} 5} it Raat provida a basis for
establishing development controls | 6) it oast ba legally adopted by appro-
priate sovenanent bodiesj end ?) tha process Bust b» clearly expressed as
a continuous function of problem definition sad solution.

la light of thstse coneidarationa, vo raise the follovsins issues for yotir
rojjponasi

1. V7o do not have a statcaaat of specific County problwts to be addressed
In tha planning pvoceat, Taoe« diocusaed in the Guida plea ar« tho general
condition of counties facing netropolitan dsvolopaait. However* tl» County
should pubsit & detailed diseueaidn of social problem, indicating the eagai-
tade and nataro of thasa issues. Iho pit>bleaa should reflect tha regional
situation a» it impacts <ai tio Ckonty ea veil as thos« probloaa that can ba
said to bo confined vithin Goant^r bouadari««»

2* 2Kta stated gosls for ths Ceuntgr planning process are so gansral that It
«suld ba i^ossibla to establi^i objectives or priorities based on them in
any docision involving conflicts. How «ould the County docido uhother a
dacision should bo aade »bich sd^Ut "iruarantsd green space" la one arsa but
not ccntribata to guaranteeing ©conoaic stability? Eov «oald ths County
rouolva a conflict is tStich. tho contribution to ecoaeaio stability nifht
undermine the presorvatisai of open epaoa? tho ovsraij?pliflcati<m of the
goals st&teaont prevents our undarstanding of how tho ca^ilex and divers*
noeds of tixs County's populoco ara to be considered in my single decision
or hew tha County analyses the impact of a decision and uhat prccocs will
the County use to raaka objectives BOTA precise and project tha likelihood
of ifi^aaaontationt How will it anticipata and x»aolv» conflict* and in*
consistencies aeons objectives?
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3* What specific efforts hava been ttado to Include ncnboro of lowlncor»
end ninority groups in the process of plan preparation* inplaB&tit&tlan end
revision? Particularly, how have agencies mid groups representative of
lo¥~incaaft and m&oovlty people been larolved la zoning sxxd subdivision
regulation decisions?

Kov effective have these efforts ba«B? Please iUsstrate.

How doos the County intoad to sake those efforts s»re effective in th#
future?

I*» (See balow)

*>. ;b&t i s tla» statue of rorised sonlnj; and. subdivision resol&tlons? WUl
th: i ro^olationa i-cinfoix« the principles set forth In the Golds plan?
Pica?© relate thesa regulations to tha probldB atsteaant requested aboire
indicating how they am expected to «j»iiorate or solvo tho problcns.

6. lijat i s ilxa projected date £or th» official adoption of th» Guide plaa
sod sector plans by tho Gousty Planning Board? Is adoption by th» County
Council required? If eot liasn i s this Ukaly to occur? ^e rsfpioat that tha
cs«ctor plans and eopportis^ tlocujatntation b» cobmittod to thia office ao iiusy
ftro prcpArod*

U & 7. Baltioora Coanty atoould submit a worfe pro^rsa covering 3 years which
will Indicate the planning activities to be undertaken a&d the fiscal and
staff resources to be Allocated to these activities. A preface to tho work
program should be ineludod uiiich diacojsses tha specific relationships botvesn
tha goala and objectives of the Regional Plaaoing Council &x articulated in
i t s overall prograa design aad ttw goals and objectlTes of Baltiaoro 0ouuty*3
planning prograa.

With regard to the Sastom Area Park project, ue feel that your letter
raises a camber of difficulties that prevent a definite resolution of tho
access problea. Sewevtir, we wish to call th* follotfLag to your attention*

1* 2ha Park will evantaally &trv* a se«ly establljsb&d cooBtialty slated for
deTslopaant noar the Park bouadarias.

2. Uw Parlc, upon deTelopescnt, *±11 oervo a ewbstantial noabar of low-incoae
persons in the isaadiate -vieinity and could bs of benefit to lov-toeoas
pcrcoaa throughout the Eastern area, ot2»r parts of Baltimore Comity, and
the entire Baltimra Be$ioa»
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U

3. Cltiscn participation is a major part of say odaquato planning
procoaa, including tha Implenaatation ata^o. At our recent aaetinfj
with you in ray office it x/as ntatod that tha "guts" of citiscn participa-
tion corns at tha dovelopBient of the specific recreation site3.

In Hsht of these facts, wo asli that you prepare a statwasnt providing
ug with certain inforraition concomia^ tho prqcess to be folloawd in
dijvKiLopins tho Kartem Area Varlu :>pf>ciTicaUy, tho atataaont elioald
address the follovins aspects of tha processi

1. Identification of tha characteristics and. needs of tho population
that tha park «ill serve over tiaa (i.o. tha residents of tho isaodiate
vicinity, tho conounity proposed for futuro dovaiopsasnt on tho psainsula).

2. A disc-ussioa of how a reprswratativa soc^lo of these citizens wcwld bs
involved in tha planning for th» devsl^s&imt stages of the Pars.

3* Xa ronjiinction with tha S9£̂ Letnal Planning Council, a discussion of short
and long-raasa alternative oolutioae to tha acce.'w prohlea locally and/or
regionally* Ihia discsisaion should induda the population without cars
that could be s«rv»d if public transportation «sr» available*

We trust that 70a vlll gim thase natters your israediate attention* If
v» can prorid© further clarification, pleas* contact us.

Sincerely,

Samel H. nanfthorn
Aaolstaat Regional Adniniatrator
for Prograa Coordination and Serric*3

Copies toi
Mr. Frederick Dtrabeny, County Dovelopsasnt Coordinator
Kr. Bubort &jyder, Dapartsjeaat of Parks and Recreation
Kr. Eoberfc Toung, Segional Planning Coaniaalon

cci
2C Hawthorn 016
2CP Henson 82d
2CP Hobbs 820 Reg.File
2M Parker 68!* Chron
£5 S S S 72l aCPrnenaon̂ bb̂ rfô AaAO 2625
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<rard D. Hardest}
«C(JX5.»J:K ' I

?ILTIMORE COUNTY OFFICE OF PLANNING AND ZONING

May 22, 1970

Mr. Samuel H. Hawthorn
Assistant Regional Administrator for Program

Coordination & Services
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Region II
Curtis Building
6th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

Dear Mr. Hawthorn:

This letter is a follow-up to the meeting held in your office between repre-
sentatives of your staff and of Baltimore County and the Regional Planning
Council. First of a l l , let me express my appreciation for extending to us in
Baltimore County the opportunity for face to face discussion on and clari-
fication of a series of issues relating to our proposed Eastern Area Park. V/e
found the discussion to be helpful.

I have reviewed materials prepared by this office in conjunction with our
application for the Eastern Area Park. Nowhere do I find that we in Planning
stated that the Park facility would serve "community functions". All of our
justification deals with service on an. area or "town" level. Our letter of
September 2, 1969 to Mr. Hubert Snyder, Director of Recreation and Parks,
did mention that the Guideplan included the Eastern Area Park on it and that
the Guideplan was showing town and community parks. Frankly, we were
somewhat taken aback at our meeting with you svhen a community function
was assigned to the Park by your staff.

The Eastern Area Park will offer some measure of service to close-by residents.
Obviously, its waterfront orientation will serve a much larger area and a wider
range of recrealionol opportunities than ore possible iii our more localized
facilities at the neighborhood c community level. The service area of the Park
in its broadest aspect has been we!! documented by the Regional Planning Council
In their reply to you dated April 17, 1970. Additional comment is ncl required
on this aspec! of the Park's service.
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Mr. Sm.Hi.'l I I . lluv/tlioui •• l'<i<r ? M<iy 77, 17/0

Our meeting did indicate ll>al tlic Eastern Area Pc.nk docs seivc an arr.a on the
Back River Neck Peninsula v/itliin which minority and low income group;, reside .
For certain kinds of watcifionf or wafer related recreation opportunities, the
Eastern Area Park can and will meet the needs of the people residing on Back
River Neck Peninsula - the area shown on the Guidcplan ns the Essex Town Area.
Other facilities exist or v/ill be provided in the Essex Town Area on a walk-to
basis to meet the needs for recreational opportunities close to home. These are
shown on an accompanying draft of the Sector Plan for this area and ought to
respond to your questions relative to how Baltimore County does provide recre-
ational facilities for all of its people. In planning these facilities, we try not
to think of race or income but, rather, what are the needs for play space and
parks in a given area. The plans themselves, in the words of Hubert Snyder,
attempt to concentrate on the things which unite people rather than on those
which divide people.

I am transmitting two maps from our Population Characteristics Atlas which is
based on the 1960 census. Please note that the Back River Neck Peninsula (the
Eastern Town Area) was one of two in the County in 1960 which had census tracts
with more than 20% of its families with incomes under $3,000 (see Figure 15).
Please note also that the Eastern Area had census tracts which had more than 10%
of the population in a non-white category (see Figure 12). The needs of low-
income or minority racial groups are being met by our Park and Recreation
proposal on both a neighborhood and an area basis. Again see the Sector Plan
proposals relative to school recreation centers or parks and compare them with
Figures 12 and 15.

The remaining issue requiring comment seems to be transportation and how low
income or minority groups would get to the Eastern Area Park. Please refer to
the Guideplan which shows a future mass transit system, one leg of which extends
from the city to the center of Essex. Such a mass transit system would require a
fairly complex and efficient surface bus system providing transit linkages between
places of residence and mass transit lines themselves. In the long run, one could
expect a connecting bus system running the length of the Back River Neck Penin-
sula to the Essex mass transit line. When implemented, this would provide service
not only for people on the Back River Neck Peninsula to the Park, it would also
provide linkages from other areas, including Baltimore City, to the Part*. Mr.
Snyder assures me that group use of our parks has been made possible by the use of
school bus companies, who can, and do, provide transportation to our park facil-
ities at a reasonable fee. Beyond these possibilities for transit, the answers must
await a regional determination and interaction by our Metropolitan Transit Auth-
ority in determining the economics of and the routes for a regional surface transit
system. ! can make no commitments beyond those mentioned above.
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Mr. SamueI H. Hawthorn - Page 3 May 22, 1970

I hope that this letter now clarifies and provides answers to the questions raised
by the Planning Staff at your meeting. Please advise me if any additional
information is required.

Sincerely yours,

GEG:msh

enclosures

cc: Mr. Frederick Dewberry
Mr. Hubert Snyder.
Mr. Robert Young
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NON-WHITE
PERCENT OF TOTAL POPULATION

BY CENSUS TRACT

BALTIMORE COUNTY OFFICE OF PLANNING AND ZONING
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FAMILY INCOME UNDER
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BALTIMORE COUNTY OFFICE OF PLANNING AND ZONING
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Exhibit No. 27

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

STAFF REPORT

NEW TOWNS
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I. ELEMENTS AMD FUNCTION OF A NEW TOWN

A. Definition of Goals of New Towns

"New conmunity" means any large scale planned development

that mingles different types of uses — residential, commercial,

industrial>and recreational. Strictly speaking, a "new town" is

a new community which, because of its size and diversity, has

achieved a high degree of self-sufficiency. The difference between

"new towns" and less self-sufficient new communities is one of

degree, and the two terms are at times used interchangeably in this

paper.

Although the new town concept had its origins in the Utopian

philosophies of the 18th century and earlier, most commentators trace

its modern day origin to the English dissatisfaction with the indus-

trial cities of the 19th century. The "garden city" concept

developed in that period had as its basic tenet that urban problems

are insoluble within the framework of the metropolis. Ebeneser

Howard, an author and originator, first expounded his theory in 1898.

Howard's original concept was basically for an inner residential area of

1,000 acres, with a population of 30,000, surrounded by a belt of

farms. The farm area would have a population of 2,000 on approxi-

mately 5,000 acres of land. Howard's plans were sketchy, but they
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did provide for industrial and commercial development for the

residential areas, and were based on the theory that the urban

1/
and rural acreas should be interdependent. The development of

Letchworth and Welwyn in 1909 were the first application of

U
Howard's thesis.

Since that time, the English Government has played an active

role in the planning and construction of new towns, seeking balanced

development of different types of new towns. This has been

characteristic of the experience of many Western European countries

as well.

In the United States, the Government has not been involved

extensively in the development of new communities, except for the

construction of special purpose communities such as Boulder City,

Nevada or Los Alamos, New Mexico, built in connection with atomic

energy and hydroelectric installations. In part,for this reason

the United States generally has seen the planning and construction

y
of less self-sufficient new communities, rather than of new towns.

1/ William Peterson, The Ideological Origins of Britain's New Towns,
34 American Institute of Planners Journal 160-161 (1968).

2/ Id. at 161.

2J John Garvey, Jr., what Can Europe Teach Us About Growth?, 7 Nation's
Cities 13-18, 31 (1969). /.Hereinafter cited as Garvey/.

4/ Edward P_̂  Eichler and Marshall Kaplan, The Community Builders
24 (1967). /Hereinafter cited as Eichler/.
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The English and the United States1 experience, however,

appear to reflect substantially similar planning ideals, such
5/

as the following:

Multipurpose development. The new town should have an

overall plan of development which includes provision for industrial,

business,and residential development on a balanced scheme. The

industrial development should not be keyed to one industry or to a

certain type of industry, but rather should be diversified. Diversi-

fication of industry will help to provide a broader tax base and

also attract a wider variety of residents.

A proper mix of different income housing. New towns should

provide low-and moderate-income housing as well as high-income

housing, with due regard for the need to have a sufficient tax base

to support the services which are necessary to a community. Care

7/
also should be taken that the low-income housing is of good quality.

5/ The enumeration of goals is a synthesis of the objectives enumerated
by different authors. See Gladstone, New Towns Roles in Urban Growth
Explored, 23_Journal of Housing 29, 30-33 (1966) /Hereinafter cited
as Gladstone/; and Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
Urban and Rural America: Policies for Future Growth 63-64 (1968).
/Hereinafter cited as Urban and Rural America/.

§J Id. at 30.

7/ MayerA Greenbelt Towns Revisited, 24 The Journal of_Housing 151,152
7l967). /Hereinafter cited as Greenbelt Towns Revisited/.
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Respect for the natural topography of the area. This con-

cept was originally enunciated in the Radburn plan; basically it

seeks to use the natural character of the land to enhance the

aesthetic value of the community.

Attraction of industry and business. An essential part of

being a whole community is the presence of industry and commercial

enterprises to furnish employment and services to the citizens

H
of the community. There should be a balance of blue-and-white

collar jobs. There also should be a sufficient number of shopping

establishments to meet the community's needs.

Sufficient size. The new town should be of sufficient size

to be a viable community, but not so large as to produce the

10/
problems endemic to large cities.

8/ "The concept, developed /in the design of Radburn, New Jersey/ by
Clarence S. Stein and Henry Wright in 1929 introduced the superblock
unpierced by through-traffic; complete separation of pedestrian and
motor cars the internal social recreational park on land gained by the
cluster principle." National Cpramittee_qn Urban Growth Policy,The New
City 98 (D. Canty ed. 1969) /.Hereinafter cited as The New City,/.

9/ Greenbe.lt Towns Revisited, supra note 7, at 151,156.

10/ Urban and Rural America, supra note 5, at 64.
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B. The Need for New Towns.

Seventy percent of the Nation's approximately 200 million
11/

population is concentrated in urban areas. The population is

growing at a pace never before experienced, and, if present

patterns continue, most of the population growth — 80 percent of

it — will occur.inside metropolitan areas. The central city

population will grow only about 13 percent by 1985, while the

suburban rings will grow by 106 percent. That is, 89 percent of
12/

the metropolitan growth will be in the suburbs.

In order to meet the United States' housing needs it will

be necessary to build at least 2 to 2.25 million housing units a

year. The National Commission on Urban Problems has stated that

of these needed units

at least 500,000 units a year exclusive of housing
for the elderly should house the low and moderate-
income families who at present costs and incomes
cannot afford to rent or buy decent, safe and
sanitary housing. 13/

In order to meet these needs, planning and development on a

large scale may be necessary. The following section of this paper

will seek to evaluate the potential of the new town as a means of

meeting this need.

11/ Gladstone, supra note 5,at 31.

12/ National Commission on Urban Problems, Building the American
City 42 (1968) /Hereinafter cited as Building The American City/.

13/ Id. at 180.
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II. NEW TOWNS AND NEW COMMINITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

The company towns which were built mainly between 1830 and

1900 were an outgrowth of the industrial revolution and were

built by industrial companies which were more concerned with the

needs of the company than with enlightened planning. Two of the

more significant examples of company towns were Pullman, Illinois

14/
and Kingsport, Tennessee.

When developers entered the community construction field,

their intention was to create suburbs completely cut off from the

industrial process. The developers felt this would avoid the

problems that had beset company towns. Palos Verdes Estate in

Los Angeles County, built in 1923, was the most significant of the
15/

early real estate communities.

14/ Generally, company towns have not been a major element in the
American tradition of city planning. However, Kingsport "marked
perhaps the greatest advance in planning a company town. Its features
include a diverse industrial base, an early planning body utilizing
private zoning regulations, and initially a wholly democratic council-
manager form of local government operating under a model city charter.
However, the physical plan and the generally inadequate permanent
zoning restrictions retarded the healthy, balanced development of
Kingsport." Urban and Rural America, supra note 5'at 68,69.

15/ "Unique planning features and comprehensive protection deed
restrictions ~ characterized by stability of land-use, separation
of residential and business areas, and a continuous planning function
make these real estate communities significant improvements over the
company town idea." Id_. at 69.
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The garden city movement also caught hold in the United States —

Radburn in New Jersey — and was characterized by the preservation

of open space through interior parks and gardens, and the use of

16/
the "superblock" with extensive use of footpaths.

W
The Presidential Executive order which in 193.5 created the

Resettlement Administration, included a provision for greenbelt

towns. Greenbelt, Maryland, Greendale, Wisconsin, and Greenhills,

Ohio were built by the Federal Government in the latter half of the

1930's in order both to create employment and to help develop

18/
techniques of planned urban development.

Basically, the Federal Government's goal was to provide modestly

priced housing in a planned setting, including a greenbelt area

which would surround the developed residential area. The goal was

to make the greenbelt towns self-sufficient, with shopping centers,

local government, and employment opportunities within the towns.

None of the original greenbelt towns developed into a self-

sustained entity, both because the populations were not large enough

to support an integrated shopping-entertainment center, and because

16/ Id. at 69-71.

17/ Exec. Order No. 7027 (April 30, 1935), see S. Rep. No. 312 81st
Cong., 1st Sess. 1241 (1949). ,

18/ Greenbelt Towns Revisited, supra note 7 at 12, 20.
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W
the towns were unable to attract Industry. Moreover, the

greenbelt towns were unable to provide housing for low-and-moderate-

income people to the extent originally intended. Since there was

no mechanism to control the price of property on resale, prices

rose progressively. In Greenbelt, Maryland,land prices rose

yearly an average of 250 percent or an overall increase of 8000

percent. The greenbelt experience thus suggests that unless there

is an effective mechanism to keep price levels down, new towns will

not meet the needs of low income families.

The extent of new community development across the country

today is difficult to determine. It has been estimated that there

are only slightly more than 50 new communities, incorporating signi-

ficant residential, commercial, and industrial features, in all of

the United States.

An illustrative listing of 52 new community projects which
£1/

were underway in 18 States in 1968 is presented in Appendix A. There

is a wide variety of styles and types in the new communities being

constructed across the Nation. Most combine single family houses

with garden and high-rise apartments. Shopping centers and industrial

parks often are designed around a core of buildings, malls, and walk-

ways, surrounded by parking space. The larger new communities generally

19/ Id. at 154, 160. Moreover, the rural-urban integration plan did
not survive in any of the towns both because there were inadequate
markets for the farmer's goods, and because the rise in land prices
and tax assessments made it economically unfeasible to continue farming.
Id. at 80-86.

20/ Urban and Rural American, supra note 5, at 77.

21/ Id. It may be noted that many of the new communities are located
in California.
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favor the neighborhood and village approach, with residences,

schools, and churches grouped around a small commercial and

activity center; this facilitates efficient and economic develop-

22/
ment by stages. The two new towns in the Washington area are

Columbia, Maryland and Reston, Virginia.

Columbia, Maryland. The Rouse Company is building Columbia,

Maryland on approximately 15,000 acres in the corridor between

Baltimore and Washington. The projected population of 110,000 to

be attained by 1980, will be housed in a wide variety of apartments

and homes. Rents will vary from about $120 to approximately $335

per month; home prices will range from approximately $18,000 to

over $60,000. There are 4,900 acres reserved for industrial and

commercial uses and industrial parks, 500 acres reserved for

commercial and office use, and 5,200 acres reserved for permanent

open space, lake, and parks. There are approximately 7,400 acres

reserved for residential sites.

The planning of Columbia is being done on a continuous basis,

23/
with attention being given to experience as the community develops.

Basic to planning at Columbia is the "concept of housing cluster,

neighborhood, village and town as a system of overlapping communities."

22/ Urban and Rural America, supra note 5, at 77.

23/ Hoppenfeld, A Sketch of the Planning-Building Process for Columbia,
Maryland, 33 American Institute Planning Journal 402-403 /Hereinafter
cited as Hoppenfeld,/.

24/ Id. at 406.
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Basically, each neighborhood center consists of an elementary school

supplemented by a day care center, a small store, and a multi-

purpose meeting room. In addition there is a swimming pool, park and

playground areas. Village centers, each with a secondary school

as its hub, will be formed by the clustering of several neighborhood

centers. These village centers will range in population from

10,000 to 15,000. The third level in the plan of community overlap

25/
is the town center of Columbia itself.

One of the objectives which the planners of Columbia considered

important was that there be a balance of housing types; that there

be an economically and racially balanced community.

The Columbia Interfaith Housing Corporation is to build 300

new homes for low-to middle-income people, using $4.4 million in

26/
Federal aid . Ninety-nine of the 300 units have been completed,

and the rest are under construction. The families living in the

housing have incomes ranging from $6,000 to $8,000. There is an

27/
income limit of $10,000 for a family of seven or more people.

Blacks comprise about 20 to 25 percent of the residents in this
28_/

housing. The Rouse Company also is planning to build housing

2_5/ Id. at 406-408.

26/ The Evening Sun (Baltimore) March 27, 1970 at C4, Col. 1.

27/ Rents in the houses now being built are to be $98 a month for
one bedroom, $115 a month for two bedrooms, $129.25 a month for
three bedrooms, and $148 a month for four bedroom town houses; the
rent includes all utilities. Id.

28/ Id.
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29/
subsidized under the "Section 235" program. The Section 235

units, unlike the housing described above, will not be concentrated

in certain areas, but will be interspersed with the other housing

in the community.

The reaction of Columbia residents reportedly has been

favorable to the open occupancy policy of the Rouse Company and to

the construction of low-and moderate-income housing though it is

reported that there has been opposition in surrounding Howard

30/
County.

At the present time there are 33 industries in Columbia,

employing 4,500 persons. Commercial establishments employ an additional

3,800 persons. xhe location of industry and commercial establishments

in Columbia is said to be approximately 3 years ahead of the

31/
projected pace. General Electric Company is building a $250

million manufacturing and distributing center on 1,100 acres in

Columbia, which will have up to 12,000 employees when it is completed
32/

in the late 1970's. While the original master plan called for

60,000 jobs in Columbia, the addition of the General Electric plant

has caused the projected employment figures to be adjusted upwards

29/This is a Federal program intended to enable low-or-moderate-
income families to purchase a home. The Federal Government makes
monthly payments to the mortgagee to reduce interest costs to as
low as one percent. Housing and Urban Development Act 12 U.S.C.A.
1 1715 z(c), (2). (1968).

30/ Interview with Ray Bird, President, Interfaith Housing Corp.,
in Baltimore, Maryland, May 14, 1970.

31/ Interview with John Shallcross, Director, Industrial Relations
and Manpower Development. The Reuse Company, in Columbia, Maryland,
Apr. 30, 1970. /Hereinafter cited as Shallcross/.

32/ A City Growing Alongside A Growing City 3 Columbia Today 16, 17-18
(1970).
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to 72,000, 42,000 of these to be industrial jobs. The planners

anticipate that 60 percent of the jobs will be taken by female
33/

workers.

To facilitate transportation within Columbia, the Rouse

Company has instituted a mini-bus system to take care of the

immediate needs of the Columbia residents. The company is

developing a transportation system which will take care of the

future transportation needs of the town.

Reston, Virginia. Reston is being built on approximately

7,000 acres in western Fairfax County, Virginia. The initiating

developer is Robert E. Simon, Jr.

It is projected that there will be a total of about 24,000

housing units, to be completed in the early 1970's. These will

include apartment houses, detached houses, and town houses. One

thousand acres were set aside for industrial development, with pro-

vision also made for recreational areas, including golf courses and

swimming pools. The master plan calls for seven villages, each with

a population of 10,000. The residential area will be developed

along the cluster development principle, with homes built in clusters

that conform to the contours of the land, rather than in the traditional

grid pattern. The villages are to be built so that residents will

be able to walk to any section of the village, thus reducing the

35/
automobile traffic within the town.

33/ Shallcross, supra note 31.

34/ A Space Age Transit System for A New Town, 84 The American City
160 (1969). The Department of Transportation funded the planning and
analysis stage; The Bendix Corporation will do the study and analysis.

35/ Eichler, supra note 4,at 79-86; and Milton Viorst, Reston
9 Horizon 35, 37 (1967).
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To insure that the community will not change its essential

character, restrictions have been put into the deeds of sale

which prohibit certain actions by the new owners, e.g., making

additions without the approval of an administrative board.

Reston's attempts to attract industry have not been as success-

ful as those of Columbia. Reston has made provision for low cost

housing. However, as in Columbia, the majority of the housing will

be predominantly higher income housing.

There are two related problems of new town development which

warrant special consideration here. These are the financing of

new town development, and the need of the new town for industry to

provide an adequate economic base.

A. Financing The New Town.

Perhaps the major problem facing new town developers is

financing land acquisition, the site development and initial housing,

36/
until return on the investment is realized.

In the case of Columbia, Maryland, the cost of the approximately

11,640 acres originally purchased was about $16,900,000. In Reston

37/
the cost of 7,180 acres was approximately $13,600,000.

36/ Building the American City, supra note 12,at 178.

37/ Urban and Rural America, supra note 5,at 87. Other examples:
New Orleans East, $27,680,000 for 32,000 acres; Westlake Village,
$27 million for 11,500 acres; Camarillo Ranch, $18 million for
4,700 acres.
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and sidewalks, sewer and water lines, shopping centers, and community
38/

centers. The cost of land and the initial improvements for

Columbia required the Rouse Company to borrow $48,500,000. It was

5 years after the original acquisition of land before the first

100 houses in Columbia were sold and the first 262 apartment units

39/
available for rent.

40/
The New Communities Act of 1968 is in part a response to the

problem of financing the new town. The act authorizes the Federal

Government to guarantee up to $50 million of bonds, debentures, or
41/

notes issued by a developer in order to secure financing. There

is no minimum size requirement for the amount of land to be developed,

though size is one factor in determining whether the developer will
42/

be given a guarantee. To be eligible, the developer must have a

comprehensive plan which provides for sound land use patterns, and

which includes a proper amount of housing for families of low-and
43/

moderate-income. The developer s plan also must assure that

shopping, school, recreational, transportation, and other facilities
44/

will be provided adequate to satisfy the needs of the community.

38/ Id. at 87-88.

39/ Id. at 88. The Rouse Corporation borrowed $23.5 million from
the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company in 1963; $25 million
from Chase Manhattan Bank, Teachers Insurance and the Annuity
Association of America.

40/ 42 U.S.C.A. § 3901 (1968).

41/ 42 U.S.C.A. § 3902, 3904 (1968).

42/ 42 U.S.C.A. § 3903(4) (1968).

43/ 42 U.S.C.A. § 3903(1), (2), (3) (1968).

44/ 42 U.S.C.A. § 3903(3)(b) (1968).
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Western European countries have attempted to meet the financial

problems of new town development by means of governmental partici-

pation in construction and planning. This is supplemented by

governmental policies which provide for transportation facilities,

relocation of new industry in the new community's area, and sharing

of revenues between the new community and the central government.

An increasingly significant source of new community development

capital is the large corporation.

In some cases, corporations enter the field in part as a matter

of product sales stimulation. For example, Westinghouse, developing

through a subsidiary the new community of Coral Springs, Florida,

refers to the community as "an urban living laboratory" for innovation

46/
in home products and systems.

Simply as part of its program of continuing expansion and diversi-

fication, International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation purchased

Levitt and Sons, one of the Nation's largest and most successful

47/
homebuilders. Kaiser Aluminum,seeking to stimulate a market for

aluminum products in homebuilding and other urban development, has
48/

formed a land development subsidiary, Westwood Properties.

45/ See Section III, infra.

46/ Urban and Rural America, supra note 5, at 80.

47/ Id.

48/ U. at 81.
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The Gulf Oil Company, one of the largest investors in the

Reston, Virginia New Town, has taken over control of the develop-
49/

ment through a subsidiary.

B. The New Town's Need for Industry.

As suggested above, the economic base of a new town may have

a direct effect on its ability to achieve the goals generally set

by new town planners and developers.

For example, because the greenbelt communities did not have

sufficient tax base to support necessary public services, it was

found necessary to abandon some of the originally intended, less

SSL
economic uses, such as farming.

The planners of Columbia have recognized the need to have an

adequate tax base and planned that approximately 20 to 25
51/

percent of the land be reserved for industrial development.

Sufficient industry also is necessary to provide employment

for the residents of the community. Unable to attract industry,
52/

the greenbelt communities became very similar to bedroom communities.

Nonetheless, even with sufficient employment opportunity, people

in the United States often seem to reside some distance from their

place of employment. It is clear that there always will be inter-

action between existing metropolitan areas, near which most new

53/
communities in the United States have located.

50/ Greenbelt Towns Revisited supra note 7, at 22-23.

51/ Hoppenfeld, supra note 23,at 399, 408.

52/ Greenbelt Towns Revisited, supra note 7, at 151, 156-157.

53/ Morris, Prospects for Coexistence, 7 Nation's Cities 39-41 (1969)

/Hereinafter cited as Morris/.
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The planners of Columbia have recognized that one-half of the

employees of those industries in Columbia will commute from
54/

communities outside of Columbia.

It should be noted that such interaction is not confined to

the area of employment. A similar need arises with respect to the

55/
sharing of certain governmental services, to the provision of

adequate markets and recreational facilities for the residents of
56/

both areas, and also to cooperation in the solving of common
57/

problems.

III. EUROPEAN NEW TOWN DEVELOPMENT COMPARISON

Following extensive destruction of British towns during the Second

World War the British central government, in conjunction with big cities

and surrounding counties, commissioned the development of comprehensive

plans to meet postwar rebuilding needs for the major city regions. These

plans were strategies for balanced reconstruction of metropolitan areas,

and included a new towns and town expansion program. A legislative pro-

gram was enacted after the war, which included the following elements:

54/Shallcross, supra note 31.

5^/ Morris, supra note 53,at 40. "The new communities in many cases will
be required to work out agreements with the existing city for water and
sewerage."
56/ Id. at 40-41. "Even with full development, when the new towns
have achieved their planned populations, the older city will be
essential to the full life that the new town residents will expect
from an urban community."

57/ Id. at 40. The author feels that proper planning in the con-
struction of new housing will facilitate the alleviation of the
ills of the ghetto.
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The 1946 Distribution of Industry Act. Firms locating in

"developing areas" are eligible for Government grants, which

contribute significant amounts of money for the construction of

new manufacturing plant and machinery, the training of employees,

58/
and also annual premiums for salaries of employees.

The 1947 Town and Country Planning Act. County and city

councils are given various powers for the planning and control of
59/

urban development.

The 1946 New Towns Act (re-enacted with modifications in 1962).

The Minister of Housing and Local Government is empowered to
60/

designate an area for development as a new town.

The Minister establishes a corporation to plan and build the

new town. The act gives the corporation compulsory purchase (eminent

domain) powers over land needed for the new town.(The corporation

pays the true market value of the land for the use to which it will

be put.) The corporation, in consultation with local authorities and

many other interests, prepares and publishes a master plan for the

new town. The master plan then is submitted to the Minister for

approval, which, when granted, authorizes the advance of the necessary

61/
development loans by the Government.

58/ W. Thomas, Britain's Postwar Achievement in National Committee on
Urban Growth Policy, The New City 101, 102 (D. Canty ed. 1969).

59/ Id.

60/ Id. "The purposes and population of the proposed new town are
set out and a public hearing into any objections then held."

61/ JU. at 103-104.
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Four of London area new towns have been substantially completed
62/

and have passed into the ownership of the Commission for New Towns.

The population of these new towns is quite similar to the national

population in terms of income and social makeup; only the very rich
63/

and the very poor are underrepresented.

A commentator has described English new town growth as follows:

The new towns program has been expanded substantially in
the last six years... . These later new towns with ultimate
populations ranging from 80,000 to 500,000, will take a
sizable share of the larger population growth predicted
for the major city-regions; they will provide homes and
work together for more families from the still crowded
inner-city districts; and they will create economic growth
points in carefully selected areas.... 64/

Other European countries have new town programs similar to

that of England in that there is major governmental involvement in

the creation of the communities. The approach has differed in these
65/

counties. Some have utilized new towns to control growth in existing

6 2 / I d . at 106. "The commission is the central government agency set
up to take over completed new towns from their development corporations
and to manage their assets until a permanent decision is made about
disposal."

63/ Big The population is 148,000; there are 48,000 new houses (public
and private).

64/ Id. at 107.
65/ Garvey, supra note 3, at 15-16. "Stockholm's most successful efforts
have been in the development of five "sub-communities or district centers."
The independent suburbs or "sleeping towns" feature major shopping facilities,
all connected by rapid transit, but are light on industry. There are three
new towns in Finland, one, Taplioa, is winning international attention for
its principles and achievements; in addition, there has been developed a
comprehensive developmental plan for the Tfnnimiw Province for the completion
of four other new towns by 2010.

Denmark's concept of new towns is "city sections,""the sections are to be
linked up with the existing metropolitan area in such a way that the region
functions as an integrated whole, permitting easy access to the city center."
"The concept is based up a concept of a great traffic axis, along which are
placed large centers with employment and supporting populations."
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metropolitan area; others have used new towns to decentralize

existing population concentrations. In Israel, the rebirth of

the town of Beersheba is a prime example of new town techniques

66/
being used to rebuild a city. "Hie essence of the foreign

experience, whatever the motivation for its use, has been the

determination of a regional or national plan for land development

and population distribution to achieve identified social goals.

CONCLUDING COMMENT

The new town experience in the United States and elswhere

has shown that the new town can achieve some social goals. These

goals have primarily related to planning techniques and better

utilization of natural resources. Other social goals such as

alleviating the congestion of the central cities, providing

housing for moderate-and-low income persons, and providing an

integrated racial environment have not been fully met by the new

town.

Even if a large commitment of national resources was made to

the building of new towns, there is little indication from the past

experience of England, where there has been substantial effort, that

67/
a large portion of our urbanization would occur in new towns. Those

66/ Israel New Town Honored by American Jury. 27 Journal of Housing
188 (1970)

67/ Alonso, The Mirage of New Towns. 19 The Public Interest 3, 5 (1970).
"As of December 1967, after 20 years of sustained effort, the population
of British New towns had grown by only 554,373, or only 1% of the National
Population. During 1967 the population growth of the new towns was
less than 107. of yearly British population growth, that is 34,577."
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who advocate the new town as the panacea for the problems of urban

growth are overlooking the historical experience of the Greenbelt
68/

towns, and the pattern of growth in the United States.

The new town additionally does not solve aany of the problems

of providing low-and moderate-income housing that traditional develop-

ment has also failed to solve. Building costs today are such that

the phrase "low cost housing" is a misnomer. Apparently, housing

can only be built for low-income people with the aid of various

Federal programs. Private construction of moderate income housing,

although possible,is plagued by the reality that the housing, because

of spiralling prices, does not remain on resale accessible to persons

of moderate means.

The Columbia experience does, however, indicate some success

in achieving a racially integrated living situation. This development

deserves further exploration to determine the ingredients that resulted

in the achievement and to see if theBe ingredients have applicability

to only one new town or can be utilized in other housing situations.

68/ Id_. at 5-16. Even with the projected population growth, the 200
smallest metropolitan areas could absorb the increase of 100 million
by each taking a half million people. Efficiency costs for the new
communities will not be more advantageous than those for existing
cities of the same size. The territory to be occupied by urban growth
is relatively small so that the argument that new towns will help
preserve the countryside lacks force.
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Ntw communities
Protected Projected .
ImstuT wutat io . tHMbrt.1.

2,100
4.300
COM
4,100

Ariimu:
LHdifMd Park MaricopiCounty 13,000
Late HavMu City Mohavt County 13,000
Tucson Grwn Valley Pinu County 10.000
SunCityi MwieopaCounty 14,000

Arkansas: Maumalle Putoski County 5,300
California*

El Dorado Hills Sacramento County 9, MO
Fester City San Mateo County 2,700
Rossmoor Leisure World i ' Contra Costa County
Valencia Los Angeles County
Diamond Bar do
Porter Ranch do
Mountain Park do
Crammer Ranch Los Anieles and Ventura Counties
WestlakaVillaie do 11.500
Coneje Village Ventura County 11,000
Irvine Ranch Oranfe County 33,000

• M.000
Rossmoor leisure World' <to ? . 4 »
LagunaNiguel .do 7,100
Mission Viejo do 11,000

•51000
Saa Carlos' San Diego County 5,000
Rancho Bernardo do . 5,400
University City > do : 13,000
Caiilornia City Kern County 101,120
Rancho California Riverside County 47,000

Montbolto' Denver 7,000
Colorado City Pueblo County 5,000
Pikes Peak Park: El Paso County 4,300
North Glen Adams County , 2.52S

Delaware: MillCjeek , North of Wilmington 1,300
Florida *

Miami Lakes Dado County 3,000
Canaveral Princeton ... Brtvard County 2,500
Port Charlotte! Charlotte County 92.700
Palm Beach Lakes Palm Beach County 7,000
Lokifh Acres Loo County ; 60.000
Diltonai Vokisia County 15,000
Coral Sprints Broward County 10,400
Swim Ri l l . . . Hemando Comity 17,000

Geor-ji. ChapellHill Atlanta 1,100

""ok Grove Cook County 3,000
Oak Brook Du Page County 3, MO

Kentucky: Oimoor West of Louisville 1,000
Louisiana: Now Orleans East East ot New Orteoes.
Maryland:

Columbia Howard County..
Joppatowne Hirtofd County.

32,000

: 14,100
__ i;aoo

Northampton 1 FriuuQiw'iC&tty------------------ .'..'.'.'.."... 2.J00
Minnesota: Jonathan Honaepin County 2.200
Massachusetts: New Seabury • BarastebleCounty 3,000
New Mexico: Paradise Hills West of Albuquerque 1.500
New York: Sterling Forest Orange County 20,500
Oregon: Somerset West West of Portland 6, W0
Texas*

Ciear lake City South of Houston 15,000
HorfconCity- H Paso County 65,000

Virginia: Reston. Fairfax County 6,750

20,000
11,000
11$ 000

75,000 I
50,000 I
25,000 !
75,000
60,000

75,000 4
35,000 1.0
20 000
30,000 3
75,000 2,9
43000
60,000
50,000

100.000
17,000

300,000 1,1

30,000 6.1
to;ooo
50,000

9,000
11,000

5,000

6,000

25,000

41,000

2,900

10.000

(,000

3,750

12,000

40,000

24.185

600,000
400,000

2.000

3.000

30,000 —
30 000 -
20,000 6,100
liooo -

25,000 -
43.000 —

100,000 C O M
HJOOO
10,000 6,000
75,000 100
60,000 —
50,000 100
12,000 —

15,000
100,000

110.000
10.000
25.000
50,000
16,000
60,000

150,000 -
100.000
75,000 1,000

— Information not available.1 Primarily a retirement community.
> Partially or wholly annexed to an adjacent municipality.
•Total.

Source: "House and Homo." February 1*64. p. 125. as modified by informahon from:
Edward P. E-chler and Marshall Kaplan. "The Community Builders''(Berk*l«land
Los Angeles: University of California Press. 1967). Appendix I. p. 115; unpuMshed
survey conducted by Joanne M. Davis, Economic Rasiarch Service. U.S. Department
of Agricuttura; and unpuMishod Mormatien from the land and Facilities D*vetopmeat
Administration. US. OtpaitMat of Housinjand Urban Development.
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Exhibit No. 28

STATEMENT
ON BEHALF OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. COLUMBIA. MD.

U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
AUGUST 19, 1970

My name is David J. Dillon. I am Manager of the Columbia Relations

and Utilities Operation for the General Electric Company at Columbia, Mary-

land. In this capacity I have responsibility for the employee and community

relations activities at General Electric's Appliance Park - East and for the

operation of its plant utilities. The General Electric Company's activities

with regard to equal employment opportunity and minority relations at the

Columbia facility fall within my organization.

I am pleased to appear before the commission and sincerely hope

that our testimony will be of help to you in your work. I would like to acquaint

you with General Electric1 s Appliance Park - East and its posture on equal

employment opportunity and minority relations (EO/MR).

Appliance Park - East is currently under construction near the new

town of Columbia, Maryland. It is located approximately 15 miles south

of the city of Baltimore, east of Route 29. It is bordered on the east by

the new Interstate 95, on the north by the Little Patuxent Parkway which is

State Road 175 and on the west by Snowden River Parkway. The plant site

is approximately 6 miles from the downtown area of the new city of Columbia.
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Several years ago, it became apparent to the management of the

Appliance and Television group (that part of the General Electric Company

with which Appliance Park - East is associated) that additional manufacturing

facilities were required if we were to meet the future needs of the growing

major appliance business. A subsequent decision was made to construct

a new major manufacturing facility. We determined the criteria for site

selection and they were: a location with 1,000 acres of land, served by

at least one major railroad, easy access to major highways, the availability

of adequate power, a potential for supplying up to 5 million gallons per day

of water, a healthy business climate and an adequate supply of labor. Since

the new facility was to represent added manufacturing capacity for major

appliances such as electric ranges, air conditioners, home laundry equipment

and refrigerators, it was decided that this additional capacity should be

located in the northeastern part of the country, the largest market served

by the Appliance and Television Group. The presence of a proposed regional

warehouse on the site, in addition to manufacturing facilities, emphasized

the need for a northeastern location from which this new warehouse could

serve this large segment of the market.

Looking at the criteria which we had established for the selection

of the site, it soon became apparent that the State of Maryland and more

specifically the Baltimore area most closely met our needs. In the course of

our search, the officials of the Rouse Company and the B&O/C&O Railroad
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learned of our interest in the Baltimore area. They worked aggressively

to assemble a land tract near Columbia and to solve numerous obstacles,

including rail service.

The Columbia area with its social, educational and cultural attrac-

tions presented a positive environment in which to locate our plant. Addi-

tionally, the presence of truly open housing in the City of Columbia was

important to us in that our ability to attract and retain minority professional

employees would be enhanced with the availability of this type of housing.

A site layout of the proposed Appliance Park - East is attached

(Exhibit A). The buildings currently under construction are outlined in red

while the others are outlined in blue. We presently have under construction

a 750,000 square foot building for the manufacture of electric ranges, a

one million foot square regional warehouse and a 350,000 foot square

building for the manufacture of air conditioning products. We would ex-

pect all three of these buildings to be in operation by the end of 1971,

with production beginning in the Range Building and operations beginning

in the Warehouse by the end of the first quarter of 1971 and production of

air conditioners starting late in 1971. Our future plans are to develop the

site by adding additional manufacturing buildings as plant capacity in other

major appliance facilities reaches its limitations. We would expect that

by the end of the 1970's that we would have added manufacturing facilities

for home laundry equipment, dishwashers and refrigerators.
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The General Electric Company has had a commitment to equal

employment opportunity since 1934 when it was first written into Company

policy by the then president, Gerard Swope. From that time until the

present, including General Electric1 s participation as an original Plans

for Progress company, EEO progress has been made. In 1968, however,

it became evident that greater emphasis and increased attention to this

important area was required. A Company study entitled "Our Future

Business Environment: Developing Trends in Changing Institutions" cited

the urban minority problem as "the dominant one on the domestic, social,

political and economic scene for the next ten years". This study served

to stimulate greater corporate action.

In order to add corporate emphasis to the problem which was

developed in this study, a new industrial relations component was organized

at corporate level in 1968 under Virgil B. Day, a Vice President of the

General Electric Company. Included in this new component was the res-

ponsibility at the corporate level for equal employment/minority relations

plans, programs and policies. To perform the role assigned to Corporate

Industrial Relations in this area, an Equal Employment Opportunity/Minority

Relations component was established at the corporate level on January 1,

1969. In this component was focused the Company's new intensified effort

to hire and train, and more importantly, to provide upward mobility for the
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minority citizens of the United States. At about the same time,

December 10, 1969 specifically, the General Electric Company's

policy on equal employment opportunity and affirmative action was re-

vised and strengthened. This new policy assigned responsibility to

operating managers for carrying out the equal opportunity practices and

programs in accordance with the policy and in accordance with applicable

law. The policy has been distributed to all General Electric managers and

they in turn have acknowledged receipt and have committed in writing to

its application.

The overall corporate goal in equal employment opportunity and

minority relations must be a sustaining system that results in true equality

at all levels of the organization. Such a goal can only be achieved through

a total corporate commitment. To help assure this commitment, three steps

have been taken. First, the communication to the whole company of top

management's serious commitment; second, the installation of a measure-

ment system so that progress and performance can be evaluated; and

thirdly, managers have available to them a corporate-wide component

for guidance, counsel and assistance.

The first step, the communication of top management's commitment

to EO/MR progress, came through the reissuance of the aforementioned

strengthened policy on equal employment opportunity and affirmative action

and by the making of a film by Mr. Fred J. Borch, Chairman of the Board
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and Chief Executive Officer of the General Electric Company. In

this film, Mr. Borch personally underscores the seriousness with

which the corporate executive office takes the question of EO/MR.

It also provides the opportunity for him as Chief Executive Officer to

provide the rationale for corporate action. And lastly, it stresses the

need for measurement of corporate and managerial performance in this area.

The second step, the General Electric measurement system in

EO/MR, goes several steps further by providing that EO/MR progress

be a formal part of the manager's reviews that are scheduled with

Division General Managers and Group Executives at the corporate execu-

tive office level. This one action of formalizing the performance in the

area of EO/MR provided a major step toward effective and pervasive

implementation of the company's overall commitment.

On a more personal level, one of the measures in my current

position is that of carrying out the company's commitment to equal em-

ployment and minority relations progress at Appliance Park - East. I

would say that this is one of two or three major indicators of my per-

formance and the quality of this performance will have a direct bearing

on my future progress with the company.

The third element, in addition to communication and measurement

is that of guidance and counsel and this is presently being provided to local
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management through the Corporate Equal Opportunity/Minority Relations

Operation headquartered in New York City.

In substance then the corporate and local commitment to equal

employment opportunity is specifically stated in Company Policy, has

been reiterated personally to all General Electric managers through the

Borch film and each manager's performance in this area is being closely

audited and has a major bearing on his career growth. (See Exhibit B:

General Electric's Commitment to Equal Opportunity/Minority Relations)

It is within this framework of EO/MR commitment that Appliance

Park - East will develop. We expect that by the end of 1970 General

Electric at Appliance Park - East would employ approximately 200 people,

most of whom will be in the professional and technical category with res-

ponsibility for installation of manufacturing equipment and processes.

Initial production is scheduled to start in the first quarter of 1971. As

we gradually build up our work force we anticipate that by year-end 1971

we will have approximately 1500 to 2000 employees and by the end of 1972

we will have approximately 2500 to 3000 employees.

We are convinced that the Baltimore area can provide the numbers

and types of employees that we will need to operate Appliance Park - East

effectively. We have defined our labor market as roughly a 15 mile radius
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of the plant site. A 15 mile radius of the plant takes in much of Howard,

Baltimore, Montgomery and Anne Arundel counties as well as a major

portion of the city of Baltimore. For purposes of labor market evaluation

and statistical reporting, we consider ourselves as part of the Baltimore

metropolitan area, which as you know, is the city of Baltimore and the

five surrounding counties.

It is in this labor market that we expect to draw the vast majority

of potential General Electric employees. Insofar as minority employment

is concerned, we fully expect that minority employment at Appliance

Park - East will roughly approximate the minority population in the labor

market area.

In order to acquaint the minority community with Appliance Park -

East and to stimulate minority applicant interest, we have already made

contact with the local Urban League, NAACP, Howard County Human Re-

lations Commission, the Voluntary Council on Equal Employment Opportunity

and other similar organizations.

For all practical purposes, we have had General Electric, Appliance

and Television Group employees on site in Columbia since approximately

the first of the year. As of 8/7/70 we had seventy-one employees on our

payroll. Nine percent of the managers, 12% of the professionals, 17% of
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office-clerical and 17% of apprentices are minority. The minority em-

ployees have responsibility in factory supervision, industrial engineering,

systems programming, facilities engineering and employee relations. We

expect that this record of affirmative action in the hiring of minorities will

continue, and in fact, will increase as our work force builds up in the

years to come.

In addition to the recruiting and employment considerations.

General Electric Company managers have carefully analyzed the related

subjects of training, transportation and housing.

On August 10, 1970 the Apprentice Training Program at Appliance

Park - East began operations. Until Company facilities are available,

the Maryland and Howard County Vocational Education Departments have

made the Howard Vocational Technical School available to us. The Ap-

prentice Training Program is designed to produce journeyman Tool and

Die makers and Maintenance Mechanics through a combination of job

training and educational activities over the course of 3-1/2 years. We

have started with six young men, one of whom is minority. On August 31,

1970 we intend to add six more trainees, one of whom will also be minority.

I might add that extraordinary effort was required to recruit minority can-

didates for the Apprentice Training Program.
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Currently in progress is a Supervisor's Development Program for

employees who will be assigned to positions in factory supervision. The

focal point of this training is to improve human relations skills with

special emphasis on the supervisory role in his relations with minority

employees. Over forty hours is devoted to the Supervisors' Development

Program and all potential factory supervisors will be required to complete

this training before assignment to the job.

Current plans also provide for a full day of orientation and job

training for all factory employees. This orientation is designed to ac-

quaint the new employee with General Electric Company, his job and his

new surroundings. The objective is to ease the transition into a highly

structured and demanding production job by slowly introducing the em-

ployee to his new role. In an attempt to overcome some of today's

problem with retention and turnover, a formal program of new employee

follow-up and counseling will be a significant part of our total employee

relations program. Hopefully, through orientation, training and follow-up

we will be successful in keeping turnover to a minimum.

The challenge of effective utilization of the so-called "hard-core"

employee is one we will be giving further study. In our Chicago operations

and at the Aircraft Engine Group's Lynn, Massachusetts operations, effec-

tive use has been made of Department of Labor manpower programs
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(MA-4, MA-5) designed to provide job readiness training, on the job

training and follow-up to individuals in the hard-core category. By the

end of this year, we will make a decision at Appliance Park - East on

this training. There is little question that we will participate in it.

Questions yet to be resolved are whether we shall be an individual

contractor or a member of an employers consortium. The timing and

number of trainees is also under investigation. General Electric at

Columbia will meet its responsibilities in hiring the hard-core. On

the Corporate level, the General Electric Company has hired over 4000

disadvantaged individuals in the past twelve months and over 10,000

in the last three years.

Many questions have been raised concerning transportation and

employment at Appliance Park - East. There is no public transportation

to our plant. It has been our experience throughout the Company though

that employees prefer private transportation and in fact, at our urban

centered Chicago facility where public transportation is readily available,

parking lots have been expanded. At Appliance Park - East, for example,

parking lots will be built providing a parking space for every 1.4 em-

ployees. We further predict that employees at Appliance Park - East

will use private transportation especially in view of the excellent high-

way access to the plant.
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There are indications, however, that some center-city residents

cannot or will not travel to seek employment opportunities. If this be

the case and further, if transportation results in a lower than expected

minority applicant flow, we will bring the recruiting office to the neigh-

borhood. This can be accomplished through MSES, CEP or store front

employment centers.

Our experience indicates that once hired, the individual will,

sometimes with our help, find suitable transportation. Again, if this

is not the case, we must look further. Several steps can be taken short

of G.E. providing transportation. We can encourage and stimulate bus

companies to provide service; we can work through CEP for subsidized

D.O.T. transportation; we may even be able to stimulate a minority

enterprise which can meet the transportation needs.

We do not predict transportation to be a problem. If experience

shows that it i s , we will take the necessary steps in an attempt to

overcome the problem.

As a matter of interest, earlier this year several Columbia area

employers, including General Electric, provided a subsidized bus service

from Catonsville (the end of the Baltimore bus line) to Columbia on a trial

basis. The trial period ran for t e n weeks and was temporarily
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abandoned due to a lack of riders. The operator of this special bus

run retains the appropriate approvals for this route and if warranted

could resume the service. Carter's Bus Service, incidentally, is a

minority owned business.

As with transportation, housing is also sometimes referred to

as a problem for Appliance Park - East. You will recall that we expect

to draw most of our employees from within a 15 mile radius of the plant.

We do not expect that potential employees will need to move their resi-

dence in order to work for us, therefore, we do not predict housing as

an obstacle to factory employment.

On the other hand, our professional staff is often relocated from

other locations. Here the Columbia complex is of great benefit to us

and is unquestionably a recruiting asset. This is especially true for the

minority professional in that Columbia represents a truly open housing

community.

Even though we do not anticipate housing to be an employment

obstacle, we have a sincere interest in the availability of low income

housing in Howard County and the Baltimore area. In many company

locations, General Electric has participated in community programs

concerned with housing. In Louisville, Kentucky, General Electric
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Company has assumed a leadership role in Housing Now, Inc. This

is a non-profit, community organization which has been successful

in arranging the financing and construction of $14 million of low income

housing units. At the Lynn, Massachusetts operations of the Company,

a Minority Housing Council is in place to aid black employees and

potential employees in finding adequate housing in the North Shore

area of Massachusetts. And at the Corporate level, the Company has

made an investment commitment of $500,000 in the National Corporation

for Housing Partnerships - a federally chartered private corporation de-

signed to stimulate construction and rehabilitation of low and moderate

income housing in the United States.

As we leam more about Howard County and the Baltimore area

and as we become better acquainted with community programs whose

objective is to stimulate housing programs, we will participate in those

activities in which our manpower and organization resources can be of

assistance to the community.

The growth of Appliance Park - East will take place over a ten

year period. This will give us an opportunity to assess the questions

of transportation and housing at varying levels of the facility's develop-

ment. By maintaining a close watch we hope to anticipate problems and
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work toward their solution, thereby avoiding last minute and often times

ill-advised actions.

Gentlemen, the challenge we have at Appliance Park - East to

provide a constructive program in Minority Relations is receiving the

highest managerial priority. We have corporate and local support,

and personal motivation to succeed. We believe we can make progress

in this very difficult area.

David J. Dillon
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GENERAL® ELECTRIC
C O M P A N Y APPUANCE AND

TELEVISION GROUP
APPLIANCE PARK—EAST, COLUMBIA, MARYLAND 21043 . . . AREA CODE 301. TELEPHONE 730-4000

August 17, 1970

Mr. John Powell, General Counsel
U. S. Commission on Civil Rights
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Powell:

We are pleased to submit the enclosed General Electric

Company statement and its attachments for the U . S . Commission

on Civil Rights' use with respect to our appearance before the

Commission on August 19, 1970. We feel this statement will pro-

vide the Commissioners with greater background on General Electric's

equal employment opportunity and minority relations program locally

and at the Corporate level.

Very truly yours,

D. J. Dillon, Manager
Relations & Utilities Operation

DJD/dch
Enclosure

cc: Mr. C. A. Barreca
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A. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/MINORITY RELATIONS

A NEW EMPHASIS

"We can no longer delay action.

"We cannot - - as a society - - bear the cost of chaos in the
lives of millions of our citizens.

"let me make this unmistakably plain. General Electric,
and the entire Company, must face up to a new corporate
responsibility. All employees should understand and co-
operate with the Company's efforts in accepting this re-
sponsibility.

"The successful manager of tomorrow will be the individual
who can effectively manage the new work force in our changing
environment. He will be the manager who can convince all
employees and our community neighbors that our actions are
in the long term best interests of all employees, the business,
and the country.

"Society will measure General Electric and all industry on
this basis. The Corporate Executive Cffice, in turn, will
measure all levels of General Electric management and
supervision in the same way. "

Fred J. Borch, Chairman of the
Board and Chief Executive Officer,
General Electric Company

With these words, addressed to General Electric management, Mr. Borch
opened a new phase in the Company's efforts to provide true equality of
opportunity in employment and promotion throughout its operations. These
efforts dated back at least to the early 1930's when then-president Gerard
Swope put in writing the Company's policy on equal employment opportunity,
and extended through the establishment of Plans for Progress in the early
1960's, with General Electric being one of the original nine founding com-
panies. Yet progress toward the desired goal of true equality had been,
as Mr. Borch said, "painfully slow. " Certainly, the past rate of progress
would prove inadequate to satisfy the new requirements of the government,
the new expectations of the public and the minority community, and new
business needs.
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During 1968 two company studies had noted the growing urgency for in-
creased corporate action on this front. An environmental review of
trends in the Seventies, "Cur Future Business Environment: Developing
Trends and Changing Institutions, " had cited the urban/minority problem
as "the dominant one on the domestic social, political and economic scene
for the next ten years. " And the In-Depth Study of Employee and Union
Relations reported to the Employee Relations Review Board in August,
1968, that one of the fourteen major Relations needs of the future was
increased attention to minority relations and the problems of preparing
hard-core unemployed and disadvantaged people for productive lives.

In September, 1968, therefore, this work was designated, for the first
time, as a separate corporate-level responsibility in a new Industrial
Relations component under Virgil B. Day.* The main thrust of this new
effort was to coordinate the diverse, on-going activities in this area;
elevate them to a new level of priority and intensity; catalyze the develop-
ment of needed new policies and additional innovative programs; and en-
sure the relevance of this total activity to the company's short- and long-
term business needs. The objective, then, was to create a climate,
both inside the company and in the communities in which it operates,
which would optimize management's ability to meet both its business
and social responsibilities.

The Need for a Heightened Emphasis

As the environmental study noted, a whole complex of forces is changing
the parameters of doing business and causing the public to revise its
"charter of expectations" of companies. In the field of equal opportunity
and minority relations, in particular, a combination of dangers and
opportunities is impelling companies to more serious and sustained
efforts. General Electric, as this country's fourth largest manufacturing
company, inescapably finds itself under the impact of all these interacting
forces.

First and foremost, corporate action to emphasize equal opportunity
and attend to minority problems is morally, socially and constitutionally
right. The moral obligation on a corporation to help realize society's
ideals is an inescapable one. And the benefits of a truly free, open and
pluralistic society are shared by all companies, and should be sought
by them as the necessary foundation for corporate success.

: For the sake of simplicity and historical narrative, Company organization
and component titles are cited as they were at the time these events occurred.
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Second is the opportunity to realize more adequately the full potential
of this country's manpower resources. Every forecast indicates that,
despite a large increase in the work force during the next ten years,
there will be continuing tight labor markets and intense competition for
available skills, particularly in the professional, technical and managerial
ranks. We cannot afford, therefore - - either as a society or as a
company -- to overlook or underutilize the potential of any individual.
In particular, companies have much to gain from developing the skills of
the minority work force, which has traditionally experienced above-
average rates of unemployment and underemployment, and which is still
grossly over-represented in the lower skilled areas of employment. *

This opportunity for enlarging the pool of trained manpower will be
particularly marked in the next decade when there will be marked
increases in the minority segment of the labor force. By 1975, as Dr.
Seymour Wolfbein of Temple University has noted, "at the earlier ages,
nonwhites are going to make up one out of every seven workers in the
U.S. " If minority manpower resources were developed to the point
where their share of each occupational category was equivalent to their
overall percentage in the labor force, large numbers of additional white
collar and skilled workers would become available. For example, on this
assumption, the labor force of 1975 would have 605,000 more professional
and technical workers, 765, 000 more managers, and 441, 000 more skilled
craftsmen. (And there would, of course, be corresponding decreases
among the lower skill, "dead-end" occupations. )

There is thus a real opportunity to enlarge and upgrade the work force
to a very substantial degree, to meet the growth of public and private
demand, and to satisfy individual aspirations as well as organizational
needs. And the organization that learns to tap these new manpower
sources and to utilize them most effectively will gain a significant edge
over its competitors.

A further benefit will come from the development and enlargement of
market opportunities for companies' goods and services. Nonwhite
personal income is projected to increase relatively faster than whites'
through 1975, and to represent a market of some $52 billion in that
year. Here again there is the potential for an even greater increase:
if minorities' per capita income was brought up the the •whites' level, an
additional $36 billion would come to this market (i.e. , it would amount
to $88 billion in 1975).

* Similar arguments could be made with respect to women in the work
force; and equality of opportunity must transcent barriers of sex as well
as of race. This document is, however, predominantly concerned with
equal employment opportunity in the minority relations area.
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To the extent that enlargement of the work force comes from
employment of those who have been on welfare or considered
"hard-core unemployed, " we can contribute to a relative
reduction of welfare rolls and taxes, and to an increase in our
nation's economic growth. It has been calculated, for instance,
that each person who is taken off the welfare rolls and onto a
payroll:

- - adds approximately $10, 000 to Gross National
Product;

- - gains $3,400 in purchasing power;

- - reduces welfare expenditures by some $1,300.

It is necessary to consider such factors in any cost/benefit analysis
of the undoubtedly huge sums of money that will be required for
resolution of the urban/minority crisis, in urban renewal projects,
education expenditures, manpower development programs, trans-
portation systems, etc. It is possible, too, to enumerate such
"second-order" benefits as reduced crime, improved education
(and so higher productivity), and better health, all of which should
be reckoned as offsets against the initial cost of public and private
programs.

Finally, through commitment to action in this arena can come a
revitalization of the private enterprise system. The parameters
of doing business and the public's expectations are indeed changing,
so a process of self-renewal is vital for business to adapt to new
aspirations, new markets and new opportunities. When the prime
requirement of business has been the production of goods for the
consumer market, companies have provided them in abundance.
When the call has been for weapons to win a war or for systems to
get a man to the moon, business has responded with equal success.
Now there is a new dimension to business1 responsibilities: to
help meet the rising demands for equality and social justice, and
to join in a broad effort to renew our cities and preserve our
environment.
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Collectively, business has the opportunity, in successfully meeting
this challenge, to confirm private enterprises's claim to continued
social relevance, and to enhance its public reputation, both here
and abroad. Specifically, General Electric can set an example of
corporate leadership that can win for it an enviable and rewarding
image among all segments of the public.

On the negative side, there is a range of dangers and potential
penalties which also impel a company to action on this front.
The principal danger lies in the threat of a polarized society
divided into warring camps - - white vs. nonwhite; affluent vs.
poor; urban vs. suburban. No company can for long maintain its
operations - - let alone flourish and grow - - in a society scarred
by riots, disruptions and boycotts. Both minority progress and
private enterprise can flourish only in the conditions of an open
society, free from turmoil and repression.

Clearly, the company must try to protect and enhance its current
human and plant investment in urban areas, and to preserve a climate
in which these facilities can operate effectively. In 50 key cities
General Electric has approximately 130,000 employees. We have too
much at stake in the cities to write them - - o r our investment - - off.
Morally, we cannot escape the problem: physically, we cannot run
away from it - - for there is no "safe" urban area to run to.

A second major threat stems from the possibility of punitive
action by government against inadequate corporate performance.
Companies have a legal as well as a moral obligation to provide
equality of opportunity. The moral obligation derives from the
fact that a corporation, as a dynamic institution of society, has a
responsibility to reflect in its conduct the social and ethical as
well as the economic, values that society cherishes: and equality
and individual dignity are two of the basic building-blocks of
American society. The legal obligation is represented by the
need to meet the requirements of the law and of government compliance
reviews.
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One can perhaps legitimately debate the exact extent of corporate in-
volvement in the solution of urban/minority problems on the basis of
business needs and social responsibility. But about obeying the law
and meeting federal, state and municipal requirements there can be
no debate. Every employer with more than 25 employees is covered
by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, administered by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). General Electric, like
other government contractors, is also bound by terms of Executive
Order 11246, administered by the Labor Department's Office of
Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC). Most states have comparable
legislation on their books; and more and more cities are passing ordi-
nances on EEO performance of business and industry.

The law of the land, embodying the public consensus on the social,
moral and economic issue of equal employment opportunity, is very ex-
plicit on the obligations of a corporation in this regard. What is now
required is more than a generalized policy of non-discrimination: the
requirement extends to specific programs of "affirmative action, " a
positive outreach into the minority community and into the ranks of the
hard-core unemployed. Nor is the mere opening up of entry-level jobs
considered an adequate discharge of this legal responsibility: promotion
of "upward mobility" into the ranks of white collar, professional and
managerial personnel is considered an essential part of affirmative
action plans. In its Order #4 issued early in 1970, the OFCC spelled
out the affirmative action requirement of establishing written minority
employment goals in all work force categories, from managerial to
unskilled.

Whatever the development of government policy on integration in educa-
tion may be, there is no doubt that there will be steady and unremitting
pressure on companies and unions alike to ensure integration in employ-
ment. Compliance reviews to ensure application of equal opportunity
programs have become more frequent and demanding in recent years,
and seem likely to continue so for the foreseeable future. Computer
studies of companies, industries and communities are being used bv
review officers to raise the level of corporate commitments; and Con-
gressional "watch-dog" committees are insisting on vigorous enforce-
ment by the various agencies.
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The penalty for failure to pass a compliance review can be severe.
Government-dictated programs and quotas will almost certainly be im-
posed on a delinquent company; there will be a serious loss of public
image; and there can be a loss of Federal defense contracts and other
government business. In a multi-department company such as General
Electric the penalties cannot be restricted to a particular component;
the consequences of an adverse compliance review inevitably are Company-
wide in their impact, so that one component's failure can, for instance,
result in another's loss of business.

The loss of corporate leadership reputation is by no means the least of
the threats confronting a company in this situation. Quite clearly the
public now is placing a great deal of faith in business1 ability to con-
tribute to the solution of urban/minority problems. In a turnaround
from the past thirty years of almost exclusive reliance on governmental
programs, the danger is that the pendulum may swing too far the other
way. The public may come to expect more of business than it is really
equipped to do in the social arena. Public impatience for quick results
may lead to pressure for any solutions, rather than good solutions; and
inability to bring about quick results may lead to an equally violent re-
action the other way, with demands for government control of employment
and training practices, plant site location, promotion opportunities, and
the like.

The problem of public expectations is apt to be heightened with two par-
ticular segments of the public. On the one hand, there is the growing
militancy and impatience of the minority community, a demand for action,
not promises - - now. Any company that is perceived as uncommitted,
inactive or only half-hearted in its efforts, may well become the traget
of product and labor boycotts, or even of more violent action action. On the
other hand, the best college graduates, whose professional and mana-
gerial talents will be so competitively sought by government, education
and nonprofit institutions as well as by business, seem to want to be
associated with "socially involved" organizations, and in particular to
expect a high degree of commitment to the practice of equal opportunity.
A reputation among these graduates for less than complete involvement
and dedication will show up adversely in any organization's college re-
cruiting efforts.

Establishment of the EO/MR Component

To perform the role assigned to Corporate Industrial Relations in this
area, an Equal Opportunity/Minority Relations component (EO/MR) was
established January 1, 1969, with Frank J.. Toner as Manager. In this
component was focused the company's new, intensified effort to hire
and train and, more importantly, to provide upward mobility for the
minority citizens of the United States.
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There was no thought that the new component should, or could, accomplish
this task single-handedly. The scope of the effort required, taking into
consideration the external as well as the internal aspects of the challenge,
was clearly too vast to be undertaken by one centralized component. The
intention was rather to have a small professional staff that would work
with the Corporate Executive Office in developing new policies and pro-
grams, and with other Staff and Operating components in implementing
these policies and programs.* At the Corporate level, this component
would work with Employee Relations on EO/MR matters in the hourly
and nonexempt work force; with Management Manpower Development
in the area of professional and managerial employees; and with Market-
ing and Public Affairs in matters involving external relationships.

In explaining the broad purpose of his component, Frank Toner told a
management group in January, 1969:

''Our major objective in this component is to work with you
and your associates and others in the operating departments
to create a constructive climate in the broad area of equal
opportunity and minority employment practices. By constructive
climate I mean one which optimizes management's ability to
meet both its business and social obligations. Basically, this
involves not just getting the people hired, trained and advanced,
so as" to meet the business needs; but, going beyond that, to
utilizing the tremendous leadership and leverage which a com-
pany like ours can bring to bear - - i n helping in a meaningful
way to solve the root causes of this pressing social problem. "

An immediate task was to identify the principal areas in which decisions
and/or research had to be undertaken quickly. Among these were the
following:

- - re-evaluating the question of "quotas" or "targets;"

- - reviewing standards used in operations for recruiting,
testing, motivating, training and upgrading minority
employees;

- - developing meaningful measurements for management so that
individual and component performance could be evaluated;

See Appendix A for organization as of June 1, 1970
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auditing components' affirmative action programs for com-
pliance with government requirements and, beyond that, foi
adequacy in relation to manpower needs;

providing a clearinghouse on new research and application of
knowledge in this area;

developing and maintaining constructive relationships with
leaders of national organizations such as the Urban League,
Opportunities Industrialization Centers (OIC), Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE), National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People (NAACP), as well as with new
elements in the minority power structure;

identifying the best opportunities for external involvement
to provide effective help for communities faced with urban/
hard-core problems (economic development, education,
housing, etc. );

recommending guidelines for dealing with disruptions and
civil disorders;

providing advice and counsel to operating components on
compliance reviews and complaint cases.

The nature and extent of even this preliminary list of tasks prompted a
decision to undertake a systems analysis of the total company action
and response. Only from such a comprehensive and thoroughgoing
analysis, it was fell, could there be any degree of assurance that the
resultant programs would prove adequate, over the long term, to deal
with the magnitude of Ihe challenge.
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B. CHALLENGE AND RESPONSE:
A SYSTEMS ANALYSIS APPROACH

There are two characteristics of the EC/MR problem which virtually
demand that any program of solutions must, to be adequate, be pre-
ceded by a systems analysis of the problem. In the first place, there
is virtually no aspect of the company's operations that is untouched
by its impact: because it is a "people problem, " it pervades every
function and every location. Second, there is a strong and necessary
connection betwee n the external and internal aspects of the problem:
because the problem originated in society at large, the search for
solutions cannot stop at the plant gate, but must extend into the com-
munity.

It was logical to approach this problem in the same light, and with the
same urgency, as any business problem facing the company The ob-
vious need was to apply in this area the normal management formula:
establish objectives, goals, policies, alternatives, priorities and
(above all) measurements.

This section of the report describes the process of this analysis, stage
by stage,from identification of the problem to approval and implementa-
tion of programs. The next section summarizes the results of the
analysis, in terms of the principal recommendations and guidelines for
future action.

The Policy/Advisory/Minority Panels

The analytical process was advanced through the efforts of three groups,
established to assist the EO/MR component in charting the future direc-
tion of Company programs. * These groups were:

1. an executive-level Policy Panel, to ensure that recommended
policies and programs were relevant to key business needs
(short-range and long-range);

2. an Advisory Panel of key Staff and Operating personnel, to bring
to this analysis the broadest possible spectrum of experience and
awareness of current operational programs;

* See Appendix B for membership of these Panels
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3. a panel of minority professionals, to evaluate recommendations for
new policies and programs from the point of view of minority inter-
ests.

The Policy Panel, under the chairmanship of Herman L. Weiss, consists
of three Group Executives, three Corporate Staff Officers and three
Division General Managers. As stated by Mr. Borch in a letter announcing
its establishment, this Panel is responsible for covering:

'1. The feasibility and appropriateness of recommended new
policies, programs and measurements designed to help
operating components achieve their objectives in the equal
opportunity and minority relations area.

'2. Recommended long-range goals that assure a proper balance
between future business trends and needs, and current oper-
ating performance in implementing sound, affirmative action
programs. "

The caliber of this Panel's membership is a reflection of the importance
and pervasiveness of the problem, and a recognition of the fact that, in
total, the needed changes will amount to little short of a restructuring
of the manpower system of the company and a reorientation of many ex-
ternal relationships. The intent has been to ensure that these basic
changes will maintain a "fit" into overall business plans, and so merit
and hold top management support.

The Advisory Panel consisted of ten Corporate Staff and twelve field
personnel, nearly all of them connected with the Relations function.
The field personnel were selected from major General Electric popu-
lation centers to ensure broad geographic and urban coverage, and to
tap the available knowledge about innovative programs in a variety of
plants and communities. The members of this Panel, together with
the EO/MR Staff, made up the principal working group in the systems
analysis, heading up the task forces that were responsible for the re-
search and recommendations that flowed from this analysis.

Studies (including the environmental study in this research - - see below)
have shown how important it is, in planning and implementing minority
programs, to have substantial representation from the minority com-
munity in the decision-making process. It was to secure that needed
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representation, and to ensure that all recommendations were considered
from the viewpoint of minority interests, that the Minority Panel was
established. In addition to minority employees working on specific task
forces, there were sixteen minority professionals on this Panel, charged
with responsibility for making recommendations on their own initiative and
for reviewing recommendations of the Advisory Panel.

Overview of the Flow Process (see chart p. 13)

The systems analysis process started, in January and February, 1969,
writh an attempt to define, in fairly precise terms, the total EO/MR
problem confronting the company. As regards the intent was to identify
the internal and external challenges - - and opportunities - - and to assess
the probable risks of corporate action. In terms of the external threats
and opportunities, the analysis identified the factors discussed earlier in
this report. The internal factors included present and future manpower
needs, minority representation and upward mobility, interpersonal
relations (including the possibility of white employee "backlash"), problems
af training, motivation, turnover and productivity.

As a result of this preliminary analysis, the Advisory Panel organized
Itself into a series of task forces - - eventually 27 in number - - t o deal
with specific problems in six major areas:

Advisory Panel Task Forces

1. Environment

- - Future minority environment study - short and W. K. Reed
long range trends Chairman

- - Evaluation of what other companies are doing J. B. Clarke
(including major competitors) - - Outside research Chairman
on what works - - Update and catalog what GE is
doing

- - Development of contacts with key leaders in G. R. Fugal
the black community - National vs. local in- Chairman
volvement - Other minority leadership contacts
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- - Guidelines for dealing with confrontations -
Identification of possible sources and issues
of confrontation - Corporate response,
relations with police, etc.

W. K. Reed
Chairman

2. Corporate Role

Guidelines for Affirmative Action - Review
and update Policy #5. 4 - National vs. local
responsibilities

Guidelines on Compliance Reviews - Federal,
state and local complaint investigations -
National vs. local responsibilities

Guidelines for dealing with disruptions, riots
and civil disorders

L. G. Cheek
Chairman

L. R. Bauer
Chairman

E. N. Deck
Chairman

Opportunities to utilize corporate advertising, W. C. Hart
TV, radio, for improving social responsiblity Chairman
image

Development of corporate rationale, philosophy, R. G. Ripston
"theory of the case "for gaining management and Chairman
employee understanding, involvement, partici-
pations

Current legislation in EO/MR area - - Legal T. F. Hilbert
implications; recommendations and guides on Chairman
present and proposed legislation

Role of corporation in solving social problems - W. A. Lewis
Specific opportunities for General Electric in Chairman
next ten years

Application of EO/MR programs, practices and R. L. Howes
plans to the single plant or Department location Chairman
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3. Management Support

- - Reports to management and government agencies,
locally and nationally

G. R. Fugal
Chairman

- - Management training in social awareness, human F. R. Kaimer
relations, interpersonal relationships - Who will Chairman
be involved - Instructors - Cost - Communications -
Need for General Electric course vs. outside

- - Management measurements in the Equal Opportunity/ C. C. Hudson
Minority Relations area - Evaluation of quotas or Chairman
targets

4. Employee Relations

- - Minority work force profile - Characteristics -
Future manpower projections - available skills -
Opportunities for improved productivity

- - Policy position on Union Relations implications -
Non-discrimination clause - Impact of
EO/MR activities on non-union plants - Nego-
tiations with militant organizations - Providing
statistical information to unions andmilitant or-
ganizations - Contract proposals

- - Standards used in Operations for recruiting, testing,
training, motivating and upgrading minorities
(hourly, non-exempt, first line management)

- - Affirmative action programs for identifying, re-
cruiting, training, promotion of minority people
to professional and managerial positions - Em-
phasis on measurements

- - Participation in government training programs -
National MA-4, 5, contracts - NAB relationships -
Relationships with key government officials to an-
ticipate future direction

J. A. Nunn
Chairman

C. R. Grebey
Chairman

C. B. Dates
Chairman

W. E. Herrmann
Chairman

F. A. Thorn
Chairman
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Affirmative action objectives, plans and measure- W. H. Connor
ments for corporate training programs in recruit- Chairman
ing, hiring and training of minorities

Planning for an economic downturn - Problems of J. A. Nunn
minority layoffs - Possible new government/ F. H. Black
business training programs Chairmen

5. Social Problems

- - Black entrepreneur ship - Black capitalism - J. D. Evans
Purchasing - Sub-Contracting - Management Chairman
consulting - Opportunities to support black
businesses - Tax incentives - Relationships with
black banks - Establishing black dealers and
distributors

- - Corporate contributions to minority educational B. W. Saterlee
institutions - Grants, local operating contributions - Chairman
Tuition refund application for minority needs -
New educational incentive programs - High school
equvalency - GE educational involvement at high
school and college level to influence career and
curriculum development

- - Finding solutions to the housing problem - B. B. Ballanc 3
Difficulties in getting housing for black pro- Chairman
fessionals - How a location can help - What should
company position be - Housing problems of other
employee groups

6. Business Opportunities

- - Systems solutions to urban problems - Application
of GE technology and resources - Model Cities

- - Business opportunities in solving social problems

D. E. Trumbull
Chairman

J. R. Roberts
Chairman
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The purpose of these task forces was to provide answers, in the form of
recommended policies and programs, to seven key questions that were
related to, and should precede, the sort of total corporate involvement
that was envisaged. These questions were:

What is the present and future minority environment and the
predicted impact on the short- and long-term growth and
profitability of the company.

What leadership role should General Electric take in relation-
ship to the progress being made by other companies (e.g. , in
National Alliance of Businessmen/Plans for Progress)?

- - How do you get management and employee understanding and
support for the company's approach to EO/MR programs?

- - What policies, plans, programs and measurements are required
within the company to effectively manage this new work force
in a changing environment?

--To what extent will the company be willing to make short-term
investments that impact on profitability to contribute to longer
term needs of the company and the nation?

- - What role should General Electric play in solving the external
problems that afflict minorities and create a disadvantaged
workforce (e.g., education, housing, transportation)?

- - What are the business opportunities for General Electric in
this changing environment?

In seeking answers to these questions, the Advisory Panel task forces
availed themselves of ideas and information from a wide variety of
sources - - from other Corporate Staff components and General Learning;
from new programs and experience at plant locations; from the exper-
ience of other companies; from an analysis of government programs and
policies; and from ideas offered by authorities in the minority community,
education, research organizations, business and government.
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The Policy Panel was formally established March 20, 1969, and at its
first meeting on May 28 reviewed the organization and progress to date
of the Advisory Panel and EO/MR component. A principal result of this
meeting was the identification of nine priorities:

1. Corporate rationale

2. Management measurements

3. Management social awareness training

4. Corporate recruitment and training programs

5. Upward mobility

6. Government funding for training programs

7. Dealing with confrontations and disorders

8. Planning to deal with an economic downturn

9. Union relations implications (since 1969 was a year
for company-union negotiations)*

While still recognizing the need for a thorough analysis of the whole
spectrum of problems, the Policy Panel felt that problems in these nine
areas had an immediacy about them that required a speeding-up of the
research, recommendations and decision-making. At a subsequent
meeting (July 1) the Panel further reviewed and expedited the work of
four task forces - - those on compliance reviews; government funding;
dealing with confrontations; and management measurements - - whose
recommendations were discussed with, and approved by, the Corporate
Executive Office (July 28).

While these areas were singled out for accelerated treatment, the re-
maining task forces completed their research and reported out their
findings and recommendations to a combined meeting of the full Ad-
visory Panel and EO/MR component (September 2-3, 1969). In the
meantime Frank Toner and his staff had been receiving additional inputs
from:

•'•= At the invitation of Corporate Employee Relations, the EC/MR Staff
reviewed their plans and progress with major unions' national negotiating
committees in an effort to minimize the chances of friction on these issues.
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the Minority Panel, which met for the first time June 12
to review and comment on Advisory Panel plans;

a company-wide meeting of Employee Relations Managers
(June 11) at which, for the first time in company history,
a full day was devoted to discussion of EO/MR problems
and plans;

a series of field visits that eventually extended to some 25
Divisions, covering 75 Departments and approximately
190,000 employees, to gather first-hand knowledge of local
problems and experience;

meetings with Corporate Staff Officers and Group Executives
in the Corporate Operations Office's reviews of EO/MR
progress.

The month of September was taken up with a final review of task force
recommendations, both by the Minority Panel and by Industrial Rela-
tions staff, and with synthesizing the total output into a coherent and
comprehensive plan for General Electric's long-term EO/MR commit-
ment.

This overall plan, together with the salient findings leading up to it,
was then reviewed with the Policy Panel on October 2, and won their
endorsement. Thus, after nine months of intensive effort, the stage
was set for final approval by the Corporate Executive Office (except
where this had already been obtained) and for the critical implementa-
tion phase.

The Approach to Implementation

The overall corporate goal in EC/MR is, as it must be, the creation
of a self-sustaining system that results in true equality of opportunity
at all levels of the organization. Clearly, such a goal can only be
achieved by a system-wide application of the corporate commitment:
it can not be achieved by a single staff component,nor even by a limited
number of operating components, no matter how energetic and valid their
efforts may be.
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That is why the implementation phase of this systems approach is so
critical: the overall plan, however good, could be quite ineffective un-
less it is taken up and implemented by managers at all levels of the
organization. To help assure the success of this implementation, three
elements are considered vital. First is the communication to the whole
company of top management's serious commitment, to be reinforced by
statements of local management's commitment. Second, is the instal-
lation of a measurement system so that specific goals can be set, pro-
grams developed and progress and performance evaluated. Finally, if
managers are to be measured on their performance, they must be given
the guidance, counsel and assistance that they will require.

The communication of top management's commitment to EO/MR progress
came through the reissuance of a strengthened Policy on "Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity and Affirmative Action"* and by the making of an F. J.
Borch film. The Borch film was prompted by the perceived need to:

make widely available a personal statement by Mr. Borch,
to underscore the seriousness of the Corporate Executive
Office's intentions;

relate this commitment to business needs, both giving the
rationale for corporate action and balancing EO/MR action
against the need to meet other business problems;

stress the need for measurement of corporate and managerial
performance in this area.

Included in the film were a dialogue among Messrs. Borch, Day and
Toner, and vignettes of actual employee statements (though acted out
by professional actors), raising questions or giving opinions, to which
Mr. Borch responded. The film was distributed to operating Divisions
in December, 1969, accompanied by guidelines suggesting its possible
uses and discussion topics, and reiterating the vital requirement that
the local manager "add his personal commitment, to that of Mr. Borch,
to the need for dedication, initiative, planning and progress" in this
field.

See Appendix C and next section.
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Since, generally, managers' motivation and performance is spurred by
measurement and evaluation, it was felt that the only way of achieving the
desired momentum in EO/MR progress would be to make this activity a
required part of the regular business review process. Accordingly, the
EO/MR Measurement Format, * designed by one of the Advisory Panel task
forces, was distributed in-line from Group Executives to Division and
Department General Managers, and scheduled for inclusion in the Session
II (Manpower) Reviews conducted annually in each component. The essen-
tial ingredient in this Measurement Format was the requirement that
each component should establish goals for EO/MR progress, develop
affirmative action plans for ensuring progress, and report on results
achieved against these goals.In this way it was possible to ensure that
the EO/MR performance of every manager and every component would be
subject to in-line review, from the smallest component to the company-as-
a-whole. By this one action a major step was taken toward effective and
pervasive implementation of the overall plan.

A supplement to this management measurement system is provided by
Corporate Industrial Relations' responsiblity for auditing performance
(see Policy 5.4, Appendix C). Because of the company-wide implications
of an adverse compliance review or complaint case settlement, some
reservation of authority was considered necessary; and the EO/MR staff
is required to review continuously all affirmative action plans to ensure
the adequacy and the effective implementation of these plans throughmit
the company.

However, the more positive contribution to be made by this component
is to be found in the third prerequisite for implementation - - offering the
needed guidance, counsel and assistance to help managers achieve the
desired level of performance. The task force recommendations, which
are summarized in the next section, provide a wealth of ideas on which
managers can draw in designing and implementing their own programs.
Much remains to be done - - indeed, only a start has been made - - on
getting many of these new ideas and new programs into the mainstream
of General Electric operations. But the principal accomplishment of this
systems analysis of the EO/MR problem, is that it has succeeded in es-
tablishing, not only a firm foundation, but the conceptual framework for
future progress.

See Appendix D and next section.
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C. SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL TASK FCRCE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is not, of course, possible to do more than touch on relatively few
conclusions and recommendations that came from the 27 task forces
after nine months work. Rather than attempting to deal with each task
force report separately, this summary deals with the principal findings
under the six main headings of research activity, and then gives brief
answers to the seven key questions that were raised at the start of this
effort (p. 18).

Environment

A major conclusion of the Future Minority Environment Study* was that
present conditions on the minority relations front are too volatile to
persist for any length of time: changes in the situation are inevitable,
and make specific long-term predictions hazardous, if not impossible.
However, this very instability and uncertainty means that leadership
decisions, in both white and minority communities, will have a determ-
inative effect on the outcome. As the study noted, "To reduce it to a
single specific instance, General Electric 's managerial decisions and
actions can be effective in helping to shape the minority environment
in which the company will have to operate. "

This study, which is designed to provide an environmental framework
for EC/MR planning in the company, reported on outside authorities'
appraisal of seven forces for change in this environment: population
growth, the "youth wave, ' urban/suburban divisions, growing minority
militancy, the swing from integration, the struggle for economic and
political power, and the divided reaction in the white community. It
also summarized the general guidelines offered by these experts for
approaches to a solution of minority problems:

- - The approach to a solution must be as complex and com-
prehensive as the problem itself, involving a total effort
by aj_l institutions of our society.

•'•• A summary of this study is included as Appendix E.
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Solutions must be sought mainly in terms of specific economic,
political and social needs, rather than in purely racial terms -
though the problem of racism (white or black) has to be faced
up to directly.

Priority needs to be given to the areas of employment, educa-
tion and housing.

The immediate goal is no longer integration per se, but
equality in an open, pluralistic society.

Solutions must both recognize the need for short-term
"separateness, " and preserve the long-term option of integra-
tion.

Commitment and action by white leadership must play a key
role in bringing about needed institutional changes.

In commenting on business-government relations in this area, the study
noted the growing government pressure on companies and unions to pro-
vide equal employment opportunity; increased attention to sex discrim-
ination, as a second wave following immediately behind the minority
problem; and increasing reliance on private sector involvement in solv-
ing urban/minority problems.

In addition to this study's use in EC/MR and manpower planning, the
Policy and Advisory Panels recommended that it should be incorporated
in manager development programs and be made a part of each manager's
individual social awareness program. Further, since this environment
is so volatile, there is an obvious need for continurus monitoring and
periodic updating of the forecast of trends.

The findings of this study served to underscore the recommendations
of two other task forces - - those on developing contacts with minority
leaders, and on dealing with confrontations. More individual and sus-
tained relations with leaders in the minority community will have to
be developed, at the local as well as the national level, if the predicted
social and institutional changes are to be accomplished with a minimum
of friction. Cooperative leadership decisions are much to be preferred
to unilateral white action. But company managers will need more help
and guidance in identifying minority leaders and in the sensitive process
of developing these relationships.
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At the same time, the predicted growth in minority militancy increases
the likelihood of confrontations with radical organizations and individuals,
including white student radicals. Recommendations in this area have
already started to be implemented, following their approval by the Cor-
porate Executive Office, including:

- - establishment of a "clearinghouse" of information on groups,
issues and events from which possible confrontations may
materialize;

- - distribution to the field of guidelines on how to handle, and
contain, such confrontations;

- - development of local "warning systems" to anticipate potential
trouble-spots.

Corporate Role

Equally basic with the identification of environmental trends was the
need to establish the rationale for corporate action on urban /minority
problems - - and to communicate this to all managers and other employees.
The fundamentals of this rationale have been laid out in the section of
this report, "The Need for a Heightened Emphasis" (pp. 2-7), and (in
part) in the statement of Company Policy (Appendix C). The communica-
tion of the rationale is being accomplished by issuance of the Policy, use
of the Borch film, executive and management presentations, and publica-
tion of this report. Clearly, there must be a clear and explicit under-
standing of the reasons why General Electric is acting if managers and
employees are to accept what is to be done.

The new Policy 5. 4 is, of course, only the latest in a series of policy
statements dating back to Gerard Swope's days, but it has been consider-
ably strengthened to meet today's governmental and public requirements.
Specifically, the strengthening of its terms are to be found in:

- - the extension, beyond non-discrimination, to a policy of
"affirmative action to seek out individuals whose potential
has not been developed, with the objective of assisting them
to meet (job related) standards; "
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- - specification of managerial responsibility for
complying with the Policy and the law;

- - the establishment of an annual measurement of
performance in each component;

- - provision for audit by EO/MR staff.

The combined effect of the Borch film, the strengthened Policy
and the new measurement format should, it is hoped, make
clear to the organization, not only the direction that corporate
action will take, but also (in some detail) the terms in which
that action should be implemented.

Further details have been provided by the guidelines for compliance
reviews, the subject of another task force. There is abundant
evidence of more aggressive enforcement by state and municipal agen-
cies, and by the EEOC and the OFCC, most recently in OFCC's
Order #4 spelling out the operational definition of "affirmative action.
Guidelines on sex discrimination have also been issued by these
governmental agencies. Additional General Electric guidelines have,
therefore, been issued to the field on the significance of this new
Order #4 and of its first application in a compliance review at
McDonnell-Douglas and the implications for the Company in the sex
discrimination area.

The corporate role is not, of course, limited to the provision of
employment opportunities, training and upward mobility. As other
task forces recommended, there are many other ways in which
General Electric can use the resources and leverage available to it
to contribute toward solving this social problem. For instance:

- - a portion of the current purchasing dollars spent on
goods and services can be channeled to minority
enterprises;

- - some of the cash assets could be held in minority-
owned banks;

- - new facilities are scheduled to be constructed in the next
decade, and urban/minority considyi-'iUo;i!j might be
factored into decisions on location;

- - a l a r g e r p e r c e n t a g e of t ho ••id\-Q.<:'A^Lr:-^ '.•••v::»;ot c c u i d t:c;
p l a c e d in m i n o r i t y - o w n e d THI ' ; ! ; . :^- '^ n-. , •\'-.-A c o m p a n y
a d v e r t i s e m e n t s c o u l d i n c rea . . •• t h e i r .. . . . . - • / i L ^ r e s t n i a t i o n .
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In addition, the section on "Social Problems" (see below) discussed ways
in which the company can work to ensure "open housing" practices in local
real estate operations, and use its educational and charitable contributions
as adjuncts to its other efforts.

Management Support

The heart of the management support programs - - and, in many ways, of
the whole systems approach - - i s the proposal for an EC/MR measurement
system. This measurement system is based on two essential and funda-
mental requirements for success:

1. recognition of the fact that the internal and external aspects of the
problem are inextricably interwoven;

2. implementation of programs on a system-wide basis.

As a result, a component's programs are to be evaluated under six broad
headings:*

1. Community climate: an analysis of community minority population
and unemployment rates, and of the state of local minority relations
and leadership: enumeration of community relations programs dealing with
urban/minority problems.

2. Management involvement and leadership: action on communication
of company policy, on establishing written goals and objectives and
on recognition of individual accomplishments.

3. Minority recruiting: analysis of interviews and hires, total and
minority; special programs for recruiting minority professionals.

* See Appendix D for details
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Employment, placement and orientation: analysis of total/minority
employment, by category; five-year projections of plant work force,
placement of disadvantaged persons, and use of government funding
to offset training costs.

5. Developing and upgrading: five-year projections of total/minority
managers, sales personnel, exempt employees; special programs
to identify and develop minority talent; assistance to minority em-
ployees on housing problems.

6. Government review: analysis of compliance review(s) and complaint
cases, if any; innovative approaches to affirmative action.

This proposal was one of the first to be approved by the Corporate Execu-
tive Office and (as described on p. 21) is already implemented.

Clearly, if managers are to be evaluated on their EO/MR performance,
they have a right to expect the level and quality of support needed to en-
able them to achieve the desired performance. In part, this support
will take the form of innovative programs, developed in this research
effort and subsequently, which can be applied or adapted to local needs.
There is, however, also a need for more complete reporting of minority
employment statistics, and for better training to enable managers to deal
effectively with the new work force.

So far as manager education is concerned, there was a clear finding that
a variety of 'social awareness" programs should be developed to gain
middle and lower management understanding of minority problems.
Successful implementation of the company's EO/MR commitment entails
moving management's efforts from merely obeying orders to an aware-
ness of the underlying problems and a dedication to the development of
creative solutions. A strong recommendation was made, therefore, for
developing a series of "learning modules" for first-line supervisors and
managers. An important consideration in this education process is the
fact that much of the training will have application beyond the minority
work force, and will help managers solve broader human relations prob-
lems. These efforts should do much to improve the motivation and pro-
ductivity of all employees.
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Employee Relations

[n the employee relations area, a frequent finding was that what was
needed to be done by way of attending to minority problems was also
needed to improve the working of the manpower system for all employ -
ees. For instance, the hard-core unemployed have a special need for
Drientation to the world of work and job-requirements; but in attending
to this need it was found possible to improve the orientation process for
all employees, and so to contribute to lower turnover and higher pro-
ductivity. Similarly, in seeking to develop a more adequate inventory
Df minority employees' talents and abilities, one can also produce a
better work force profile of the total work force, and so upgrade the
Dverall quality of manpower planning.

Summarizing the task force recommendations is perhaps most difficult
in this area because of their number and variety. In addition to the or-
ientation and work force profile proposals just mentioned, the principal
areas covered were:

Re-Evaluation of testing and standards: The quality of standards for
employment vary greatly in the company, from being largely irrelevant
to closely related to job requirements; and in some cases local standards
are "screening out" candidates for employment, while the new environment
requires "screening in. " One recommendation was, therefore, for a re-
view of the relevancy of all employment standards (with audit by corporate
staff), and for continued efforts to validate all tests.

government training contracts: Recruiting, and training hard-core un-
smployed is significantly more costly than ordinary training programs.
However, government funding (e.g. , through MA - 5 contracts) offers a
source of reimbursement for these extra costs; and, provided reasonable
;aution is exercised, there is no reason why company components shouul
lot enter into these contractual relationships. The task force recommer.dca
that General Electric should seek out these contracts in view of the nec-
essity of tapping this manpower source to meet future work force needs.
However, it was stressed that contract proposals should be submitted on
i component by component, rather than on a company-wide, basis; and that
they should be reviewed at the corporate level before submission.

One innovative proposal in this area emerged from studies on how to
•nitigate the impact on hard -co re /minority employees of an economic
downturn, which might be expected to hit most severely at the lastest
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hired. The proposed program, however, would be available to all em-
ployees on layoff. Essentially, it would be a modification of existing
MA-5 contracts (hence it was termed the "MA-X proposal") to encour-
age employees to capitalize on the layoff period by training to acquire
higher skills for jobs that will be predictably available in the subsequent
upturn. Such a program should probably include at least two elements:

1. some sort of financial aid beyond unemployment compensation, to
take care of out-of-pocket expenses and to provide an incentive
for participation in the program;

2. development of training programs that would be truly meaningful
in terms of future, predictable job requirements.

The proposal has been endorsed by the Corporate Executive Office and
widely discussed with government officials. The advantages of such a
program are many:

- - i t would help to retain labor which is surplus during a downturn,
but which is expected to be scarce as soon as the downturn is
ovc r;

- - i t would help build scarce labor skills;

- - i t would provide strong motivation for the development of more
systematic manpower planning programs;

- - i t would ease the economic and psychological distress of layoffs,
and minimize the possibility of confrontations and riots.

Upward mobility: The projected shift of the work force toward more
salaried, professional employees, combined with the increasing urgency
of the minority demand for "upward mobility, " means that a major
corporate effort must be made to place minority employees in professional,
technical and managerial positions, and in the more highly skilled ranks
of the hourly work force. It will no longer be sufficient, from either a
societal or company point of view, to move the ghetto inhabitant off the
street and into dead-end jobs. If no progression up the corporate ladder
is perceptible, then the existing minority work force could very well
lose motivation.

The first requirement is managerial awareness that this must be a
"target" action area: and both the revised Policy and the measurement
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format seek to focus attention On this problem. Although the task force
found that about half the "roadblocks" in development and upgrading
applied to all employees, the special problems affecting minority em-
ployees require £p_ecial_ efforts to correct them. Specifically, for in-
stance:

- - a n immediate inventory of the skills and development potential
of minority personnel (it is worth noting that one company survey
showed that black hourly employees tend to be somewhat better
educated than their white counterparts);

- - a review of candidates for promotion and/or management develop-
ment courses for appropriate inclusion of minority employees;

- - accelerated placement of minority employees in high-level pro-
fessional positions (e. g. , lawyers, economists, scientists,
doctors), especially in new, expanding businesses;

- - use of professional black manpower companies.

Professional recruiting: A key recommendation here called for the
establishment of a Manufacturing Technician Training Program, to pro-
vide a means of entry into General Electric for graduates of two-year
colleges or technical schools, or for four-year college graduates -whose
qualifications are below the company standards. This should prove to
be one of the strongest means of augmenting the number of minority em-
ployees on entry-level professional programs.

One reason frequently cited for the low percentage of minorities on these
programs is that they are not pursuing studies which prepare them for
professional positions in industry. Addressing itself to this problem, a
task force recommended that the company try to influence students to
seek business careers by reaching them earlier in their schooling. A
further effort should also be made to extend recruiting to additional
black colleges; to provide summer jobs for minority students and their
instructors; and to give recruiters the alternatives of placing candidates
in the professional programs, the technician program, or directly on
assignments. However, with current career choices at black colleges
still indicating a heavy preponderance against business, open market
recruiting will be needed, over the short-term at least, if the minority
percentages of professional and managerial positions are to be sub-
stantially increased.
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Social Problems

The interrelatedness of the internal and external aspects of the urban/
minority problem is perhaps best revealed in the report of the task force
on housing. While a general problem exists regarding the availability
and cost of housing, the problem of finding desirable housing increases
for certain minority groups and is especially severe for black professionals.
This lack of housing opportunities is a major limiting factor on the company's
ability to attract minority professionals, and to implement the needed up-
ward mobility programs.

A conscious effort has, therefore, to be made to deal with this problem
by working, at each location, with local real estate, banking and construc-
tion firms to assist minority professionals in finding suitable housing.
The company's position in support of "open housing" practices should be
made clear in the community, and each component should have good work-
ing relationships with local agencies such as the Human Rights Commission
Urban League and NAACP. At the corporate level, employee transfer and
home purchase policies should be reviewed with an eye to liberalizing bene-
fits (e.g. , availability of loans) for employees. Locally, Employee Relations
Managers should review the community situation to identify potential problem
areas, e. g. , reluctant landlords and real estate agents, special lending
practices, etc. Since the company spends $25 million a year in real estate
commissions, we should use this leverage to support realtors who endorse
and implement the requirements of open housing laws.

A further example of the interrelatedness of internal and external solu-
tions is to be found in the area of educational opportunity. In both the
educational programs of the company and the contributions of the General
Electric Foundation, there are substantial contributions to be made to
the self-development of minorities. The task force found that the Foun-
dation has vehicles in place to provide corporate support to minority educational
institutions and culturally deprived individuals through urban/disadvantaged
education program grants. There is a need, however, to keep managers
informed of the Foundation's philosophy and programs and to enlist their
participation in seeking out programs worthy of support. Similarly, within
the terms of existing policy on financial support of educational and charitable
contributions, individual components could do more to support minority
education programs at the local level.
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These and other similar efforts should tend to improve the quality of the
urban work force from which many General Electric plants must recruit
their employees. A parallel effort, to assist di sadvantaged persons
wheii they come on the company payroll, would be to extend the tuition
refund concept to cover sub-college level programs; and steps have al-
ready been taken in that direction through the new Individual Development
Program.

A third area of activity "outside the plant walls" is the encouragement of
minority businesses ventures. While the main thrust of economic develop-
ment will be through improved employment opportunities, individually-
or collectively-owned* ventures can be extremely valuable in providing
minorities with further opportunities for sharing in economic progress; in
strengthening minority attitudes, motivation and self-image; and in de-
veloping managerial talent. "Black capitalism" (or "green power") has
become a rallying point for a wide variety of programs and viewpoints,
white and black, conservative and radical.

The task force recommended that the main source of capital for these
ventures should come from financial institutions, the government and
community consortia, rather than from companies like General Electric.
However, this would not altogether rule out a company role such as in
providing "seed money" for administrative organizations or in making
prudential investments. And a great deal of support can be provided to
new minority ventures through supplying technical assistance and/or
managerial know-how.

Additional assistance can be provided - - and business needs served - -
by depositing company funds in minority banks and by opening up oppor-
tunities for supplying and subcontracting by minority-owned businesses.
Corporate Manufacturing should develop guidelines for such purchasing
arrangements, including consideration of helping minority businesses
to become competitive in all aspects of the bid (quality, price, delivery, etc. )

In any of these assistance programs there should be no thought of patron-
izing minority businesses or of propping up marginal firms. There is,
however, a real need to broaden and strengthen the economic base of the
minority community, and there are obvious opportunities to foster this
development without impairing the effectiveness of company operations.

'As, for instance, in the activities of Community Development Corporations.
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Business Opportunities

Some components are already involved in transportation, medical and
education businesses which are contributing to the solution of urban/
minority problems. And, in the larger sense (as already noted), company
business opportunities will expand as minority income levels are raised
and purchasing power increased.

Construction and educational services seem to offer the best new pros-
pects for General Electric to help solve social problems on a solid profit-
making basis. Two areas have emerged so far as attractive possibilities,
because they can provide widespread employment opportunities, and be-
cause they contribute to minority progress. These are:

1. housing sub-assemblies, a concept now under development by
Urban Systems Programs Department;

2. industrial training and education packages, similar to those being
produced by General Learning Corporation.

Aside from these particular possibilities, there should be a general
alertness to the emergence of other opportunities. As the nation re-
directs its resources in a reordering of national priorities, so General
Electric should be prepared to make comparable changes in corporate
emphasis to align itself with new marketing opportunities.

Answers to Key Questions

Another way of looking at the results of the task force reports is to
synthesize, from their recommendations, answers to the seven key
questions these task forces were asked to discuss.

1. What is the present and future minority environment and the pre-
dicted impact on the short- and long-term growth and profitability
of the company? The state of race relations is highly volatile,
changing under the impact of demographic forces, new minority
aspirations and divided reaction in the white community. The po-
tential explosiveness of this environment is unsettling at best,
damaging at worst, for General Electric and the whole private
enterprise system. If events are allowed to trend toward social
polarization and disturbances, the impact on any company must
be negative in the extreme, disrupting markets, curtailing labor
force growth, and impeding profitability. However, as the environ-
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ment study pointed out, leadership decisions can still shape events
in a more constructive fashion, to the benefit of the minority
community and society, and to the long-term growth and profit of
business.

2. What leadership role should General Electric take in relationship
to the progress being made by other companies? In terms of min-
ority employment and promotion, General Electric has no option but
to reach or maintain at least parity with comparable companies.
Leadership should be sought, not so much in this quantitative arena,
as in the quality of imagination and innovation shown in the total
spectrum of programs addressed to the overall urban /minority
problem, inside and outside plant walls.

3. How do you get management and employee understanding and support
for the company's approach to EO/MR programs? The first pre-
requisites are a clear statement of top management commitment (e.g. ,
the F. J. Borch film) and a strengthened and clarified statement of
corporate policy. Both these steps have already been taken. Distribution
of the minority environment study and of the rationale for corporate
action can do much to improve understanding of the societal problem
and of the reasons for the company's involvement in seeking solutions
to it. For the future, this basis of support can be strengthened ty
implementing the EO/MR measurements system, and by developing
"social awareness" modules for incorporation in education and de-
velopment programs.

4. What policies, plans, programs and measurements are required
within the company to effectively manage this new work force in a
changing environment? Taken together, the recommendations
of the task forces - - particularly those in the areas of "Management
Support" and "Employee Relations" - - can provide managers with
the information, tools and techniques they need. It is worth noting
again that, by these means, managers will be able to motivate and
manage more effectively, not just the new minority work force,
but the changing work force as a whole, with its new needs and
aspirations.

5. To what extent will the company be willing to make short-term in-
vestments that impact on profitability to contribute to longer-term
needs of the company and the nation? The short answer is that we
really have no alternative to do both. If we are to enlarge and up-
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grade our future work force, protect and develop future markets
and maintain a stable environment, we must now make investments
in business-like solutions to these major social problems.

6. What role should General Electric play in solving the external
problems that afflict minorities and create a disadvantaged work
force? The strong conclusion was that, since the basic problems
arise in society at large, corporate programs must not cease at
the plant gate, but must extend into the community to help shape
environmental trends constructively. Society and the government
are looking, more and more, to the private sector for solutions to
urban environmental problems; and General Electric must respond
in areas where it possesses technical and managerial competence.

7. What are the business opportunities for General Electric in this
changing environment? We must recognize the shift in govern-
mental budgets toward increased financing of urban environmental
programs. General Electric should anticipate these trends, and
assign leadership responsibility for evaluating marketing oppor-
tunities to appropriate components such as Corporate Planning,
Urban Systems Programs and General Learning Corporation.
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D. TOWARD A SELF-SUSTAINING SYSTEM

As this new and heightened commitment to equal opportunity is trans-
lated into specific action, progress has been made in the four priority
areas in which recommended programs had already been approved by
the Corporate Executive Office (p. 18):

The new guidelines on compliance reviews and affirmative
action have already proved their -worth in anticipating, for
the most part, the more stringent requirements contained
in OFCC's Order #4. The lead time gained by this anticipatory
action has enabled operating components to engage in rational
planning, and minimized the possibility of being stampeded
into hasty, ill-considered reaction.

A more aggressive attitude on the use of government funding
for training the hard-core unemployed has been exhibited by
a number of locations as a result of the new corporate policy
in this area. Several workshops have been conducted to ex-
plain the terms and conditions of this funding, and to give in-
struction on preparing the proposal, and developing a pro-
gram. As a result of these moves, several new contracts
have been signed - - o r are being investigated -- at a variety
of locations. As recommended by the task force, these con-
tracts are being entered into by components on a local basis,
subject to review at the corporate level.

the confrontations clearinghouse has provided valuable infor-
mation on sources of developing trouble (including those on
issues other than minority relations). Here again, advance
warning -- and a pooling of information and experience - - i s
enabling components to do a better job of anticipatory planning
to deal with possible confrontations, and so of avoiding the
twin pitfalls of over-reaction and unwise commitments in
meeting demands.

the new measurement system has been given its first testing
(as discussed more fully below) and proved its usefulness.
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Already a new momentum and sense of purpose is evident in the organi-
zation, and the stage has been set for a broad-based implementation of
the other task force recommendations.

The Measurement Format: A First Test

In the late winter and early spring of 1970 the annual reviews of compon-
ents' manpower planning - - Session II of the business reviews - - were
conducted, starting at the Department level and proceeding through Divi-
sions and Groups to the corporate level. This year, for the first time,
the new EO/MR measurement format was incorporated as an integral
part of these reviews.

The reviews have provided managers with their first real opportunity
to consider (as last year's systems approach did) the total scope of the
minority relations problem and the whole range of their components'
response to the problem. The momentum generated by 1969's company-
wide focus on the problem is already showing up in higher minority em-
ployment ratios, improved training programs and new community ventures.
And the future orientation of the measurement format focuses attention on
establishing objectives, goals and criteria by which future progress can
be measured. The second round of experience with these reviews, in
1971, should thus be even more helpful because benchmarks will have
been established, criteria will be sharper, and new programs will be in
place

The first reviews showed that, notwithstanding the company-wide strike
during the last quarter of 1969, some gratifying progress had been made.
In purely quantitative terms, the rate of over-all minority additions to the
company work force accelerated; and, importantly, movement into pro-
fessional and managerial ranks became quite noticeable. In qualitative
terms the progress was even more encouraging and, in many ways, more
important. The importance of this qualitative improvement is that (1) it
indicates a developing serious commitment to action which will, in turn
affect future quantitative progress; and (Z) it is evidence of a recognition
that the problem is of such scope and complexity that it cannot be solved
solely on the basis of employment statistics. The reviews revealed many
examples, to illustrate this point, of innovative programs dealing with
training, education, housing, minority business support, social awareness
programs and charitable contributions.
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It also became apparent in the course of these reviews that the major
problems being encountered by Operating components fell into five main
categories - - all of them areas in which one or more task forces had
produced recommendations. These main categories were

1. Recruiting and retention;

Great difficulty was being experienced m recruiting minority
graduates for managerial and professional positions. Relation-
ships with black colleges were not well developed; relatively few
students at these colleges were qualified for, or interested in,
business careers; competition for black graduates was, and con-
tinues to be, intense. Much, it is felt, can be done to ease this
problem by, for instance, building up one-for-one contacts with pres-
idents of black colleges; early identification of potential recruits at
the junior college level; greater use of black recruiters and black
recruiting agencies; and expansion of cooperative and scholarship
programs. While each component should establish its own re-
cruiting goals, there is an obvious need for these recruiting efforts
to be coordinated on a company-wide basis by Corporate Management
Manpower Development, to obviate conflicts and overlap so far as
possible.

Even after recruiting, however, there remains the problem of reten-
tion. Mention has already been made (p. 31) of the "open housing"
problem, but within the plant special efforts have to be made to en-
sure constructive peer relationships (partly through the use of social
awareness programs) and challenging job assignments. Neither of
these points can be left to chance, for they are vital both to retaining
those now on the payroll and to setting an example which will attract
others. Similarly, it is essential to make explicit the potential for
advancement, otherwise motivation will be lacking; and to ensure that
this potential is real ized, otherwise "upward mobility" will be dis-
missed as a sham.

2. Upward mobility:

The problem of upward mobility is intensified both by the external
pressure from government and minorities to achieve rapid progress
on this front, and by the small base of currently employed (and
qualified) minority personnel who could be promoted. A much more
thorough inventory and examination of minority employees' talents
is a prerequisite to further action, so that underutilized talent can
be more effe'cTively employed, unrealized potential can be developed
(by courses, special assignments, etc. ), and specific job opportunities
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pinpointed for all minority employees. The current tight labor
markets (especially for skilled and professional workers) com-
bined with the pressure for equal employment opportunity (frorr
minotiries and women), are causing businesses to re-examine, most
critically, traditional job requirements and classifications. In many
cases these requirements are found to be not only barriers to promotion,
but impediments to the smooth functioning of the overall manpower
planning system. To meet manpower requirements, as well as to
provide upward mobility, a shift in policy from "screening out"
to "screening in" is most certainly called for.

Management/union/employee understanding:

The nub of this problem is the communication of the corporate
rationale and management commitment, and the design of edu-
cational modules to develop managerial and employee "social
awareness" - - both matters which have been touched on earlier in
this report. The new Policy, the Borch film, the minority environ-
ment study, a proposed EC/MR brochure, this report itself - - all
are aimed, in part, at this problem of getting understanding that
corporate action and commitment must be "for real. " In the final
analysis it is the managerial measurement system that must drive this
point home by recognizing and rewarding outstanding individual con-
tributions. A separate and special need is ensuring that union officials
are kept informed about EC /MR plans since many programs of em-
ployment, training and promotion will be affected by labor-manage-
ment contractual agreements.

Effective utilization of the new work force:

The problems of orienting, motivating and effectively employing
those who, until recently, were considered "unemployable" are too
well known to need repeating here. However, experience has shown
that many of these problems can be overcome through:

better manpower planning systems;

improved orientation programs;

individual counselling;

relevant job standards;
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job redesign;

basic and remedial education;

supervisory training;

use of government funds (to offset extra training costs)

The payoff from such programs is to be found in improved produc-
tion, reduced turnover and absenteeism, lower costs. And though
the programs are initially designed to meet the needs of a segment
of the work force, analysis shows that many of these programs (in
principle, if not in detail) should be applied to all employees. There
is ample evidence of a shift in wants, needs and aspirations among
youth, so the "new work force" is a far more inclusive term than
designating minorities and former hard-core unemployed.

EO/MR community involvement:

There is a growing recognition of the need for the company to aid
solutions to minority problems outside the plant as well as on the
shop floor or in the office. However, there is still uncertainty as
to where it may be both appropriate and useful to apply corporate
resources and leverage to community and social action programs.
The task force recommendations included many suggestions on using
the company's purchasing, banking, subcontracting, real estate
and contributions practices in this arena. The proposed MA-X
training program also would represent a worthwhile community involve-
ment program, as would various forms of support (managerial,
technical, financial) for minority businesses. Since the task forces
reported, the Nixon Administration has announced its MESBIC pro-
gram (Minority Enterprise Small Business Investment Companies),
and additional studies are being conducted to determine the oppor-
tunities for General Electric to engage in such government-business
partnerships.

le of these five major problem areas revealed in Session II reviews
inexpected: all have been studied by at least one task force in last
.r's systems approach. Combining the EC/MR goals established by
nponents in these reviews with the programs recommended by the
k forces should provide both the focus and the impetus for future
>gress.
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Beyond Tomorrow

The essential ingredients for success in any corporate response to this
overwhelming social problem must be:

1. top management commitment and leadership;

2. a systematic approach to comprehensive programs;

3. grass-roots involvement and implementation of programs;

4. goal-setting and measurement.

There can now be little room left for doubt about the depth and sincerity
of General Electric's top management commitment. Mr. Borch has made
"unmistakably plain" the need for company-wide action and has given his
leadership and support to a measurement program designed to build into
the management system an on-going process of EC/MR goal-setting, re-
view and evaluation.

This report documents the corporate action on the second ingredient for
success. The year-long period of study and recommendations has pro-
duced a redesigned system of manpower planning and development and
community involvement that represents a businesslike action program
on the new work force and social needs.

From here on, most of the thrust must come from the operating compon-
ents of the company. The establishment of specific goals and the imple-
mentation of programs can never be successfully imposed on a compon-
ent, but must flow from the planning to meet its business needs and social
responsibilities. Top management leadership is aimed at developing com-
mitment by managers at the local level; and the measurement system is
designed to ensure implementation throughout the organization.

Much can still,of course, be done at the corporate level. Corporate
Industrial Relations, and the EO/MR component in particular, is re-
sponsible for:

monitoring trends in the minority environment;

catalyzing and coordinating company-wide programs;
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- - preparing reports to management and government;

- - providing advice and counsel on new programs, compliance
requirements, complaint cases;

- - auditing and evaluating component performance.

All Corporate Staff components share in a responsibility to increase the
representation and upward mobility of minorities on their own staffs,
and so to set a leadership example to functional components in the field.
In particular, Corporate Management Manpower Development - - with
its current responsibility for college relations, recruiting and manage-
ment development programs - - obviously has a key role to play in help-
ing operating components tackle the problems of minority professionals
and managers, upward mobility and social awareness. Corporate Em-
ployee Relations must take the leadership in designing work force pro-
files and inventories, in ensuring that personnel practices are geared to
the needs of the new hourly and nonexempt work force, and in working
with national unions to gain their understanding and support for the
Company's EC/MR plans.

Beyond the Relations components, other Corporate Staff can identify
specific points at which they can contribute to the total Company effort.
Some examples of such contributions are:

Corporate Staff Component EC/MR Responsibility

Manufacturing - Manufacturing technician program (p. 30)
- Purchasing & subcontracting to minority

businesses
- Recruiting of minority apprentices

Marketing & Public - Corporate advertising on social responsibility
Affairs themes

- Contributions to urban/minority organizations

Research & Development) - Leadership in professional associations
Engineering ( - Relations with black technical colleges and

institutes

Finance - Work with minority banks
- Assistance to minority businesses

Corporate Planning - Review of new urban/minority business
opportunities
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This catalogue of responsibilities serves only to underscore, once again,
the fact that nothing less than a sustained and company-wide effort will
be sufficient to meet our corporate responsibilities.

Of course, it is recognized that despite some encouraging results, but
for a massive change, we will need concerted efforts on many fronts - -
government at the national and local level - - industry - - education - -
people in our communities and the minority groups themselves.

The over-all corporate goal remains "the creation of a self-sustaining
system that results in true equality of opportunity at all levels of the
organization" (p. 19). That goal can only be attained inside the company,
when the manpower planning and development system operates, as a matter
of course, to ensure that each employee is evaluated solely in terms of
his individual potential and performance; that individual potential is de-
veloped and utilized to its fullest; that no artificial barriers stand in the
way of upward mobility. To attain this goal, the company must be pre-
pared to sustain programs of "outreach" and "affirmative action" for
many years to come, for the social backlog of unfinished business is enor-
mous. Cnly such a long-term commitment, matched by immediate (short-
term) action, makes social - - and business - - sense in the business en-
vironment of the seventies.
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APPENDIX A

Equal Opportunity /Minority Relations Staff:
Organization Chart*
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*As of 6/1/70
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APPENDIX B

Membership of Policy/Advisory/Minority Panels

A. Policy Panel

Herman L. Weiss, (Chairman) Vice Chairman of the Board
and Executive Officer

Virgil B. Day, Vice President - Industrial Relations
Joseph H. Gauss, Vice President and General Manager,

Air Conditioning and Group Support Division
Roy L. Johnson, Vice President, Management Manpower

Development
Robert W. Lewis, Vice President and Group Executive,

Power Transmission & Distribution Group
Fred C. MacFee, Jr. , Vice President and General Manager,

Aircraft Engine Operating Division
Philip D. Moore, Vice President - Employee Relations
Mark Morton, Vice President & Group Executive,

Aerospace Group
Donald D. Scarff, Vice President & Group Executive,

Consumer Products Group •
Clement E. Sutton, Jr. , Vice President & General Manager,

Industrial & Marine Turbine Division

-- Frank J. Toner, Policy/Advisory Panel Coordinator

B. Advisory

B. B. Ballance
Louis R. Bauer
Louis G. Cheek
John B. Clarke
Willard H. Connor
Charles B. Dates
Edward N. Deck
Jack D. Evans
G. Roy Fugal
C. Raymond Grebey
William C. Hart
William E. Herrmann
Thomas F. Hilbert
R. Laurence Howes
Carl C. Hudson

Electronic Components Division, Syracuse
Power Protection & Conversion Division, Phila.
Aircraft Engine Operating Division, Cincinnati
Refrigerator Products Division, Louisville
Corporate Manufacturing
Missile & Space Division, Philadelphia
Corporate Employee Relations
Lamp Division, Cleveland
Corporate Industrial Relations
Corporate Employee Relations
Corporate Marketing & Public Affairs
Corporate Management Manpower Development
Corporate Legal
Portable Color TV Department, Portsmouth, Va.
Large Steam Turbine-Generator Div. , Schenectady
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B. Advisory Panel (Cont'd)

Fred R. Kaimer
Will A. Lewis
John A. Nunn
William K. Reed
James R. Roberts
Britton W. Saterlee
Frank A. Thorn
David E. Trumbull

Refrigerator Products Division, Chicago
General Learning Corporation
Corporate Employee Relations
Corporate Industrial Relations
Corporate Planning
Nuclear Energy Division, San Jose
Industrial & Marine Turbine Division, West Lynn
Corporate Engineering

-- Robert G. Ripston, Advisory Panel Project Director

C. Minority Panel

Thermond E. Adams
John W. Blanton
Ronald E. Brooks
Calvin Conliffe
"Whaleland Cross
Waldron Giles
Cephus Grier
James H. Gude
Al Hill
Arthur J. Wells
Sterling Macer
James I. Nixon
Philip Robinson
Sarah A. Smith (Mrs. )
Robert Warr

Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, Schenectady
Advanced Technology Programs Dept. , Cincinnati
Corporate Research & Development, Schenectady
Development Technology Operation, Cincinnati
Aircraft Engine Group, West Lynn
Urban Systems Department, Philadelphia
Housewares Division, New York
Semiconductor Products Department, Auburn, N. Y.
Lamp Division, Cleveland
Lamp Division, Cleveland
Appliance Component Division, Fort Wayne
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, Schenectady
Louisville Relations & Utilities Operation
Missile & Space Division, Philadelphia
Electronic Systems' Division, Syracuse

Frederick H. Black, Minority Panel Project Director
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Revised Policy #5.4 - Acknowledgment

TO: (Next higher level Manager)

This will confirm that I have reviewed Policy #5.4 on Equal
Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action, dated December 10,
1969, and will apply it in my component.

Signature

Title

Date

(Appropriate Employee Relations Manager)
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APPENDIX C
G E N E R A L ^ ELECTRIC

ORGANIZATION AND POLICY GUIDE

PAGE: 1 of 2

POLICY
Issued by: Corporate Executive Office

TAB: Employee Relations
(for filing purposes)

NO.: 5.4
ISSUED: 12/10/69
SUPERSEDES: 12/13/65

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

NEED FOR A POLICY

General Electric is committed to equality of oppor-
tunity, a basic goal of a free society. Profitable,
responsible growth, and the business success of the
General Electric Company, as well as the personal
growth of individuals, result from enhancing and util-
izing the abilities of individuals to the fullest extent
practical within the framework of the business envi-
ronment. By hiring, compensating, training, promoting
and in all ways providing fair treatment to employees on
the basis of merit, the effectiveness of the Company's
operations can be maintained while enhancing both the
nation's economic progress and that of individuals.

To further this goal, there is need for a Company
Policy concerning Equal Employment Opportunity and
Affirmative Action.

Beyond just equality of opportunity, however, there
currently is a national problem of relative deprivation
for some citizens, concurrent with prosperity for the
great majority. Industry, as an important segment of the
nation's economy, often can make many vital business
contributions to the solution of these problems. Within
the Company there is a determination to take voluntary,
positive, business-oriented action which will contribute
to the reduction of this national problem, as well as to
further Company progress. A related determination is to
assure that managers and employees at all locations, as a
basic minimum, comply with both the spirit and intent
of federal, state and local legislation, government regula-
tion and executive orders in providing equal opportunity
without regard to race, color, religion, national origin,
sex or age.

Thus, there is a continuing and urgent need foi
managers to take affirmative action in providing Equal
Employment Opportunities. Managers must assure,
through action and teaching, that positive steps are being
taken to comply with this Policy, to meet the require-
ments of law, and the stated objectives of the Company
for continued profitable, responsible growth and success.

STATEMENT OF POLICY

It is the policy of the General Electric Company to
provide employment, training, compensation, promotion
and other conditions of employment without regard to
race, color, religion, national origin, sex or age, except
where age or sex are essential, bona fide occupational
requirements.

In addition, while it is the policy to apply appropriate
job related standards to the conditions of employment
and to maintain such standards at a level consistent with
the healthy growth of the Company's business in a
highly competitive economy, it is also the policy to take
affirmative action to seek out individuals whose poten-
tial has not been developed, with the objective of
assisting them to meet these standards. Affirmative
action will include finding additional sources of appli-
cants who can become qualified, utilizing appropriate
training which will assist these individuals towards full
qualification, and developing programs to assure upward
mobility for qualified individuals.

A major goal of the Company is also to become a
civic leader in programs and activities which enhan.ce
equal employment opportunities within the various
communities in which the Company operates and
throughout the Nation.

APPLICATION OF POLICY

Each manager is responsible for the application of
this Policy within his component. This includes initiating
or supporting programs and practices designed to de-
velop understanding, acceptance, commitment and com-
pliance within the framework of this Policy. All em-
ployees and specifically each manager will be responsible
for complying with all the requirements and laws of the
government, and in applying this Policy to achieve
Company objectives.

Specifically, each Manager will be responsible for:
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Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action

PAGE: 2 of 2

NO.: S.4

ISSUED: 12/10/69

• Making certain that individuals in his components
who make or recommend employment and other
personnel decisions are fully aware and comply
with this Company Policy

• Notifying both applicants and sources of appli-
cants that the Company is an "Equal Opportunity
Employer"

• Taking affirmative steps to encourage the appli-
cation and qualification of individuals for available
job openings

• Assuring that promotion and development oppor-
tunities at all levels within his component are
made without regard to race, religion, color,
national origin, sex or age, except where sex or age
are essential botia fide occupational requirements

• Cooperating with compliance reviews by appro-
priate government agencies

• Demonstrating leadership among other responsible
business and civic leaden in observing the spirit
and intent of federal, state and local laws concern-
ing nondiscrimination.

Each Division General Manager, Department General
Manager and Corporate Staff Officer will assure that this
Policy on Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirm-
ative Action is appropriately communicated and uni-
formly applied by all levels of management.

At least once each year progress and performance in
the area of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action
will be measured for each Department, Division, Group,
Corporate Staff, as well as the Company as a whole.

RESERVATIONS OF AUTHORITY

Presidential Executive Order requires affirmative
action plans within the Company. These must be
updated yearly. Copies of these plans should be sent to
Corporate Industrial Relations Staff - Equal Oppor-
tunity/Minority Relations (EOMR). Corporate EOMR
working with Corporate Employee Relations and Man-
agement Manpower Development has responsibility for
auditing performance under this Policy. Proposed
EOMR actions or programs which could have sig-
nificant effects on the Company's public posture,
as well as any proposed settlement or agreement re-
sulting from a compliance review shall be reviewed
with Corporate EOMR and appropriate Corporate Staff.

RESPONSIBILITY OF OPERATIONS

Division General Managers, Department General Man-
agers and Corporate Staff Officers are responsible for
measuring progress and assuring that effective equal
employment opportunity practices and programs are
developed in accordance with this Policy and imple-
mented for their component. Advice and counsel should
be obtained from Corporate Industrial Relations, Em-
ployee Relations, Management Manpower Development
and other functional components as appropriate during
various phases of designing, revising,-documenting and
implementing the component's Equal Employment
Opportunity/Affirmative Action plans and programs.
Compliance reviews and complaint cases initiated by
governmental agencies at the operating level should be
communicated to Corporate EOMR for appropriate
advice and counsel.

RESPONSIBILITY OF CORPORATE
FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS

Corporate Industrial Relations Staff (EOMR), work-
ing with Corporate Employee Relations and Manage-
ment Manpower Development has responsibility for the
following:

• Providing advice and counsel on the interpretation
and implementation of this Policy

• Reviewing proposed plans and programs and pre-
paring written recommendations to operating com-
ponents and/or the Corporate Executive Office

• Recommending policy to the Corporate Executive
Office

• Searching out and evaluating new concepts and
approaches in the field of equal employment
opportunity/minority relations

• Working with Company components in appraising
the effectiveness of equal employment oppor-
tunity/minority relations programs and practices,
as well as recommending changes through appro-
priate management channels

• Auditing effectiveness and recommending needed
changes in affirmative action programs of operat-
ing and staff components

• Developing guides, criteria, measurements and
needed communications to staff and field.

Other Corporate staff components are responsible, as
appropriate, for developing, recommending and support-
ing effective plans and programs in their specific areas of
responsibility which will further the Company's Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action programs.
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APPENDIX D

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/MINORITY RELATIONS

MEASUREMENT FORMAT

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Most of the statistics requested are similar to those required by the Government
so they should be available. Estimate 5 year projections from business plans
and past progress.

2. Each Department should complete the attached format and use the. information

for answering the "Agenda" items during Session II discussions. The informa-

tion will then be consolidated for the Division, and then the Group. Session II

discussions will be conducted "in line" - not by Plant city. Where a Department

has several plants, it is suggested that each plant fill out the "Format" and then

the information be consolidated for the Department. Information about many

small sales offices can be consolidated at Headquarters.

4. In multi-Department and Division locations, the organization having Area re-
sponsibility should complete Part I, Analysis of Community Climate. This
should be reviewed and reconciled with components in the area, noting excep-
tions or differences where appropriate.

5. Use the "Format" as the basis for answering the "Agenda" items. Since time

will be limited, discuss major trends, programs and accomplishments. Don't

get bogged down in detail. Give an overview. Discuss plans for obtaining

future progress.

6. Send a copy of completed format for your Department to F. J. Toner, Manager-
EO/MR, Room 1609, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022.

7. Available to assist you are:

Frank J. Toner - Dial Comm 8*222-2362

Robert G. Ripston - Dial Comm 8*222-3302

Frederick H. Black - Dial Comm 8*222-3391

G. Roy Fugal - Dial Comm 8*222-3338

FrisbyEuell - Dial Comm 8*222-3620

8. In the near future you will receive a formalized version (along the lines of the

attached) of a "Measurement Form" to assist you in your Session II discussions

and review. Meanwhile, it might be helpful to you if you will obtain the informa-

tion along the lines of the attached. Suggested modifications should be sent to

Robert G. Ripston, Room 1609, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022.

12/8/69
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FORMAT
Equal Opportunity Minority Relations

Session II Measurements - Department/Division
Part I Analysis of Community Climate

Page 2

Statistics

Name of Plant City Population in Labor Market Area

Department * Labor Force in Labor Market Area

Present and Projected Population Growth in Community (SMAS)
Total Labor Market

Year % Negro % Minority Population in Number;

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Current Unemployment Rate: Total % Unemployed in Community
% of Non-White Unemployed

Qualitative Community Analysis

A. Give a brief summary of the Minority situation in this community, during 1969.
What are the major priority needs in the Community? What role is General
Electric playing?

B. List the more significant programs and activities related to EO/MR which the
Company and/or its employees are involved in this community. What leadership
role has local management taken?

C. List the minority organizations active in this community with a brief assessment
of leadership.

D. How does General Electric's performance compare with that of other major em-
ployers in this community (i. e. , other Plans for Progress Companies, NAB, with
regard to such things as minority employment, community participation, etc.)?

E. Support to minority business in your community

a. Estimate the number of purchasing dollars given to minority $
enterprise in 1969.

b. If deposits have been made in minority banking institutions $
in 1969, estimate the total dollars deposited.

* The Labor Force is the number of people employed in the Labor Market area
(estimate if necessary).

12/3/69
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c. What other programs and assistance have been developed to
aid minority enterprise?

Part II Management Involvement and Leadership

1. When and how has the Corporate Policy on EO/MR been communicated at this
Department or location?

2. Have written EO/MR objectives and goals been included in the overall business
goals, budgeting and long-range planning processes? Please attach or give ex-
amples.

3. Has responsibility for implementing EO/MR objectives and Affirmative Action
Plans been assigned? Has responsibility been defined in managerial and supervi-
sory position guides? Describe briefly.

4. In what manner has the fulfillment of EO/MR responsibility been audited and
measured?

5. Describe any programs (i.e. , cross-cultural - Social Awareness Training)
designed to improve managers', supervisors', and employees' understanding
of the Company's EO/MR objectives.

6. Are managerial and employee EO/MR accomplishments encouraged and recog-
nized? Give examples.

Part III Minority Recruiting

Statistics
% Minority

Number of Applicants Interviewed in 1969 All Minority Total to Total

Exempt
Non-exempt ________
Hourly

Total

Number of Persons Hired in 1969

Exempt
Non-exempt
Hourly

Total

List the special programs and sources for candidates that have been utilized to encourage
the recruiting of Minority Professionals and other salaried people. What have been the
results ( i .e . , schools, colleges, employee referrals, advertising, etc. )?

12/8/69
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Page 4

Part IV Employment, Placement and Orientation

Employment Statistics % of % of
Total # # of Minorities Females ** Minority

A. 1969 of all # of Other to total in to total in Participation
* Employment Category Employees Negro Minorities Category Category Index

Managers and Officials
Professionals
Sales
Office and Clerical

^chnicans
ofcilled (Craftsmen)
All Other Employees

Total

** Minority Participation Index = Percentage of Minority in Category
Percentage of Minority to Total in Labor Market Area

Example: SMAS Community has 500, 000 people
SMAS Community has 50, 000 minorities
Plant has 1, 000 employees
Plant has 50 minority employees
Plant has 4 minority professionals
Plant has 100 Total Professionals

= 50/1,000 = _5%_ = . 5 (Total "Employee"
50,000/500,000 10% Par t ic ipa t ion Index)

= 4/100 = 4% = . 4 ("Profess ional" Minority

50,000/500,000 10% Par t ic ipa t ion Index)

* Use EEO - 1 Report Definitions

B. Total Minority Work F o r c e Five Year Es t imate Total #
Employees

% Minority
to Total

1969 (Actual)
L970
L971
1972
1973
1974

12/8/69
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; . Five Year Estimate of Pis advantaged Placement*

Page 5

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Percentage retention rate of disadvantaged people hired (1969) %
(Of all the disadvantaged people hired in 1969, what percentage are still on the payroll?)

*Give the actual number of disadvantaged persons (as defined by the National Alliance
of Businessmen) hired in 1969 and estimate the numbers for 1970-1974.

D. Government Funding to Offset Training Costs **

Total dollars
# of people hired
under contract

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

**Include Federal (MA-5, MDTA, etc. ) and State/Local programs. In the case of con-
sortiums give the number of persons placed and multiply that number by the average
cost per trainee to estimate the "Dollars". The "Dollars" should reflect the total
money payed to the contractor during the year 1969 (Actual) to 1974 (Estimated).

Part V Developing and Upgrading

%U)
Total Minority
Managers Managers

#
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1. % of total by category; i. e. , # minority managers/total # managers
2. Excluding manager and sales
3. Include all exempt (manager, sales, etc. )

•12/8/69
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Page 6

What programs or plans are in place to identify and upgrade minority people at
all levels?

What programs or plans are being or have been made to remedy any situations
involving complaint cases of sex or age discrimination?

Are any programs in place to assist minority professionals with housing problems
when they are transferred to this location? Explain.

Describe and list the special training and development programs available to
minority employees at all levels (Professionals, Managerial, Non-Exempt,
Salaried, and Hourly).

Part VI Government Review

Have you had a Government Compliance Review during the year 1969?

YES NO

Summarize the major recommendations of this review.

Describe any innovative approaches to Affirmative Action at this location.

List the discrimination complaints during 1969 (if any) at this location and results.

Agency for Complaint (i. e. EEOC Nature of Charge Disposition
OFCC
State, etc.)

EOMR Measurement
Other Supporting Information

1. Describe any other special measurement and/or local procedures utilized, i. e.
quarterly reports, monthly staff meeting discussions, special communications,
etc. )

2. Give any examples of EO/MR goals and/or details of current Affirmative Action
Plans.

3. Any unique program which might be adapted to other locations.

12/8/69
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CORPORATE INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

GENERAL® ELECTRIC
For Circulation Among General Electric Management

January, 1970

A Decade of Tensions and Decisions:

THE MINORITY ENVIRONMENT IN THE SEVENTIES

Compared with the situation twenty
(or even ten) years ago, present con-
ditions on the minority relations front
are very fluid. There is virtually una-
nimous agreement that changes in
this situation are inevitable: it is too
volatile and unstable to persist in its
present condition for any length of
time. Many of those interviewed in
this study, therefore, professed their
inability to offer specific predictions
for 1980 because they found the fu-
ture, in many important respects, so
uncertain.

There was, however, substantial

agreement on the broad nature of the
forces that will be shaping the minor-
ity environment in the next decade.
These forces range from the relatively
simple and concrete (e.g., certain
demographic and labor force projec-
tions) to the complex and subtle (e.g.,
changes in attitudes and aspirations).

1. Growing numerical importance
of minorities: Perhaps the best start-
ing point for a discussion of these
forces for change is the simple fact that
minorities will represent a growing
proportion of our population and our
labor force. Coupled with their con-

ABOUT THIS STUDY
"Our Future Business Environment" (April, 1968), the first in a

continuing series of reports of informed opinion on major environ-
mental trends, identified the urban minority problem as "the domi-
nant one on the domestic social, political and economic scene for the
next ten years". The current study, reported here in summary form,
has focused our first in-depth research on the "dominant" problem
of the future of race relations in this country.

Like the first study, this report is based upon extensive interviews
with informed people, white and nonwhite, at the national and com-
munity level, and upon a review of the available literature. The pre-
dictions contained in this report are, therefore, those of the people
surveyed, not those of General Electric.

This study represented one element in the systematic analysis, by
the Equal Opportunity/Minority Relations component in Corporate
Industrial Relations, of minority relations problems and of the corpo-
rate role in their solution. Working with an executive-level Policy
Panel and an Advisory Panel of key Relations managers, this com-
ponent has studied and produced recommendations for corporate
action in six major areas: environmental trends, corporate rationale,
management support, employee relations aspects, social problems,
and business opportunities.

Copies of the full report are available, on request, from Business
Environment, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.

centration in urban areas, this will
strengthen their economic and politi-
cal bargaining power in the next
decade.

The minority community is pro-
jected to account̂  for approximately
one-fifth of the net increase in popula-
tion between now and 1980. By that
year minorities will represent at least
12.9 percent of our total population.

This increase will be particularly
marked in the age groups from which
the labor force is drawn. Dr. Seymour
Wolfbein of Temple University has
pointed to the huge white-nonwhite
differentials in labor force increases
by 1975, and noted that "at the earlier
ages, nonwhites are going to make up
one out of every seven workers in the
U.S." (emphasis added)

Over the next decade, therefore, the
minority population will represent a
growing percentage of the labor force
potential—particularly among the
younger age groups, and most espe-
cially in urban centers. Regardless of
other considerations, business will be-
come increasingly involved with mi-
nority problems as it searches for new
sources of manpower in a period of
continuing tight labor markets.

If minority manpower resources
were developed to the point where
their share of each occupational cate-
gory was equivalent to their over-all
percentage in the labor force, large
numbers of additional white collar and
skilled workers would become avail-
able. For example, on this assumption,
the labor force of 1975 would have
605,000 more professional and tech-
nical workers, 765,000 more man-
agers, and 441,000 more skilled
craftsmen.
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It is highly improbable that occu-
pational shift trends can be accelerated
enough in the next six years to realize
this potential fully. However, this
large reserve of underdeveloped man-
power in the minority community will
clearly continue to act as a spur to an
increasing number of public and pri-
vate programs of training and up-
grading.

Comparable potentials will exist in
consumer markets and in political
power as a result of this growth and
development of minority groups. For
instance, their personal income is pro-
jected to increase relatively faster than
whites' through 1975, and to represent
a market of some $52 billion in that
year. Again, assuming that their per
capita income was brought up to the
whites' level, an additional $36 billion
would be brought into this market, i.e.,
it would be 69 percent greater even
than the level currently projected for
1975. Such a hypothetical calculation
of this potential should serve only to
indicate the benefits that would accrue,
to business and to minorities, from ac-
celerating this trend beyond the pace
that now seems likely.

2. Rising Tide of Youth: Another
demographic trend of considerable fu-
ture significance will be the rising tide
of youth.

A wave of 58 million children aged
5-19—nearly one third of our total
population—was poised, in 1966, to
sweep over our institutions in the Sev-
enties. By 1980 they will be in the 20-
34 age groups—more than 21 million
over the number in those age groups in
1966. Among nonwhites, the surge
will be even more marked: the 8 mil-
lion children in these groups in 1966
represented over 34 percent of minor-
ity population.

Another way of looking at this phe-
nomenon is by way of the median age
of the population. In 1966 it was 28.7
years for whites, and 21.4 for non-
whites. Quite simply, this means, for
instance, that in that year nearly half
the minority community was not yet
old enough to vote. The political power
potential of minorities has, therefore,
yet to be realized.

The potential effect of this youth
wave on social attitudes, institutional
action and political programs dealing
with the minority problem will cer-
tainly be a force to reckon with—espe-
cially if a real generation gap in think-
ing on this issue does reveal itself and
is then translated into action. For the
moment, a number of general obser-
vations can be made about the prob-
able impact of youth:

a. The younger blacks, who have
come of age in a decade of revolt,
will clearly be more impatient
with the status quo, or even with
progress, than their elders. There
is a sense of momentum, and a
conviction in the necessity of
pushing hard for equality, that
they are not likely to abandon.

b. The better educated among white
youth will be more likely than
their parents or their less well
educated peers to be supportive
of the minority cause (see box
p. 3) . Further, they will fairly
rapidly get into positions where
they can do something about it,
working on institutional change
from the inside.

c. The children of white blue collar
workers, on the other hand, will
be far more likely to carry into the
Seventies their parents' resent-
ment of minority progress and
"affirmative action" programs. In
part, this resentment is born of a
feeling that "special favors" are
not called for, or deserved by
minorities; in part, of the height-
ened competition that will ensue
for their jobs.

3 . The Urbanization Phenomenon:
A third demographic fact with which
we shall have to live in the Seventies
is the phenomenon of "black cores,
white fringes" in many of our major
cities.

The recent past (1940 to present)
has witnessed the twin trends of mi-
nority in-migration and white out-
migration in our major metropolitan
areas. Puerto Rican immigrants, for
instance, have tended to concentrate
in New York City and neighboring
cities; Mexican-Americans in San An-

tonio and other Western metropolitan
areas; and an entire racial group—the
blacks—has been converted from a
rural to a predominantly urban popu-
lation.

The remarkable fact to emerge from
this study is not so much that 69 per-
cent of blacks live in metropolitan
areas, itself only a slightly higher per-
centage than for whites. It is rather
that, within these areas, twice as large
a percentage of blacks live in central
cities, while only slightly more than
one-third as many live in suburbs.

These differentials would not have
been so marked without an accom-
panying out-migration of whites. The
"escape rate" of whites from the cen-
tral cities has recently tripled to ap-
proximately 500,000 a year. In the
past eight years the white population
in cities has dropped by nearly two
million—from 47.5 million in 1960,
to 45.8 million in 1968.

Admittedly, a number of new trends
are emerging to change the total pic-
ture:

a. In the first place the farm-city
migration may be ending: cer-
tainly, the crest of the wave has
passed.

b. There is some evidence that the
black population in central cities
has started to level off, while still
increasing in the suburbs. In the
two year period 1966-68, for
instance, blacks actually de-
creased their central city popula-
tion by some 300,000 and in-
creased their suburban represen-
tation by half a million.

c. Central cities will account for a
declining percentage of our popu-
lation. As a result of the leveling-
off among the black population
and a continued out-migration of
whites, the suburban - central
cities population gap will widen.

However, these factors can only, at
best, be said to slow the future worsen-
ing of the problems, rather than to
reverse them. For instance, the spread
in growth of the black population, and
their migration out of central cities,
will mean that the potential problem
of racial confrontation will extend to
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EDUCATION: HOPEFUL SIGN FOR A SOLUTION
Quite obviously, the prospects for working toward a solution of mi-
nority problems in the next decade depend greatly upon the climate
of opinion supporting or opposing such a movement. In this regard
the attitudinal changes of college people in the younger white
population are potentially an encouraging sign, particularly as these
are the ones who will increasingly assume positions of leadership and
influence, in their organizations and communities, during the Seven-
ties. The following two charts, taken from a study by the Survey
Research Center at the University of Michigan, illustrate this trend
in two specific instances.

lOOf

PERCENT
WHO

APPROVE

1. Att i tudes i laws to
prevent discr iminat ion

AGE 40 Ot OLDtt

2. Attitudes to Negro neighbors

Similar differences in attitudes between the over 40's and under 40's
show up in repeated instances. Among the over 40's level of education
does not seem to have appreciably affected racial attitudes. But in
the younger generation those who have attended college (and their
numbers will be increasing) show a strong swing toward a clearer
recognition of racial discrimination, a seemingly greater acceptance
of racial integration, and stronger support of Negro civil rights.

suburbs and other towns that have so
far not been directly affected to any
extent. Such a movement can also, of
course, lead to the creation of new
"suburban ghettos" if the segregated
housing patterns of the cities are al-
lowed to recur.

Again, while the slower growth (or
leveling off) in central cities might
seem to make the problem fractionally
more manageable, there is little chance
of changing, in the next ten years, the

' pattern of "black cores, white fringes"

established by twenty-five years of
counteracting white and black move-
ments. Future moves by blacks and
other minorities to the suburbs are not
likely to change the racial mix there.
The prospect is, therefore, for a con-
tinuing imbalance between cities'
problems and their tax resources to
deal with these problems.

4. The growing militancy of minor-
ities: It is necessary at the outset to
make a clear distinction between the
massive, cataclysmic outbreaks of the

type seen in the 1964-67 riots and
after Martin Luther King's assassina-
tion, and the more selective and more
persistent assaults on white authority
and institutions that are seen as road-
blocks to minority progress. Whether
violent or non-violent, the latter are
equally expressions of a new militancy
and of a conviction that equality will
be won only by a struggle.

The virtually unanimous expecta-
tion is that a recurrence of Detroit-type
riots is unlikely; but there is an equally
universal prediction that we must anti-
cipate continued outbursts of some
sort. The massive outbreaks in Detroit,
Newark, Watts and Washington are
seen in retrospect as largely self-
destructive convulsions of the black
ghettos, born of bitterness, alienation
and despair.

The outbreaks are not expected to
occur again in their past form, because
they have cost the black community
too much in deaths, destruction and
shattered businesses. Yet many be-
lieve them to have been an inevitable
part of the black revolution: one black
leader has likened them to the shock
waves that come from breaking the
sound barrier. And most blacks believe
that riots have, in fact, brought results,
at least in the form of increased na-
tional attention to those conditions
against which they think the riots were
a largely spontaneous protest.

If violence does develop, the expec-
tation of those interviewed is that the
pattern will be one of more calculated
and selective attacks rather than
of general, indiscriminate uprisings
(though these are still possible in cities
that have not yet experienced riots).
Targets for these attacks would be
police and fire stations (the proximate
symbols of white authority); busi-
nesses, black as well as white, that
overcharge ghetto inhabitants or dis-
criminate against minority employees;
and white homes. The likelihood of
such attacks is seen to be in direct
proportion to the lack of minority
progress and the strength of white
"backlash."

It would, however, be a blatant mis-
reading of the new mood of militancy
to interpret it exclusively in terms of

3
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such violence. Violence will be the
exception, rather than the rule, in
urban/minority relations. The true
meaning of the growing militancy will
be found in a pervasive activism in
pushing, hard and persistently, for
rights, representation and economic
equality. As such, this militancy will
affect communities and institutions of
all types and sizes, and so will touch
the lives of many more millions than
will outright violence.

5. The swing from integration:
From 1954 to 1964 there was a vir-
tually single-minded concentration, on
the part of the minority community, on
integration—particularly school inte-
gration, in the wake of the Supreme
Court's Brown decision. Two effects
flowed from this exclusive focus for
activism. In the first place, many now
see that, in the process, attention was
diverted from the essential business of
building up political participation and
leadership, and developing social and
economic organizations. The second
consequence was the wave of bitter-
ness and frustration that was caused
by the slow progress in school de-
segregation.

Not surprisingly, therefore, integra-
tion has lost some of the appeal it had
in the "old" civil rights days. For the
greater number of minorities, integra-
tion still stands as an ultimate goal—
certainly as contrasted with the notion
of a separate nation—but even here
its terms of reference are in process
of being re-defined. And other goals,
other motivators will be more power-
ful forces in the Seventies.

For one thing, the mere facts of
population distribution (as already
analyzed) make full integration a
highly improbable achievement in the
next decade. The literal as well as fig-
urative segregation of minorities in
central cities has both practical and
psychological consequences for the
future.

For another thing, the new mili-
tancy of the minority community is
prone to interpret integration as a
goal that has been set by whites, and
toward which progress is controlled
by whites. To some, "integration" (in
quotation marks) is itself a conde-
scending gesture of white superiority.

For all these reasons, there is some
radical re-thinking going on about the
future course and objectives of minor-
ity relations with whites. Yet the pen-
dulum has not swung over to separa-
tism in its most extreme form. By far
the greater number of minorities are
likely to continue to argue that Amer-
ica is their homeland and that they
will press for their position of equality
in it as a matter of right.

Somewhere between old style inte-
gration and new style separatism lies a
concept that will be a dominant moti-
vator of the future, particularly in the
black community. Perhaps best de-
scribed as an emphasis on "separate-
ness," it will represent something of a
voluntary segregation or withdrawal
within racial and cultural boundaries,
for the purpose of strengthening
blacks' sense of pride, identity and
purpose.

This "separateness" will not, of
course, be a withdrawal from activism
—for that would be at odds with the
militant pressuring of the majority that
has been predicted—but rather a with-
drawal from efforts to integrate into,
or merge with, white social, cultural
and (to some extent) political institu-
tions. The contrast with the past is
pointed up by the difference between
efforts to "pass" into the white com-
munity (popular until a few years
ago) and the new emphasis on "black
is beautiful."

This period of "separateness" seems
likely to be a transitional phase, for
minority groups to find themselves and
gain their own forms of political and
economic power, before any possibility
of coalescing as equals in society.

For blacks it will be a period of
rediscovering and strengthening their
cultural roots and identity. Slavery re-
quired the development of a mentality
that was compatible with servitude
and white domination, and the uproot-
ing of cultural and historic ties with
their original homeland. The next ten
years will be devoted, in part, to un-
doing the culture of slavery and revers-
ing the process of social disintegration.

The immediate objective, then, is
not integration, but equality—and
equality in an open, pluralistic society.

The two goals are not the same, and
the distinction between them should be
clearly made. The tactics and the con-
sequences of each are different. For the
foreseeable future there is no prospect
of a "melting pot" society that obliter-
ates racial and cultural differences:
they will have to be recognized (and
dealt with) for what they are, not as
badges of innate superiority and in-
feriority.

6. The thrust toward shared power:
Power—economic and political power
—will be the dominant criterion by
which the minority community will
judge the value of public and private
programs and the extent of its prog-
ress. The main struggle in race rela-
tions in the Seventies will not be over
integration and legal rights, but about
a just and proportionate sharing of
power in society. That is what the
increasingly popular slogans of "com-
munity control," "black power" and
"maximum feasible participation" are
all about.

The crisis of recent years has cre-
ated a beleaguered community of the
ghetto, but (as is so often the case)
has strengthened it as a social and
political force. Although differences
as to means and-tactics remain, the
previously fragmented organization
and leadership has started to coalesce
around a common sense of purpose—
the acquisition of power. The immedi-
ate demand has been for a measure
of community self determination com-
parable to what white suburbs possess.
The ultimate power that most minori-
ties (like most whites) want is the
power to direct the course of their own
lives.

To achieve this power they are seek-
ing control of their community institu-
tions, to set their own goals and chart
their own course, free of white inter-
ference. The struggle has been joined,
in a few cities, primarily over control
of the local school system and poverty
programs. We have been told to ex-
pect that it will spread very quickly
to many other communities, and be
extended to other community services
(fire, police, hospital, sanitation, rec-
reation) and businesses (real estate,
supermarkets, credit). The trend will
rather be hastened forward by an in-
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creasing sense of pride and a sense of
community rather than individual suc-
cess.

An indicator of this new mood can
be seen in the growing movement
toward various forms of cooperative
organization, most notably the so-
called community development corpo-
rations (CDC's). Although minority
capitalism enjoys some popularity, it
does so more for its contribution to
community control than as a presumed
panacea for economic development.

The advantages seen for CDC's and
other types of cooperatives are' that,
through them, economic development
becomes part of total development and
enterprise profits are re-cycled for
community benefit.

Acquisition of power will become
fiercely important to the minority com-
munity, both for the control that is
gained and as a symbol of progress.
Any transfer or sharing of sovereignty
within a system is at best a difficult
operation; and the fierce urgency of
minority demands for power will make
the next decade a particularly trouble-
some one for the present economic and
political Establishment.

7. Divided reaction in the white
community: With 89 percent of the
population and close to a monopoly
of power, the white community obvi-
ously is the key factor in determining
the future course of race relations and
minority progress. Whether there will
be progress toward a pluralistic open
society or regression into polarized
warring camps depends predominantly
on the attitudes and action of this ma-
jority.

Yet the signals about probable fu-
ture action and reaction by whites are
so divided and confusing that few
clear-cut predictions can be made.
This trend, above all others, will be
susceptible to leadership influence.
Executives in government and busi-
ness, in particular, will have a marked
responsibility for determining the out-
come, by their statements, their actions
and the programs they develop and
support.

The hopeful signs for racial recon-
ciliation are to be found, as has already

been mentioned, among the better edu-
cated white youth and in the fact that
they will soon be assuming leadership
positions. But any assessment of the
future must take explicit notice of two
potentially strong negative forces-
one, the alleged "racism" of white
society; the other, the threat of white
"backlash."

If one were to define racism in terms
of overt and extreme actions and state-
ments by individuals—such as joining
a lynching or bombing party, or re-
ferring to blacks as "niggers"—a rela-
tively small percentage of the white
population might be said to be "racist."
However, this extremism is only the
tip of the iceberg: there are much more
widespread, but often latent, attitudes
of hostility, fear, resentment and su-
periority.

To a large extent, of course, individ-
uals are a product of their institutions,
and much of this thinking is derived
from the prevailing set of values em-
bodied in the institutions of culture,
education and work (among others).
Therefore, the real problem for the
future is assessed by the experts inter-
viewed in this study as correcting a
different and far more subtle form of
racism in white institutions. Whereas
institutions in the South, where origi-
nally virtually all the black population
was concentrated, evolved in a more
overt form of racism (to keep slaves
"in their place"), those in the North
were cast in a racial mold in a quite
different sense. They were estab-
lished and passed their formative years
at a time when the population was al-
most totally white, and they were de-
signed to serve local or regional (i.e.,
white) interests. In each case this char-
acter tended to be reinforced, to vary-
ing degrees, by an assumption of white
superiority that springs from the fact
that slavery did, indeed, treat blacks as
inferior beings.

In each case, too, the character and
practices of institutions have been slow
to change in recognition of changing
circumstances. In the South the civil
rights movement and national legisla-
tion may have established black rights
more clearly, but have done little to
change the segregated nature of insti-
tutions (as already noted in the case of

school desegregation since 1954). In
the North and West institutions are not
perceived to have changed adequately
to reflect the interests of the nearly
one-half of the black population that
now resides there as the result of a
century of migration. It is from this
lack of institutional responsiveness
that the momentum for the drive for
black power and community control
has (and will continue to) come.

It will be a prime task of leadership
in the Seventies to make all types of
institutions more representative of, and
responsive to, the rights, needs and as-
pirations of both the white and minor-
ity population. This task will involve
nothing less than an "interruption" of
the present system of operations and a
conscious re-design of many tradi-
tions, standards and practices. Prog-
ress will undoubtedly be slow—slower
than minority aspirations would wish—
because of institutional inertia and a
widespread failure (or reluctance) to
recognize the inherent bias toward
white interests.

The other potentially negative force
is the much discussed "white back-
lash". The Wallace movement in 1968,
opposition to sGhool bussing and open
housing, recent mayoralty races in Los
Angeles, Minneapolis and New York
City—all are cited by commentators as
evidence of a growing white reaction to
minority militancy. However, while
not inclined to deny the reality (and,
in some locations, the strength) of this
threat, there was substantial agreement
among those interviewed that this
would probably not develop into a
major national problem. Two major
points made in their reasoning were:

a. much of the reaction of blue-col-
lar whites is basically economic
rather than racial. These are peo-
ple who have encountered very
real economic problems over the
past five years or so (due to infla-
tion and high taxes), and who
feel—with some justification—that
their interests have been largely
neglected by the major political
parties. Their resentment has
been sparked by what they con-
sider "special treatment" for the
minority community—at their ex-
pense; and it could be moderated
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by consideration being given to
their legitimate grievances.

b. the "taxpayer revolt" (e.g., rejec-
tion of bond issues, pressure for
tax reform) is also largely eco-
nomic and political rather than
racial, being directed against high
taxes, and the mismanagement
and failure of many government
programs (including welfare and
the "War on Poverty"—a disil-
lusionment they share with mi-
norities and the poor in general).

Over-all, then, most of those inter-
viewed thought that there was less
chance, now and in the immediate fu-
ture, of thoughts of repression being
translated into political action than
there was immediately after the 1967
riots; and that the term "backlash" was
something of a misnomer—at worst,
what might happen would be a slow-
down rather than repeal and regres-
sion. In this sense, then, backlash
would represent the differential be-
tween white and minority ideas on the
rate of progress.

This view of the future, relatively
optimistic though not by any means
complacent, is predicated (it must be
emphasized) on a number of other
predictions or assumptions—that large-
scale riots will not recur; that legiti-
mate grievances of working class
whites will be redressed; that public
and private programs dealing with
welfare, poverty and urban renewal
will operate more effectively in the
future; and that white leadership will,
in fact, exercise a constructive influ-
ence. There were, however, those who
felt that these assumptions were un-
founded or unrealistic; and they were,
as a consequence, much more pessi-
mistic about the future.

APPROACHES TO A SOLUTION

This section aims at pulling together,
from the many inputs we have re-
ceived, the principal guidelines that
were recommended to help determine
constructive responses and initiatives
on the part of white institutions. It does
not presume to catalogue—let alone
analyze and evaluate—the multitudi-
nous specific programs that have been
suggested for implementation by gov-

THE RELEVANCE OF BROAD SOCIAL TRENDS
It would be unrealistic to consider future developments in the minor-

ity environment totally divorced from social change in the United
States as a whole. To some extent, therefore, the developing trends
identified in "Our Future Business Environment" will help shape the
future minority environment. The full report of the current study con-
siders the specific relevance of each one of those trends to the problem
under discussion. What follows are some excerpts from this discussion:

1. The "lower frustration tolerance" that was seen as becoming more
prevalent in public attitudes will be a highly significant force in this
context. The late Sixties and early Seventies are likely to prove once
again the accuracy of de Tocqueville's observation that the chances
of unrest and revolution are greatest, not when conditions of an
aggrieved group are at their worst, but when progress has begun to
be made and aspirations have been raised.

2. The projected economic growth and further stabilization of the
business cycle, with its lower unemployment rates and tight labor
markets, is of such direct relevance to the minority problem that many
experts consider it to be an essential prerequisite to further nonwhite
economic progress. The validity of such thinking is supported by
current fears that production cutbacks as a result of the anti-inflation
program would fall most heavily on the last-hired—in many cases,
the hard-core unemployed among minority groups.

3. The growing emphasis on pluralism, and the opportunities of an
"open society", are likely to prove far more potent as motivating
forces in the minority community in the next decade than either inte-
gration or separatism.

4. The growing role of government will be felt, particularly by busi-
ness and unions, in minority relations. In the immediate future there
will be sharply increased emphasis by the Executive branch of the
government on equal opportunity, affirmative action, upgrading.

5. The projected unions vs. civil rights conflict has come to pass. As
minority representation in traditionally unionized sectors increases,
more and more black employee federations will most likely be set up
in opposition to established white leadership in unions. In the resulting
struggle management will, all too frequently, be caught in the middle.

eminent, business, labor, education,
welfare organizations and the like; that
is a vast and separate task beyond the
scope of this report.

A general comment on the future
role of business may help to under-
score the growing importance of man-
agerial decisions in this area. There is
virtually unanimous expectation that
business will greatly increase its in-

volvement with the minority problem,
primarily as the result of three inter-
acting forces:

(a) from within the corporation it-
self: not only will younger
managers be personally more
inclined to step up the pace of
equal employment opportunity,
but future labor needs will impel
companies toward more effec-
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tive utilization of minority man-
power. Simultaneously, business
will be drawn by the developing
market opportunities both for
consumer goods (as minority
personal income levels ate
raised) and for the products,
systems and services needed for
urban renewal.

(b)from the government: there is
ample evidence of a trend to-
ward much stricter interpreta-
tion and enforcement of equal
employment opportunity regu-
lations as part of the Nixon Ad-
ministration's focussing of its
civil rights program on jobs
rather than schools. In addi-
tion, as noted in our original
study, governments at all levels
will be seeking the assistance of
the private sector, either as
contractors or in partnership
ventures, in solving urban/
environmental problems.

(c) from the minority community:
business and industry are seen
by the minority community as
its "last hope" (to use Dr. Ken-
neth B. Clark's often-quoted
phrase). Having been so often
disappointed by the subjectivity
of political motives, minorities
now appear inclined to turn to
the objectivity of programs
based on business needs. Busi-
ness' involvement is seen now
as being "for real."

If, then, business involvement is
scheduled to increase, and the role of
leadership decisions is likely to be de-
terminative of the outcome, it follows
that business leaders must ensure that
their decisions and actions are formu-
lated with the broadest possible social
and community implications in mind.

1. The approach to a solution must be
as complex and comprehensive as the
problem itself. In only the loosest sense
is it possible to talk of "the" problem
(and "the" solution) for it is, in fact,
a complex of many problems. The so-
cial, cultural, economic and political
aspects are inextricably interwoven,
so all must be dealt with concurrently.

All facets of development are im-

portant—though not equally so, clear-
ly: few, if any, can be neglected. To
take the single example of employ-
ment: opening up a job to one of the
hard-core unemployed can entail solv-
ing any or all of the following prob-
lems—basic literacy; skill training;
motivation; orientation to the world
of work; transportation to work;
health; housing; family problems; ra-
cial attitudes of supervisors and/or
fellow employees. A comparable cycle
of problems could be cited in the areas
of "black capitalism," education, po-
litical organization, and so on.

The scope and complexity of these
problems, combined with the need for
simultaneous action, means that noth-
ing less than a total effort by all insti-
tutions will be adequate. At the same
time, this total effort will be the sum
total of a great number and variety of
individually manageable solutions: it
will not be—could not be—a single,
centralized program of the Federal
government.

2. Solutions must be sought mainly in
terms of specific economic, political
and social needs, rather than in purely
racial terms. Before amplification of
this point, one exception to it must be
noted—namely, the fact of antagonism
based on color. Individual racism
(white or black) of this form has to be
faced up to and dealt with (mainly by
education) as the racial problem it is;
and over the short-term perhaps the
best that can be hoped for is a modifi-
cation of behavior rather than a change
in attitudes on this point.

Much of the white "backlash," how-
ever, is predominantly economic and
political in origin, rather than purely
racial. It is economic, for instance, in
the resentment of competition for
lower skilled jobs and in the fear of
depressed real estate values if Negroes
move into a neighborhood. It is politi-
cal in its outburst against the major
political parties for their neglect of the
interests of lower middle-class whites
and their preoccupation with mi-
norities "just because they've made
trouble." It is also emotional in its re-
sentment of preferential and allegedly
"undeserved" treatment for minorities.

The main thrust of action must,
therefore, be toward correcting spe-

cific economic, social and political
conditions that impede the progress of
minorities and poor whites alike. In
large part, these are the conditions that
also breed racism, on both sides; and
eliminating or ameliorating these con-
ditions will, in the process, alleviate
racial tensions. Indeed, in sheer num-
bers, poor and working class whites
have more to gain from programs in
these areas than do nonwhites.

3. Priority needs to be given to the
areas of employment, education and
housing. Though the total problem is
all-encompassing, these three areas are
selected most frequently as the essen-
tial priority targets for action to
achieve the goals of equality and an
equitable sharing of power. Many
other programs — particularly health
and welfare—were cited as important,
but the pre-eminence of these three
stems from general agreement that:

• education is an essential prerequi-
site to living, working and being
influential in a highly complex so-
ciety;

• meaningful employment (not en-
try-level or dead-end jobs) is the
surest route to economic better-
ment: in what is still essentially a
work-oriented society, this is
probably the only way of getting
into the mainstream of American
life;

• good housing, available in a wide
variety of locations is needed to
keep families together and to give
dignity and quality to living. In
this context, housing involves two
separate but related elements-
one, the actual construction (or
renewal) of accommodations; two,
the enforcement of "open hous-
ing" regulations to ensure free-
dom of choice.

4. The immediate goal is no longer
integration per se, but equality in an
open, pluralistic society. The key con-
cepts toward which action programs
should be oriented are:

a. a true equality of opportunity,
overcoming the historical legacy
of obvious inequalities;

b. an openness of society which
gives maximum freedom to indi-
vidual choice;
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c. a pluralism which values cul-
tural diversity rather than homo-
geneity;

d. an equitable and porportionate
sharing of power.

However unexceptionable the basic
concepts may be, there will obviously
be room for debate and controversy on
some of the implications for action.
For instance, if minorities are indeed
to be given an opportunity to compete
on an equal basis, special programs of
preparation (skill training, basic liter-
acy, etc.) will be required for the
foreseeable future. Charges of "prefer-
ential treatment" will proliferate, and
increase the disruptive potential of
white backlash, unless:

• it is made clear that the "prefer-
ential treatment" is designed only
to put people on an equal footing,
and stops at the preparation stage.
Dr. Kenneth B. Clark and other
minority spokesmen have stressed
that the same standards of per-
formance and discipline should be
expected of all employees: to ap-
ply a double standard, with lower
requirements for minorities, would
only perpetuate the belief in black
inferiority, and establish a new
form of segregation.

• this preparation is keyed to indi-
vidual need rather than to racial
considerations, i.e., it is flexible,
and available to all employees.

Similarly, in working toward a more
equitable sharing of economic and
political power, problems of transfer
will occur. If greater use is to be made
of community control in metropolitan
areas, for instance, there will be some
diminution of the power and preroga-
tives of established city governments.
In all types of institutions, the upgrad-
ing of minority personnel to positions
of decision-making responsibility will
inevitably impact on present power-
holders.

5. Solutions must both recognize the
need for short-term separateness, and
preserve the long-term option of in-
tegration. The debate about the rela-

tive merits of "ghetto enrichment" and
"ghetto dispersal" does not revolve
around an "either/or" proposition.
Almost certainly it will be desirable
both to improve conditions directly
in the ghetto and to ease mobility of
minority groups into suburbs, smaller
cities and towns so that there may be
a more balanced distribution of popu-
lation. The real objective is not so
much to eliminate the ghetto as a sepa-
rate community, as to eliminate its
prison-like characteristics and de-
prived conditions.

In general, solutions should be de-
signed to meet both the short-term and
long-term criteria in this guideline
statement. Despite the current disen-
chantment with integration, the expec-
tation is that most minorities will
continue to reject outright separatism
and to work within the overall societal
system (that, after all, is implicit in
the demand to be brought "into the
mainstream"). Thus, programs of
community control, for instance,
should be devised as integral parts of
the local political power structure, and
not be allowed to emerge as segrega-
tion under a new name.

6. Commitment and action by white
leadership must play a key role in
bringing about needed institutional

changes. Leadership in the white com-
munity must be largely responsible
for recognizing, and gaining under-
standing of, the complexity of the
problem; and for marshalling the com-
mitment and resources for needed pro-
grams of change.

Among the many tests for white
leadership in the next decade, perhaps
the key ones in this area will be:

a. its willingness and ability to pre-
pare for, and implement, an
equitable sharing of its own
power;

b. its willingness to work with black
leadership in developing solutions
rather than making unilateral de-
cisions, however well intended;

c. its ability to change the pattern
of institutional racism.

Here, as elsewhere, success in meet-
ing these tests will lie in seizing, and
keeping, the initiative. A policy of de-
layed reaction will only invite confron-
tations, and so lead to a polarization
of attitudes. Only by taking contrac-
tive initiatives will leaders have a
chance of success in the delicate task
of balancing the legitimate claims of
minorities against the equally desirable
objectives of institutional stability and
continued progress for the majority.

It is not unreasonable to assert that the decade of the Seventies will see a new
testing of the American system. Just as our political system was tested and
adjusted in the 1860's, and our economic system in the 1930's, so our social
system will be tested in the 1970's for its ability to provide opportunities for all
minorities to move into the mainstream of American life.

Since there is no inevitability about the outcome of this test, leadership deci-
sions will have a determinative effect on the future course of events. This is true
of leadership in both white and nonwhite communities, in government, education,
labor and business. To reduce it to a single specific instance, General Electric's
managerial decisions and actions can be effective in helping to shape the minority
environment in which the Company will have to operate.

CORPORATE INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

GENERAL « P ELECTRIC

Room 310,570 Lexington Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
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Exhibit No. 29

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS - BY RACE

NUMBER OF SSA NEGRO EMPLOYEES WORKING AT WOODLAWN AND IN DOWNTOWN BALTIMORE

IN RELATION TO TOTAL BALTIMORE EMPLOYMENT gg
oo

TOTAL EMPLOYEES (Woodlawn and Downtown) = 15,997 Negro = 32.2%

TOTAL HDQTRS. EMPLOYEES (excluding those in downtown Baltimore) = 12,883 Negro = 26.6%

TOTAL HDQTRS. EMPLOYEES in downtown Baltimore = 3,114 Negro = 55.3%
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
SOCIAL S E C U R I T Y A D M I N I S T R A T I O N

BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21235

REFER TO:

OA:PR

Dear

The Social Security Administration has established a Housing Service to
help those of our over 16,000 Baltimore-area employees who seek housing.
As part of this service we are trying to offer employees as much informa-
tion as we can about the availability and costs of homes in the Baltimore-
Washington metropolitan area.

We would like to add the homes you list to our files. An employee thus
could identify homes in which he was interested and contact you for
further assistance. Because we want our referrals to be as up to date
as possible, we would appreciate it if you could supply us with your
current listings on a biweekly basis. Please send the information to:

Housing Officer
Room 4112 Annex
Social Security Administration
6401 Security Boulevard
Baltimore, Maryland 21235

Since our request for the Multiple Listing System has been granted, it
will not be necessary for individual members to supply us with this
information. However, we would still be interested in receiving listings
from those brokers who are not members since we want to have available as
complete information as possible concerning costs and availability of
housing.

Sincerely yours,

Louis Zawatzky
Deputy Assistant Commissioner for
Employee Relations
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 2123S

OA:PR

Dear Retirees:

The Social Security Administration recently expanded its housing program
for employees. Special effort is being made to assist employees who
encounter discrimination in obtaining housing and employees who seek
housing in multiracial neighborhoods. We also advise employees about
price ranges, taxes, leases, financing, and community facilities. In
addition, SSA is participating in and initiating programs to inform
our employees and the eommunity-at-large about fair housing and is
cooperating with local Government and non-Government agencies
promoting fair housing.

Our Housing Service assists not only our Baltimore-area employees who
seek housing but also field employees who are promoted or detailed to
positions in central office. We are in great need of rental accommo-
dations for those employees who come to central office for a short
period.

If you have space in your home that you would like to make available
for rental, our Housing Service would welcome your listing. Please
call 9^4-5000, extension 65581 or send the information to:

Housing Service
Room 14-112 Annex
Social Security Administration
6401 Security Boulevard
Baltimore, Maryland 21235

Sincerely yours,

Louis Zawatzky
Deputy Assistant Commissioner for
Employee Relations
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SHARED HOUSING COMPLAINT INFORMATION

Baltimore Community Relations Commission
Baltimore County Human Relations Commission
Baltimore Neighborhoods, Inc.
Maryland Commission on Human Relations

Community Relations Service,
U.S. Justice Department

Social Security Administration,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

RESPONDENT

RESIDENT MANAGER

MANAGEMENT FIRM

OWNER

COMPLAINANT

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

ADDRESS (City and Statt)

ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

PHONE NUMBER

PHONE NUMBER

Complainant alleges discrimination because
Respondent: (Check appropriate boxes)

I | Refused to rent, sell or show

I I Discriminated in the conditions or terms of sale,
rental or occupancy

I I Advertised in a discriminatory way

I I Falsely denied housing was available

| | Engaged in blockbusting

I I Discriminated in financing

I 1 Discriminated in broker's services

I I Other (Explain under Remarks)

Date alleged discrimination occurred

Date complainant notified this office

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

CONTACT PER

As per our mutual agreement, w« shall pursue Hi is

matter and advise you regarding disposition. Date:

FORM SSA-2184 U.7
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Exhibit No. 30

SUMMARY OF THE HOUSING SERVICE ACTIVITIES

Since its inception in November the Housing Service has developed expertise
in most aspects of housing and has made inroads into each activity in which
it was charged to become involved.

HOUSING REFERRALS

The Housing Service has sent over 1000 personal letters to apartments and
major management companies and now has current information on the costs and
accommodations of almost all apartment houses in the Baltimore metropolitan
area as well as Harford, Prince Georges, Montgomery, and Carroll Counties.
We have maps readily available for employees indicating the locations of
schools, religious institutions, public transportation, and shopping centers
in proximity to convenient housing and SSA employment centers. The Housing
Service is prepared to provide employees with information on estimated costs
for homes and apartments, real estate taxes, local closing costs, lending
institutions, and furniture rental.

The Housing Service receives the Multiple Listing Service twice weekly. This
Service, coupled with listings we receive from nonmember brokers, provides
us with the most current information available on homes in the Baltimore
metropolitan area. The granting of the Multiple Listing to SSA set a pre-
cedent for the use of this Service by Government agencies nationwide.

The Housing Service has become an integral part of the Personnel Counseling
Branch and has in many instances supplemented the other functions of this
Branch. The Housing Service is being utilized by employees of all ethnic
groups. Most requests have been from Central Office employees in grades
GS-1 to GS-7. Employees at the upper grade levels will probably continue
to seek housing on their own or seek assistance elsewhere until the Housing
Service builds up a reputation for expertise that inspires confidence. The
Housing Service has beep, asked to help with a variety of problems including
evictions and disputes with landlords. The Service has assisted both those
offering and those seeking housing for sale or for rent. By far the most
requests have been for assistance in finding apartments.

Because of the demand for homes, rooms, and apartments for rent the Housing
Service has placed on bulletin boards within SSA fliers soliciting rental
listings.

The Housing Service has contacted several nearby apartment complexes to
encourage them to make available furnished units on short-term arrangements
for students coming to SSA under the Student Cooperative Program. We also
plan to explore the possibility of securing legislative authority for
quarters for temporarily assigned employees. The Public Health Service
already has this authorization.

To better meet the needs of our field personnel, a member of the housing staff
meets with individuals who are in Central Office for training prior to being
permanently assigned 3 to 4 months later. Personnel and training specialists
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in each of the operating bureaus have been informed of the range of services
available so they may refer new employees accordingly'. In addition, the
Housing Service has set up a system whereby it receives in advance the name
of anyone coming to Central Office for work or training. By matching this
information against employee requests, we have some indication of the extent
to which our Service is being made known and utilized.

The Housing Service staff consulted with representatives of other Government
agencies charged with responsibilities in the area of housing to learn about
special programs that might meet the housing needs of SSA employees. Liaison
has been established with the Housing Authority of Baltimore City, who are
helping us find suitable housing for some of our lower-grade employees with
very limited income. This agency has also provided us with printed material
on their various public housing projects. Bureau and office heads are
granting administrative leave in situations deemed emergencies by the Housing
Service for employees to visit the Housing Authority.

The Housing Service staff met with Mr. Sylvan Gershen, Assistant Loan Guaranty
Officer of the Veterans Administration, to learn about the VA guaranteed home
mortgage program. Mr. Gershen supplied our housing office with forms by which
veterans may apply for Certificates of Eligibility and is providing us with
listings of VA-repossessed homes which are offered for sale to the general
public. As a result of this meeting with Mr. Gershen, the Housing Service
placed a notice in the Central Office Bulletin to alert World War II veterans
to the impending expiration on July 25 of their eligibility for GI loans.

Although it was anticipated that our Housing Service would assist only SSA
personnel, employees from the Office of Education, Post Office Department,
Federal Highway Administration, and Fort Detrick have also availed themselves
of our services. We are attempting to meet the needs of employees from other
agencies as long as such assistance does not become burdensome.

Since its full-time staff is small and the demands of its program great, the
Housing Service sent a letter to all employees in the Central Office complex
asking them to join a workforce of part-time volunteers. All 180 applicants,
representing a cross section of bureaus, offices, and grades, were accepted as
members of the Housing Service Corps. Letters were also sent to 500 SSA
attorneys, 55 of whom volunteered to serve on our Legal Services Panel.

Members of the Housing Service Corps have been given training on the goals
and methods of implementation of SSA's fair housing program and are now being
utilized on the basis of their preference. These individuals will assist our
housing staff by acting as sources of data on neighborhoods with which they
are familiar, serving as guides, particularly for employees new to the area
and those who want to live in multiracial communities, and helping to cope
with emergency housing situations. They will help plan their own training
and participate in and develop educational programs for the community-at-large.
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Volunteers will also be called upon to represent SSA at hearings and at meetings
of neighborhood associations and keep the Housing Service informed of develop-
ments in their sections of the city or county.

Members of the Legal Services Panel have been supplied with information on fair
housing law and are already making valuable contributions to our program. The
assignment of cases to member attorneys is being based on their area of legal
expertise. These attorneys, acting on official time, provide legal counseling
to employees on housing matters such as interpreting and negotiating leases,
inform employees of their rights when they are evicted in retaliation for com-
plaints about housing code violations, and advise employees who encounter
discriminatory practices.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

The Housing Service has initiated various programs to inform SSA employees and
the community-at-large about fair housing.

Employees seeking housing are being counseled on discriminatory practices that
may be encountered and how such actions should be dealt with. A Home Finders
Directory and letter explaining the Housing Service are being included in the
"So You're Moving to Baltimore" kit sent to employees transferring from the
field to Central Office. In addition, time is allotted for the Housing Service
to address new employees during their orientation.

The Housing Service was especially active during "Housing Opportunities Month."
Members of the Legal Services Panel and Housing Service Corps attended an SSA
Fair Housing Conference - the third in a series - as part of their training as
volunteers. Following a discussion of the legal foundations of fair housing,
presentations were made by representatives of the major groups concerned with
complaints of housing discrimination. The groups were the Baltimore Community
Relations Commission, the Baltimore County Human Relations Commission, the
Maryland Commission on Human Relations, and Baltimore Neighborhoods, Incorporated.
Speakers talked about the legal mechanisms and processes available for seeking
relief from housing discrimination. A question and answer period followed. A
number of our housing volunteers expressed interest in serving as testers for
Baltimore Neighborhoods, Incorporated.

Also in observance of "Housing Opportunities Month," the Housing Service arranged
for an exhibit sponsored by Baltimore Neighborhoods, Incorporated, to be dis-
played in our various Woodlawn and downtown buildings. The booth was manned pri-
marily by members of the Housing Service Corps, but several of the founding
fathers of the Housing Service—Mr. Donald B. Hill, Mr. John Michener, and
Mr. Donald Blomquist--also took a tour of duty. Several thousand passersby
paused to ask questions. Purchases of fair housing literature totalled $137.00
for the week.

Publicity has been given to Housing Service activities in the HEW Field Letter,
the Sunpapers, the Afro-American, the Central Office Bulletin, the Northwest Star,
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the EEO Bulletin, the Oasis, the Federal Times,.and the Commissioner's
Highlights for the Secretary. In addition, Christopher Gall of WJZ-TV and
Larry Schultz from WBAL-TV have expressed interest in covering Housing Service
activities.

A pamphlet, "Fair Housing and You," has been published jointly by SSA, Baltimore
Neighborhoods, Incorporated, and the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights under
Law for use by all three organizations. This pamphlet explains rights and
responsibilities under fair housing laws by answering questions most frequently
asked by individuals who are buying, renting, selling, or financing homes or
apartments. The pamphlet has been distributed initially to all housing
volunteers and to anyone seeking assistance or listing property with the
Housing Service. Copies were disseminated at the fair housing exhibit and
were offered through press releases to the general public. During April, as
a result of publicity given in the Central Office Bulletin, the Housing Service
received over 300 employee requests for this new pamphlet. Organizations and
members of the general public requested 1,575 copies. Requests were received
from the States of Wisconsin, New York, and California. Letters were also
received from H. Oliver Welch, State Planning Officer, Office of the Governor
of the State of Georgia and from John A. Flemming, Chief of the Area Office of
Special Staff Services, Public Health Service, Division of Indian Health,
Billings, Montana. These gentlemen were made aware of our pamphlet through a
release in the HEW Field Letter.

The Housing Service is also collaborating with Baltimore Neighborhoods,
Incorporated, on a booklet on landlord and tenant rights which will be dis-
tributed to members of the Legal Services Panel and to SSA employees,
particularly those at lower grade levels. This pamphlet will explain rent
escrow, the obligations of both the landlord and tenant in aa eviction, and
specific procedures for stopping an eviction. The draft is presently being
reviewed by the Baltimore Housing and Community Development Agency and various
attorneys throughout the city.

To equip our volunteers to serve as community resources, the Housing Service
is exploring means of providing them with career development training which
will cover the nature, basis, and extent of the housing problem facing
minority persons and the interactions of this problem with the overall urban
crisis. DTCD is negotiating on our behalf with local institutions of higher
learning and the Adult Education Division of the Baltimore County Public
Schools to offer evening classes at SSA on housing and related subjects.

The Housing Service is planning a public workshop to be sponsored jointly by
SSA, the Baltimore Community Relations Commission, the Baltimore County Human
Relations Commission, Baltimore Neighborhoods, Incorporated, the Maryland
Commission on Human Relations, and the Community Relations Service of the
U.S. Department of Justice. Members of the Apartment House Owners Association,
the Real Estate Commission, and the Multiple Listing Service will be invited
to participate.
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COOPERATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

The Housing Service is seeking out and cooperating with other Government and
non-Government agencies promoting fair housing. We are working with them to
develop and implement positive programs in support of fair housing, such as
identifying patterns of discrimination and means to persuade the real estate
industry and community-at-large to comply with fair housing law.

The Housing Service holds regular monthly meetings with representatives of
Baltimore Neighborhoods, Incorporated, the Baltimore Community Relations
Commission, the Baltimore County Human Relations Commission, the Maryland
Human Relations Commission, and the Community Relations Division of the
Justice Department. During May, SSA. sent a delegate to the Founding
Conference of National Neighbors in Dayton, Ohio, to represent the afore-
mentioned allied groups. Methods have been developed for cooperation between
these groups in sponsoring and drafting Fair Housing legislation for the State
and in sharing information about complaints of discrimination.

Representatives of the Housing Service attended a series of meetings of
Baltimore Neighborhoods, Incorporated, with members of the Real Estate Board
of Greater Baltimore and representatives of major lending institutions to
make known SSA's firm commitment to fair housing and its plans to help
employees encountering discrimination. An effort was made to gain a free
flow of ideas concerning the problems created in the area of race relations
due to changing neighborhoods. Those present agreed that the Real Estate
Board, which represents approximately 80 percent of all realtors in Baltimore,
is in a very influential position and should assume some responsibility for
educating the public about fair housing. In addition, greater employment
of Negroes by Board members would serve to demonstrate good will on the part
of the Board. It was also suggested that the Real Estate Board and Real
Estate Commission should request sponsorship from HUD in supporting an
educational program for brokers. Represented groups agreed to promote a
change in the law to require a course in human relations for real estate
license renewal in 1971.

The Housing Service has sent a letter to all neighborhood associations and
human relations councils explaining our services. We asked them to notify
us of their meetings so that we may send representatives. We also informed
these groups that we will make bulletin board and employee newsletter space
available for announcements of programs or meetings related to fair housing.
The Housing Service has already assisted in gaining publication of a fair
housing pamphlet for the Reisterstown Fair Housing Council. Also, our
Housing Service Staff has attended numerous fair housing meetings, one of
which was held by the Liberty Road Community Council. At this meeting
consideration was given to the role SSA could play in helping the many
organizations represented by this council handle various housing problems.

The Housing Service is working to provide for suitable housing near SSA
employment centers for employees in all income and ethnic groupings. Repre-
sentatives of the Housing Service were asked to attend the Baltimore Urban
Coalition Housing Action Workshop. This conference dealt with the need for
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adequate low-income housing, current efforts to add to the supply of this type
of housing, and solutions for other problems with respect to providing housing
for low and moderate income families.

The Housing Service Staff met with Mr. Robert J. Brown, Executive Vice-President
of the Home Builders Association, and Mrs. E. Cardaliccio of the Community
Action Agency to explore ways in which SSA might assist them in determining
the availability of property for the construction of multiracial housing open
to persons of low income. They also consulted with Mr. Leslie Graef, Deputy
Director of Planning for Baltimore County, to learn what SSA might do to
encourage the future development of such housing in this county.

The Housing Staff met with Mr. Lon Gore, the Assistant Executive Director of
the Greater Baltimore Committee, to discuss how we might assist them in
securing funding for the construction of low-income housing accessible to
Woodlawn. We learned that they have an option on some land within 4 miles
of headquarters on which they hope to build a smaller version of Columbia,
including townhouses, high-rise apartments, individual homes, and shopping
centers. It appears that we might be able to help by approaching some of the
major insurance companies having Medicare contracts with SSA to gain a
commitment for the $25 million needed. Many of these companies have in the
past expressed an interest in participating in this type of project. We
would also be able to help maintain a multiracial balance once the community
is built.

With an eye to the future, the Housing Service has discussed with the Department
the necessity of utilizing Housing Service informational data prior to any
decisions on future sites of new or expanded SSA facilities. This monitoring
is necessary to insure that housing in these locations is available to employees
on an open occupancy basis.

On behalf of SSA, our Housing Officer spoke at a hearing before the Metropolitan
Affairs Committee in Annapolis on House Bills 684 and 497. He indicated SSA's
desire to have the intent of these bills—to inhibit real estate agents and
brokers from engaging in mass solicitation—enacted into law. On a separate
occasion, Mr. Zawatzky spoke in favor of a similar bill recommended to the
Baltimore County Government.

Our Housing Officer testified before the Baltimore County Council on behalf of
SSA during hearings on the proposed 1970-71 budget for the Baltimore County
Human Relations Commission. He indicated that SSA fully supports the requested
budget since the Commission needs increased funds to correct present inade-
quacies. That is, a human relations commission of a county of over 600,000
people should have a full-time executive and a budget of more than the presently
allotted $13,000.

Mr. Zawatzky and our Housing Officer have been attending board meetings of
Baltimore Neighborhoods, Incorporated. Mr. Zawatzky, recently appointed as a
member of this Board, volunteered the cooperation of our Housing Service in
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gaining the support of other major Baltimore employers in the public and
private sectors. A letter has been prepared requesting that employers meet
vith us to explore the possibilities of a joint effort to promote fair housing.

The Housing Service staff met with Mr. Paul Alexander, an attorney for the
U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, who had heard of our Service through other
contacts in the Baltimore area and had requested a briefing. The Office of
Economic Opportunity requested assistance in establishing and developing a
housing program modeled after our SSA program.

ASSISTANCE TO EMPLOYEES ENCOUNTERING DISCRIMINATION

The Housing Service, with the approval of General Counsel, has finalized formal
procedures for housing counselors in investigating complaints of discrimination.
Upon receipt of an employee's apparently justified complaint of discrimination
in housing, the Housing Service, by means of staff' or volunteer attorneys,
contacts the parties concerned to determine whether the matter can be settled
to the satisfaction of the complaining employee. In all cases to date the
intercession of the Housing Service on behalf of the employee has served as
a strong inducement to resolution of the problem without further referral.

The Housing Service is maintaining a file of incidents of possible discrimination
in housing experienced by SSA employees to be better able to discern patterns
of discrimination and refer them to the appropriate agency. A "Shared Housing
Complaint Information" form has been developed to be used jointly by SSA, the
Baltimore Community Relations Commission, the Baltimore County Human Relations
Commission, Baltimore Neighborhoods, Inc., the Maryland Commission on Human
Relations, and the Community Relations Service of the U. S. Department of
Justice. These other agencies are called upon by the public only when there
is a case of alleged discrimination. Our records, however, may reveal the
acceptance of some minority persons into the areas in question. By sharing
information, all parties will gain a more complete picture of the situation.

The Housing Service is providing assistance to employees wishing aid in
identifying discriminatory treatment and in preparing, documenting, filing
and pursuing complaints under various housing and real estate laws. The
Housing staff recently met with tenants of Melvin Park Apartments and repre-
sentatives of Henry J. Knott, owner, to resolve a list of tenant complaints
needing immediate attention. There are 20 SSA employees among the 290 residents
of this development. The situation possibly could be a case of discrimination
in the maintenance of black developments as compared with the maintenance of
other all-white developments under the same ownership. However, the management
did agree to take corrective action based on individual requests from the
tenants and to date has acted in good faith.

Our Housing Officer attended a Testing Workshop of Baltimore Neighborhoods, Inc.
to gain a better understanding of testing procedures.
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The Housing Service was instrumental in eliminating the requirement that
employees sign statements certifying that the housing they offer for sale or
rent on our bulletin boards is available on an open occupancy basis. By
refusing to accept a listing without a signed statement, we were in essence
affording the individual a choice as to whether or not he would adhere to the
law. It was felt that we would most effectively promote fair housing by no
longer attempting to protect our employees, since we now have the machinery
at hand to take appropriate legal action on their behalf if necessary. As
a result of this thinking, the open occupancy certification above the
signature line has been removed from the Employee Request for Bulletin Board
Posting. The employee is now signing a request for posting not a statement
of nondiscrimination. We have eliminated as well the requirement that the
landlord also sign a nondiscrimination statement in the case of a sublease.
However, to make clear SSA's posture regarding open housing and for con-
tinuing educational purposes, a nondiscrimination "reminder" has been retained
on the form.

COOPERATION WITH THE FIELD

The Housing Service is assisting both the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals
and the Regional Commissioners in implementing their housing services. We
met with the Regional Commissioners to discuss guidelines developed for the
establishment of housing services in the field. We have also spoken to groups
of district managers at conferences held as part of the Headquarters Field
Management Program.

We provided the Regional Commissioners with sample letters and forms utilized
in initiating the Housing Service in Central Office. In hopes of fostering
greater fair housing activity in the field, we also sent them a memorandum,
sharing our experiences in housing at Central Office and inquiring about
activities in the regions. Information received has been shared with the
Assistant Commissioner Field, and plans are being made for someone from our
Central Office Housing Staff to go into the field to give first-hand assistance.

Part of the problem with implementation of the housing service in the field is
(1) a lack of experience in this area on the part of those charged with
administering the program, and (2) an uncertainty on the part of district
office managers as to just how far they should go with the program. Con-
sequently, the Housing Service is presently developing materials for field
use. Included among these materials is a kit to contain fair housing
literature as well as canned press statements of SSA's posture on fair
housing that can be adapted as news releases by the local district manager.
We are also designing an exhibit and posters to be sent throughout the field
and a slide-tape presentation for district managers to show to local civic
groups. We are exploring the possibility of producing our own film on fair
housing since there are no up-to-date films available on this subject.
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The following statistics reflect Housing Service activity to date:

Employee requests to find housing 667

Employee complaints and grievances 39_

Requests'to list homes and apartments for sale or for rent 257

Evictions 11

Miscellaneous 41

We now have a basic housing program at SSA. We will proceed to expand
available services to continue to supply current and valuable information
upon request and will further engage in and initiate projects designed to
make fair housing a reality for all SSA employees.
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Exhibit No. 31

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

Department of Education ̂ ^_jM Ardidiocese of Baltimore

Catholic Center • 320 Cathedral Street • Baltimore, Maryland 21201

August 19, 1970

Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S. C.
Chairman
United States Civil Rights Commission
Social Security Building
Woodlawn
Baltimore, Maryland

Dear Father Hesburgh:

Recently testimony was presented to the Commission which you chair
in reference to the racial composition of the students attending the non-public
schools in Baltimore City and Baltimore County. As Superintendent of Schools
for the Archdiocese of Baltimore, I represent approximately 90% of the non-
public schools in those locations and consider it my responsibility to provide
the Commission with a statement of policy and statistics reflecting the Catholic
Schools in Baltimore City and County. Such is the intent of this letter.

On both the elementary and secondary school levels, the Archdiocese
of Baltimore has an open enrollment policy relative to race and religion.
Originally the Catholic parochial and private elementary and secondary schools
were built through the people's contributions to the local parish and the various
Religious Communities. The day to day operation of these schools has been made
possible through student tuitions, contributed services of the religious adminis-
trative and teaching personnel, the willingness of lay teachers to work for a
salary less than the public school system, Archdiocesan subsidies, Parish sub-
sidies, and Religious Community subsidies. In the spirit of true justice Catholic
children traditionally have been admitted first and then the remaining available
places were offered to children not of the Catholic faith. Children of another
faith have not been excluded when space was available. Because of the purpose
and character of the Catholic school, there has never been a serious problem of
over-application on the part of non-Catholic students. However, it is noteworthy
from the enclosed statistics that the non-Catholic Black Students in Baltimore
City have taken remarkable advantage of the educational services of the Catholic
School.
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Rev_. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S. C.
Page 2
August 19, 1970

Whereas the Archdiocese has an open enrollment policy relative to
race, statistics indicate that the student racialcomposition of the elementary
school reflects the racial residential pattern of the Parish Community. Re-
member the parishioners built and operate their parish school by their weekly
contributions and tuitions. However; the secondary schoolspurposely have never
been confined to their particular vicinity and therefore their enrollments demon-
strate a representation of many more residential areas of both Baltimore City
and County than the elementary schools. Again, it might be well to mention that
most of the secondary schools within the Archdiocese have been established by
the Religious Communities and the Archdiocese and only-several are parochially
orientated

Special efforts have been made by the Archdiocese of Baltimore, and
the various Religious Communities to accomodate Black Students in the Catholic
elementary and secondary schools. Mostly all of the inner city parochial schools
are subsidized by the Archdiocese to varying degrees. The Archdiocese recently
instituted a generous Grant-in-Aid program to provide opportunity for Catholic
High School training for those who could not afford the tuition either partially or
totally. Although we do not keep records of the recipients (there were 668 in
1969-1970 and 994 so far for 1970-1971) according to race there is no doubt that
more Black Students are provided the opportunity to attend the Archdiocesan High
Schools. Also, the Religious Communities (Sisters, Brothers, Priests) have not
been reluctant to make scholarships available to Black Students to attend the
private Catholic High Schools. Despite the constant and annoying financial crisis
plaguing the operation of the Catholic Schools, their administrators are doing
their level best to provide equal opportunity for all prospective students.

I might interject here that the Department of Catholic Education is a
member of the national program entitled "Project Equality" and currently is work-
ing with the director of the program for the Baltimore area to provide equal em-
ployment opportunities for all people in professional, para-professional, and non-
professional school positions.

I am not going to admit there is absolutely no prejudice on the part of the
Catholic School Community toward the Black People. Unfortunately, the White
People associated with the Catholic Schools in the Archdiocese must live down
their societal heritage of racial prejudice toward the Black Community. Lamentably
the religious beliefs of some White People have not corrected their attitudes in
this respect. The fact remains, however, the Catholic schools are teaching
racial equality and respect for all people and their administrators are doing every-
thing humanly and financially possible to provide education for the Black Com-
munity as well as the White.

Need I say in ending this letter that, if the Catholic Schools fail to provide
equal admission opportunities to all students, it is not because of racial prejudice
but economic need. As I have said previously, the operation of the Catholic
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Schools is sustain by self-sacrificing parents, religious, and lay teachers who
provide the necessary financial and personnel resource. (No wonder petitions
are before State Governments for aid for children attending non-public schools.)

I trust this correspondence and the enclosed statistics will help provide
the Commission with the comprehensiveness and perspective necessary for your
deliberations concerning racial prejudice and the non-public schools, especially
the Catholic Schools, in Baltimore City and County. Also, I am indeed grateful
to the Commission for whatever attention this letter receives from you. Through
it I sincerely hope I have been of service to you, the Catholic Community and
the total Community of Baltimore City and Baltimore County.

Sincerely yours.

Very Rev. Msgr. William C. Newman
Superintendent of Schools

WCN:mea

Enclosure
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Department of Education Ardidioccse of Baltimore

CE OF TCE SUFERIMTENDENT

Catholic Center • 320 Cathedral Street • Baltimore, Maryland 21201

August 18, 1970

ENROLLMENT - BLACK STUDENTS

CITY

Catholics

Non-Catholics

Total

COUNTY

Catholics

Non-Catholics

Total

GRAND TOTAL

Black Enrollment -

Secondary Elementary

244 1,936

27 1,101

271 3,037

82 210

27 36

109 246

380 3, 283

Baltimore County

Non-Catholics

Catholics

Total (5 1/2% of total school population)

Total

2, 180

1, 128

3,308

292

63

355

3, 663

182

1, 191

2,472

3, 663

TOTAL ENROLLMENT STATISTICS

Catholic Population - Archdiocese of Baltimore (Balto. City & 9 Counties) 500, 000
Estimated Black Catholic Population-Archdiocese of Baltimore 25, 000
Total Enrollment - Elem entary Schools 51,085
Total Enrollment - Secondary Schools 13, 932
Total Enrollment - (represents approximately 50% of school age

Catholic children in Archdiocese) 65, 017
Enrollment - City 30,701
Enrollment - All Counties 35, 235
Enrollment - Baltimore County 21, 158
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ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS ENTERED
INTO THE HEARING RECORD
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MftRYUiffi IiO33Y.
2524 Old Frederick Road
Catonsvil le, M. 21228 A(j£ 2 6

August 24, 1970

United States CoaiEission cm Civil Rights
1405 3ye 3 t r ee t , K. YJ.
Washington, U. C. 20425

GentlemenI

The impression seemed to be developed a t your hearings in Wood lawn August 17-19,
197O> that rac ia l discrimination was the reason for th« pet i t ion to referendum
of Maryland's House Bi l l Ko. 1090 (1970 Session). Therefore, we of d ry l and
Lobby desire to her9by inform you that we led the pet i t ion drive to place th i s
b i l l on the ba l lo t in Kovom'oer, 1970 not because of rac ia l discrimination but
because of objection to the b i l l ' s depriving owners and tenants in jftaryland of
their r igh t to keep their hoiae or business a t the location of their choice, or
to re ta in ths i r open land unt i l i t should please the owners to s e l l , rather than
to have their property condemned anc purchased by the government. The newly
created Coariunity Eievelopaisnt Administration would be granted the power of
eminent domain for es.ch development project by ordinance of the local governing body.

We further believe that free enterprise should be encouraged to build houses' of
various price ranges, including lass expensive construction for parsons of low
and moderate income, rather than having higher taxes made necessary to subsidize
more valuable construction for purchase by persons unable to afford i t . Th«
nov.'er cost-saving methods and materials should be ut i l izod to keep cost to a
minimum, and longer-tara loans with consequently smaller payments could be guar-
anteed by government.

Vie shal l appreciate your considering our views and including our statement in your
publication of the hearings.

Vsry s incsrs ly yours,

She.1 6 carbon copies

Dosja ii.iistor, Chairman
wAHYUrS uGBBY.
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SECURITY MANAGEMENT CDRP.
8O5 LANNERTON ROAD

BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 2122O

HOME OFFICII
16OI W. 24TH STREET

MIAMI BCACH. FLORIDA 9314O

November 12 , 1970

Mr. John H. Powell, Jr.
General Counsel
United States Conmission on Civil Rights
Washington D.C. 20425

Dear Mr. Powell:

In accordance with your letter of October 30, 1970, in which
you requested Security Management Corp. to supply the United States
Qwmission on Civil Rights with information as far as the racial
composition of the apartment units that we have constructed in
Baltimore County, which information was also requested on August
18, 1970 at the hearings, please be advised that the delay in getting
you this information was due to the fact that we had to make a door
to door canvas of all developments and we find that in Glenmont we
have two Negro tenants out of 510 occupied apartments. In East Roc,
out of 370 occupied townhouses and Maple Crest, 110 occupied townhouses,
we have no Negro tenants.

I hope that the above information is what was requested of me
at the hearing.

Very truly yours,

SECURITY MANAGEMENT CORP.

By / r v - '
Melvin R. Colvin
Vice President
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Telephone: 666-0040

CARL AND EDWARD JULIO
10 PARKS AVENUE

COCKEYSVILLE, MARYLAND 21030

September 17, 1970

United States Commission on
Civil Rights

Washington, D. C. 20425

ATTENTION: Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, Chairman

Dear Sir:

In response to the request of the United States

Civil Rights Commission, on August 18, 1970, for the minority

groups mix in the Developments owned by this Company, the

attached information is respectfully submitted.

Very truly yours,

CTJ:bv

Enclosure
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APARTMENT NAME NO. OF UNITS MINORITY

Bentalou Court Apartments 42 41

Arbuta Arms Apartments 189 18

Clifmar Townhouses 8 1

Church Lane Townhouses 14 2

Franklin Park Apartments - 299 apts. Under construction 8 apps.to

date

Garrison Apartments 5 5

Hyde Park Apartments 263 7

Hilmar Townhouses 10 0

Rosalind Apartments 65 58

Winston Apartments 255 230

Elgin Apartments 30 30

Liberty Garden Apartments 158 8

Fox Ridge - 111 apts. Under construction 3 apps.to

date

Mosher Court Apartments 64 62

Pall Mall Apartments 46 46

Pioneer City 100 34

Rockdale Apartments 231 49

Woodland Apartments 47 45
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1
CITY COUNCIL OFFICE OF FINANCIAL REVIEW
321A CITY HAUL BALTIMORE, MARYLAND Z12O2

August 20, 1970

The Reverend Theodore M. Hesburgh I
Chairman
United States Commission on Civ i l Rights
1405 Eye Street, N. W. <
Washington, D. C. 20425

Dear Father Hesburgh:

At the August 17, 1970, hearing of the United States Commission on '
Civ i l Rights at which I t e s t i f i e d , I was requested to submit the.basis on which
Baltimore City water sales to consumers in Baltimore County are made without \
prof i t or loss.

Attached is a photocopy of Sections 506, 507, 508, 509 and 510 of the
Code of Public Local Laws of Baltimore County (1955 Edition). These provisions
are in essentially the same form as enacted by the General Assembly of Maryland I
in 1924 when the Baltimore County Metropolitan Distr ict was f i r s t created. I t
should be recalled that in 1924 Baltimore County was a rural county and the respon- |
s ib i l i+y accepted by the City to supply water at cost to a limited area of the
County did not seem signif icant. (Census stat is t ics put the 1920 Baltimore County ,
population at 74,817 as compared with 733,826 for Baltimore City.) '

The obligation to purvey water to the County was taken at a time |
Baltimore City was seeking authority from the General Assembly for further water
source development in Baltimore County. In effect, the City was tapping the (

County's own water, purifying i t at locations in the County, and sel l ing some of
i t back to the County on the way toward the City.

This is very similar to the situation some years later when seeking to
develop the Susquehanna River (in Harford County, north of Baltimore County) as a i
water source and to convey i t by pipeline across Harford and Baltimore Counties,
the General Assembly exacted in behalf of Harford County a commitment to supply up
to 20,000,000 gallons per day to Harford at its demand and at cost. The capital '
cost of the extra capacity required to be available under this arrangement would
be recoverable only in accordance with volume of actual usage, i f any.

Baltimore City's main concern in recent years has been to avoid future
commitments to finance the capital requirements of the counties for water and
sewerage. Recently we have concluded agreements that recognize the principle that
each using subdivision should finance the part of any new source, distribution or
treatment fac i l i t y that is constructed or acquired for i ts benefit.
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The Reverend Theodore M. Hesburgh August 20, 1970

The Ci ty 's central thrust has been to secure equity in i ts new
arrangements; i t probably would not be pract ical to pursue the poss ib i l i t y
of making a p r o f i t on water and sewer operations; neither does there seem
reasonable opportunity to renogotiate previous agreements in order to secure
reimbursement for capital f a c i l i t i e s in accordance with design capacity rather
than vol ume of use.

Respectful ly ,

Janet L. Hoffman
Fiscal Adviser

JLH:fj
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290 TITLE 30

1949, ch. 178.

505. (a) Any agent, servant or employee of the County
Commissioners of Baltimore County shall have the right to
enter upon any private lands or property for the purpose
of cleaning out the bed of any stream or other water course,
provided that no substantial change in the alignment,
course, width or depth of such stream or other water course
shall be hereby authorized.

(b) No such agent, servant or employee shall, when act-
ing under the authority of this section, damage or destroy
any property or lands entered by them in the performance
of their work.

(c) No owner, occupant or agent of private property or
lands so entered shall obstruct, impede or annoy such agents,
servants or employees in the performance of their work
under this section. Any owner, occupant or agent violating
the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor and upon conviction thereof shall be subject to a fine
of not less than Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00), nor more
than One Hundred Dollars ($100.00), or to imprisonment
for not less than thirty (30) days nor more than sixty
(60) days, or both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion
of the Court.

P. L. L., 1930, Art. 3, sec. 333. Balto. Co. Code, 1928, sec. 333.
1948, sec. 344. 1924, ch. 539, sec. 7. 1939, ch. 729, sec. 333.1

506. (a) The Commissioners of Baltimore County shall
have full power and authority to enter into any contract or
agreement with the proper authorities of Baltimore City
and/or Anne Arundel County, and /or with any person, firm,
corporation or association, including any private or public
service corporation, for the disposal of sewage or drainajr*."
or for the establishment, construction, operation or enlarge-
ment of water supply, sewerage or drainage systems. Surh
contract or agreement may be for the disposal of sewajr*' <'r

drainage by connecting the sewers or drains of Baltimore
County with sewers or drains of Baltimore City and or
Anne Arundel County, and/or with those of any person,
firm, corporation or association, including any private or
public service corporation; by contracting for the use «<•

1 Although Chapter 729 of the Acts of 1939 purports to rrp«-»l &*
prior law, it is actually a re-enactment, and consequently prior *t»'-*
tory references are included.
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any disposal plant of Baltimore City and/or Anne Arundel
County, and/or of any person, firm, corporation or associa-
tion, including any private or public service corporation; or
by any means which the Commissioners in their judgment
may deem necessary and proper. The proper authorities
of Baltimore City and/or Anne Arundel County are hereby
authorized to enter into any such contract or agreement
with the Commissioners of Baltimore County or with each
other, or with any person, firm, corporation or other associa-
tion, including any private or public service corporation.

(b) The "Commissioners of Baltimore County and /or the
proper authorities of Baltimore City and/or Anne Arundel
County and/or any person, firm, corporation or association,
including any private or public service corporation, may
determine by agreement from time to time the costs, rentals,
service charges or other fees in contracts and agreements
entered into under this section.

(c) This section shall be given retroactive effect, and
every contract or agreement heretofore made or entered
into by the Commissioners of Baltimore County with the
proper authorities of Baltimore City, or with any person,
firm, corporation or association, including any private or
public service corporation, for the disposal of sewage or
drainage or for the establishment, construction, operation
or enlargement of any water supply, sewerage or drainage
system, is hereby authorized, ratified and confirmed.

This section, as it existed prior to amendment, is referred to
in Dinneen v. Rider, 152 Md. 343, at. p. 349.

P. L. L., 1930, Art. 3, sec. 332. Balto. Co. Code, 1928, sec. 332.
1948, sec. 345. 1924, ch. 539, sec. 6. 1945, ch. 1017, sec. 332.

507- (a) The operating control of water extensions in
the Metropolitan District shall be in the hands of the Mayor
and City Council of Baltimore who shall bill and collect the
water rates established as hereinafter provided, and shall
maintain the water distribution system in as good a con-
dition, and the water service in as efficient a manner as the
remainder of the water system owned and operated by the
City of Baltimore so that there shall be at all times an
adequate flow of water fit for human consumption, none the
less pure than the water furnished by the Mayor and City
Council of Baltimore to the inhabitants of Baltimore City,
and sufficient to supply to the inhabitants of Baltimore
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County, water for all public, private, domestic, manufactur-
ing or other needs which the water mains were designed or
intended to supply.

(b) The rates to be charged by Baltimore City for fur-
nishing water to consumers in Baltimore County shall be
established by agreement between the City of Baltimore and
the Commissioners, subject to approval by the Public Service
Commission of Maryland. In case of disagreement as to the
rates to be fixed, the Public Service Commission of Mary-
land, shall, upon the application of the Commissioners, re-
view the rates proposed by the City of Baltimore, and the
findings of the Public Service Commission shall be final,
except that there may be an appeal to the Courts by either
party, as is provided by law in the case of rates for Public
Service Corporations fixed by the Public Service Com-
mission. The rates, however, established, shall be subject
to revision from time to time by agreement of the City of
Baltimore and the Commissioners, subject to the approval
of the Public Service Commission. In case of disagreement
as to a rate revision, either the City or the Commissioners
may institute proceedings before the Public Service Com-
mission for a review of the existing rates, with the sub-
sequent right of appeal to the Courts as herein provided.

(c) The Mayor and City Council of Baltimore shall fur-
nish water to the Metropolitan District of Baltimore County
at cost and entirely without profit or loss. The Commis-
sioners and the Mayor and City Council of Baltimore shall,
from time to time, determine by agreement, if possible,
the cost to Baltimore City of furnishing water to consumers
in the Metropolitan District of Baltimore County. If no
agreement is reached, then cost shall be determined by
arbitration in the manner herein provided in Section 502.
Cost, however, determined, shall be subject to revision from
time to time by agreement of the respective authorities, or
by arbitration on the demand of either of them.

(d) The Mayor and City Council of Baltimore shall main-
tain proper records and books of account to adequately and
correctly reflect the amount of all income received from fur-
nishing water service to consumers in Baltimore County:
and annually shall render a statement to the Commissioners
showing the total revenues received from Baltimore County
water consumers during the period covered by the statement
and the actual cost of furnishing such water, determined us
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hereinbefore provided. The excess of the income over
actual cost shall be transmitted by said Mayor and City
Council of Baltimore with the statement to the Commis-
sioners, to be expended by them in furtherance of the uses
and purposes authorized by the Metropolitan District Act.
If in any year the revenues aforesaid should be less than
the cost, the deficit shall be deductible from future payments
accruing to the Commissioners and shall be taken into con-
sideration in any revision of consumer rates. The account
books and accounts relating to consumers of water in Balti-
more County shall be subject to audit by agents of the
Commissioners upon request of said Commissioners.

NOTE: This section, as it existed prior to amendment, is referred
to in Dinneen v. Rider, 152 Md. 343, at pp. 349, 350. Home Owners'
Loan Corp. v. Baltimore City, 175 Md. 676, 686, also cites the former
section in holding that Baltimore City water service charges for
property in Baltimore County do not constitute a Hen. Chapter 258
of the Acts of 1947 empowers Baltimore City to discontinue water
service to any person or property in or outside the City limits
because of non-payment of fees or charges. Ch. 235 of 1955 relates to
the authority, powers and duties conferred upon the County Commis-
sioners of Anne Arundel, Baltimore and Howard Counties to restrict
the use of water supplied by Baltimore City. See Ann. Code of Mary-
land, Art. 25, sec. 163 (1955 Supp.).

P. L. L... 1930. Art. 3, sec. 330. Balto. Co. Code, 1928, sec. 330.
1948, sec. 346. 1924, ch. 539. sec. 4. 1937, ch. 186, sec. 330.

1945, ch. 1017, sec. 330. 1949, ch. 719. 1953, ch. 677.
1955, ch. 406.

508. The Commissioners from time to time shall cause
surveys, studies, plans, specifications and estimates to be
made for water supply, sewerage and storm water drainage
systems in all those parts of the Baltimore County Metro-
politan District in which there is, in their judgment, a need
for water supply, sewerage or drainage. Whenever plans
shall have been completed for a water supply, sewerage or
storm water drainage system, or any part thereof, in any
part of the District the Commissioners shall proceed to
construct or cause to be constructed such systems, or parts
thereof, by contract, after public advertisement, or by day
labor, if no satisfactory contract can be made after public
advertisement, as they may deem advisable, so that said
system or systems may be constructed at a minimum cost.
provided, however, that the cost of such work carried out by
day labor shall not exceed, at any time, Twenty-five Hun-
dred Dollars ($2,500.00). No water or sewer lines or
systems, or any part thereof, shall be constructed, except
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upon the written recommendation of the Chief Sanitary
Engineer. Before making his recommendation in writing
with respect to the construction or extension of any water
or sewer lines or systems, or any parts thereof, the Chief
Sanitary Engineer shall make a thorough field inspection of
the territory proposed to be served by the new construction
or extension, and shall prepare sufficient plans upon which to
make an adequate cost estimate of the proposed construction
or extension, together with conservative estimates in writ-
ing of the revenues to be expected therefrom by assessments
and charges of any kind authorized by this sub-head-
ing. Such plans and estimates shall accompany his written
recommendations and shall be filed by him in the office of
the Commissioners. If said plans and estimates fail to show
that the proposed new construction or extension will be
financially self-supporting within a reasonable time after
completion, the Commissioners shall not order the construc-
tion of said new lines or extensions, unless property owners
requesting them shall finance their cost upon a basis that
will make them a permanently self-supporting part of the
Metropolitan District. The requirement that a project be
financially self-supporting shall not apply to any exercise
by the Commissioners of the general powers and authority
to establish, construct and maintain facilities conferred
upon them by Section 502, provided the Chief Sanitary En-
gineer finds that: (a) the cost or expense involved in the
exercise of such power and authority is not readily Or fairly
susceptible of allocation among property owners in the
affected area in accordance with the terms of Section 516,
and (b) the exercise of such power and authority is for a
purpose necessary and useful to the operation or mainte-
nance of a water system, sewer system, or part thereof,
constructed or to be constructed in the Baltimore County
Metropolitan District, and (c) the Chief Sanitary Engineer
prepares a schedule of equitable apportionment of cost
among the property owners in the drainage area benefited
by such project in order that the difference between cost of
said project and capitalized assessment may ultimately be
recovered in lump sum payments from said property owners
as and when their lands are subdivided. All property
owners benefited by the construction of the project shall He
notified of the proposed apportionment of cost contained in
said schedule and after hearing, the Commissioners may
adopt the schedule as prepared or subsequently amende* 1.
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No levy shall be made against any property owner of the
amount apportioned to his property until his lands are
sub-divided.

This section as it existed prior to amendment, is discussed in
Dinneen v. Rider, 152 Md. 343, at pp. 348, 350, 358.

P. L. L., 1930, Art. 3, sec. 331. Balto. Co. Code, 1928, sec. 331.
1948, sec. 347. 1924, ch. 539, sec. 5. 1945, ch. 1017, sec. 331.

1949, ch. 740.

509. (a) Plans for extensions of water supply lines by
the Commissioners in the Metropolitan District shall be sub-
mitted to the Director of Public Works of Baltimore City
for approval. The work shall be subject to inspection by a
representative of the Mayor and City Council of Baltimore.
The proper authorities of Baltimore City are hereby em-
powered, authorized and directed to make installations of
water supply service pipes from the water mains to the
curb line or, lacking such limit at the time of installation, to
a corresponding appropriate location within the public way,
whenever and wherever requested in writing by the Chief
Engineer of the Metropolitan District. Before a request for
the installations of such water supply service pipes shall be
submitted by the Chief Engineer of the Metropolitan Dis-
trict to the proper authorities of Baltimore City, the in-
dividual, firm or corporation desiring the installation of a
water supply service pipe of a diameter of 1-inch or less shall
make application for the same to the Metropolitan District
and shall pay to it such amount, or comply with such terms
as shall be fixed and established from time to time by the
County Commissioners of Baltimore County as the reason-
able cost of or the terms upon which such installation shall
be made, including the cost of a meter of a make and design
approved by the Water Engineer of Baltimore City. Any
individual, firm or corporation desiring the installation of a
water supply service of a greater diameter than 1-inch shall
make application for the same to the Metropolitan District
but shall not be required to make any advance payment
therefor. The installation of such larger water supply
services shall be made on a time and material basis, in-
cluding the cost of a water meter of a make and design ap-
proved by the Water Engineer of Baltimore City, plus a
reasonable percentage for the cost of overhead which total
cost shall be paid by the said individual, firm or corporation
to the Mayor and City Council of Baltimore.
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(b) The sums of moneĵ  paid to the Metropolitan District
by individuals, firms or corporations applying for the in-
stallation of water supply services of 1-inch in diameter or
less shall be transmitted monthly to the Mayor and City
Council of Baltimore with sufficient information so that
each payment for water supply service can be identified.
The Mayor and City Council of Baltimore shall keep a record
of the actual cost of making such water supply service in-
stallations and each year shall credit or charge the difference
between the amount received from the Metropolitan District
for such water supply service installations and the cost
thereof to or against the statement of the actual cost to
Baltimore City of furnishing water to consumers of the
Metropolitan District of Baltimore County, and an itemized
statement thereof shall be transmitted to the County Com-
missioners of Baltimore County as a part of the statement
of such actual cost as required by Section 507 hereof.

(c) In case of disagreement between the City of Balti-
more and the Metropolitan District of Baltimore County as
to the cost of any such service pipe installed by said City
the Public Service Commission of Maryland shall review
said cost upon application, and the findings of the Public
Service Commission shall be final, except that there may be
an appeal to the Courts from such findings as is provided by
law in case of other determinations by the Public Service
Commission.

This section, as it existed prior to amendment, is discussed in
Dinneen v. Rider, 152 Md. 343, at pp. 349, 350, 364.

P. L. L., 1930, Art. 3, sec. 334. Balto. Co. Code, 1928, sec. 334.
1948, sec. 348. 1924, ch. 539, sec. 8. 1945, ch. 1017, sec. 334.

510. (a) When any water main or sewer is declared by
the Commissioners complete and ready for the delivery of
water or the reception of sewage, and water or sewer con-
nection pipes have been laid to the several lot lines, the Com-
missioners shall notify the owner or tenant of every dwelling
house, public building, factory, manufacturing plant or other
establishment where people live, assemble or are regularly
employed, or of every building where sanitary fixtures arc,
or in the judgment of the Commissioners should be installed,
that a connection of all hydrants or spigots, toilets and
drains shall be made with said water main or sewer, the
said connection pipes of which have been laid to the lot line
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of such house, building, factory, plant or other establish-
ment within a time prescribed by the Commissioners, such
notice to be given by means of personal service upon such
owner or tenant or person in charge of such house, building,
factory, plant or other establishment, and where the afore-
said fixtures do not exist, or are of a nature which, in the
judgment of the Commissioners, is improper or inadequate,
the Commissioners shall give further notice by such personal
service as aforesaid that satisfactory equipment shall be in-
stalled; and in all cases in which such connection shall be
ordered as aforesaid the Commissioners may also give notice
by such personal service as aforesaid that all wells, cess-
pools, waste drains, and privies shall be abandoned, removed
or left in such way that they cannot again be used nor in-
juriously affect the public health, said disposition to be
determined by the Commissioners.

(b) Nothing in this sub-heading shall be taken to require
any water company, whether incorporated or not, to close
up, fill up or abandon the use of any spring or well used by
it to supply therefrom to its customers or clients water fit
for domestic uses or to cease to supply its customers or
clients with such water or to connect its water supply
system with the system to be established under this sub-
heading unless and until the said Commissioners shall ac-
quire the water supply system and property of such water
company; and nothing in this sub-heading shall be taken to
require any property owner having upon such property own-
er's premises any spring or well supplying water fit for do-
mestic uses to close or fill up or abandon the use of said
spring or well or to connect such property owner's property
or premises with or (while the water of such spring or well
continues fit for domestic use) to take the supply of water
for his or her premises from the water supply system to be
established under this sub-heading.

(c) Nothing in this sub-heading shall be taken to require
any property owner having a private sewerage system upon
such property owner's own premises of the general type
known as or similar to the Waring System for the disposal of
sewerage originating on such property owner's own prem-
ises, to abandon the use of the same, provided it shall be kept
in efficient working and sanitary condition, or (while said
private sewerage system is kept in efficient and sanitary
condition) to require such owner to connect such property
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owner's premises with the sewerage system to be established
under this sub-heading, unless the State Board of Health
shall so require. Any failure to make such connections, or to
make such changes on the property, or to obey any such
notice or order of the Commissioners within the time pre-
scribed shall be punishable by a fine of not more than
Twenty-five Dollars for every calendar month during which
such connection shall not be made, or such work done, after
the expiration of the time prescribed, such prosecution to be
had upon warrant before any trial magistrate residing
within Baltimore County, with the right of appeal to the
accused to the Circuit Court for Baltimore County, said
appeal to be taken within ten days from the date of convic-
tion before the trial magistrate.

(d) The Commissioners shall formulate, publish and en-
force a plumbing code, and shall prescribe such rules and
regulations governing the use of said water and sewer
connections, and for the maintenance and operation of their
systems, as they may deem necessary; and every person
who shall make the personal service above prescribed shall
deliver to the person upon whom such service is made a
copy of such plumbing code and of such rules and regula-
tions, and shall obtain from such person upon whom such
service is made a receipt of such copies as aforesaid, or in
default of such receipt shall file with the Commissioners
an affidavit that such copies have been delivered as afore-
said. Any violation of said code or of any rule or regulation
prescribed by the Commissioners as above, upon the part
of any person to whom such copies shall have been delivered
as aforesaid, shall be punishable by a fine not exceeding
One Hundred Dollars, upon conviction before any trial
magistrate, residing within Baltimore County.

This section, as it existed prior to amendment, is discussed in
Dinneen v. Rider, 152 Md. 343, at pp. 350, 363, 364. In addition to the
authority for adoption of a plumbing code provided by this section, th<*
licensing of plumbers is now vested in the Baltimore County Plumbir.jf
Board, appointed by the County Commissioners of Baltimore County,
under the provisions of Section 315 of Article 43 of the Annotatr-i
Code of Maryland (1951 Edition).

Balto. Co. Code. 1948, sec. 349. 1937, ch. 326, sec. 334A.

511. The notice to connect toilets and drains provided for
in Section 510 shall be left with the owner or occupier, or
agent of the property mentioned in said notice, and if Our**
be no owner or occupier, or agent of the owner of said prof*-
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tXr'. Arthur M. Sparrow, Jr.
Community Economic & Industrial Planner
Small Business Administration
1113 Federal Building
31 Hopkins Place
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Dear Mr. Sparrow:

During your testimony before the U. S. Civil Rights Commission on
August 17, 1970, you intimated that it was necessary to bribe public
officials in order to obtain a building permit in Baltimore City. I
was shocked to hear such a statement because in the two years this
function has been administered by the Department of Housing-aad,"
Community Development we had thought that such practices had
been eradicated.

Because of this concern, I telephoned you on August 18 to learn if
you had any evidence of such practice. You stated that the infor-
mation you did have was second hand and that it did not arise from
activities during the past two years. You further stated an un-
willingness to reveal your source of information as to earlier
incidents. I then urged you to bring to my attention any leads, no
matter how indirect or anonymous, that would indicate illegal
conduct by any of our employees. You agreed to consider the
matter.

May I again assure you that HCD is jealous of its reputation for
honesty and that we are anxiously soliciting any evidence of wrong-
doing. We will do our utmost to protect any informant from
embarrassment, our only desire being to correct the abuse.

C ommi s s ione r
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3121 Lugine Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21207
August 19, 1970

Mr. Robert Embry, Director
Baltimore City Housing Authority
Calvert & Fayette Streets
Baltimore, Maryland 21203

Dear Mr. Embry:

Thank you for your telephone call on August 18, 1970 in reference
co ray testimony before the Civil Rights Commission. I wish to
again emphasize that the main thrust or my conversation was directed
toward problems erainating in Baltimore County.

From my point of view, Baltimore City is blessed to have a housing
coisaissioner such as you who have demonstrated his interest in the
coiuuunity's welfare in a positive way.

I believe, the community would join with me in stating my belief
that your administration is the most effective one we've had in
recent times.

We admire your youth, courage and togetherness which has made its
presence felt among us.

Respectfully yours,

Arthur M. Sparrow, Jr.
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T!ow'ird A, Glichsteiv:. Esq.
Staff Director

1405 Eve Stre.ee. N. 'v.

Dear >?r. Glides t a in :

r1 T o 1 r<-o c t ,_ the
C i n i 1 " "• u lo 1970,
t C ij.O 1 r> L 1 til TltS

rer h t 1 f i o j T ° t

p c ° r r> " ) c t o ° r r r i o n i L . i .
ei cl i o Ci r ]°68

Eight such complnints have been received^«si:>: in 1969
and two in 1970. Of the six complaints received in lr/C.9j two
were direct conrplain.es to the Board and four were referred to
us by other Government agencies.

One of the direct complaints is contained in a letter
from a realtor in Santa Clara County, California, alleging that
certain savings and loan associations "arbitrarily" refused to
make loans or. property located in large areas of the city of
San Jose, California. The second direct complaint received in
1969 was set forth in a letter from the president of an NAACP
Local Branch in Tennessee which was forwarded to us by
Williati '•'. Morris, Director of Housing Programs, NAACP Special
Ccntribution Funds.

We referred both of the above-mentioned complaints to
the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity of
the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the agency
having primary enforcement responsibility under Title VIII (the
"fair housing" title) of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. That
Office informed us that the Tennessee case vras dropped after

OTF>C£ OF
EXAMINAT;CNS

surer* VISION
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investigation because of failure by the complainant to adduce
evidence of any specific discriminatory acr.s within the .scope
of Title VIII. The California case \?as recently recalled froiv,
the California Fair Employment Practices Coistaissiori to which it
had been referred and is presently pending further action by the
HUD regional office, for California.

Of the four complaints referred to this Board by other
Government agencies in 1969, cne was from a lady in California'
who wrote to President Nixon complaining or difficulties en«
countered in relinancin;: a loan because of the "racial problem
closing in on the property". This complaint, too, was referred
to HUD, '.hose investigation, disclosed tk;.;t the property in
question was commercial and therefore not covered by Title VIII.
The other three complaints had all been previously received and
investigated by H'JD's Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal
Opportunity and were forwarded to us for infoiTriation. We have
been informed by HUD that of these three complaints one was
dropped for insufficient evidence and another because the alleged
discriminatory act occurred prior to the effective date of
Title VTII. The third was dropped when HUD investigators were
unable to obtain a verified complaint from the complaining party.

To date in 1970, two complaints of alleged discriminatory
lending practices have been received by this Hoard,

Early this year, Senator Percy requested us to invest
tigate a complaint from a constituent in Chicago alleging refusal
of a loan application by a Federal savings and loan association
in that city on the ground that the association preferred to limit
its lending to suburban properties. Our investigation revealed
that the association in question does very substantial lending in
the inner city of Chicago, but does require FHA insurance or a VA
guarantee on such loans. Refusal of the complainant's application
had been occasioned by the mistaken belief of the association's
loan officer that the property in question was not eligible for
such insurance or guarantee. Upon learning that FIIA insurance was
available, the association offered the complainant a loan, but by
that time he had obtained financing elsewhere.

The only other complaint of alleged discriminatory lending
practices by a savings and loan association brought to our attention
in 1970 was received initially by HUD, which requested this Board's
assistance in the ensuing investigation. The complaint was received
from a borrower from a Federal savings and loan association in the
District of Columbia. In cooperation vir.h this P.oard, HUD investi--
gators hnvr> le&rrir-d that Llie borrower in question had a history oi:
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cjiit.'fiiued delinquency" in payments over a period o-f severa l "years
arid i;hat the associat ion in question had apparently taken act ion
re;:,ardinf/, ths tteiincuHmivy in accordance with i t s r igh t s under i t s
deco of t rue ' : . Inves t iga t ion i s cont inuing, however> to determine
p.he va l i d i t y of tha complainant 's charge that the a s s o c i a t i o n ' s
tre.;-itr.:er.t: of h i s loan was d i f fe ren t £ron:i that accorded other
delinquent: accounts.

We t r u s t f:h;,t f.iie abeve information w i l l be useful to
' I * :3 COI."J:"P s'• * or-. J^ \.To C(ivs i*:r' f̂ f r\"x"th6r c.'Ssistcii'icG pi.rjtxsc '• ̂ t us

Sincerely,

Eric Stattin
Director
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UWtENCE « PENNEMAN, JS.

RERL ESTHTE BOfiRQ OFCRERTER m m \ ? 2
7 EAST LEXINGTON ST., BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21202-PLAZA 2-8532

BAlTIWOtt COUNTY OfHC: - , „ «?!Ii^.ZS*^1..,?*" , „ , - *»•««
C WIILIS HAMMOND .

Executive Vice J'rcs

HEN'KY * i . DECXH, JR.

Mr. John H. Powell, Jr.
General Counsel
United. States Commission on
Civil Rights

Washington, D. C. 204 2 5

Dear Mr. Powell:

This will acknowledge your letter of October 30, 1970, re-
questing data indicating the number of persons who have applied
for Realtor membership in our organization during the past year.

Our records indicate that during the period, November 1, 1969
through October 31, 1970 (our fiscal year), a total of 50 individuals
applied for Realtor membership. Of this group, 48 are white and
two are black. Two white applicants failed to successfully com-
plete orientation initially and one of these applicants was ac-
cepted after re-taking and passing our examination.

It might interest you to know that our newly-elected directorate
includes two black members. This marks the first time in our history
that our board of directors has included more than one black member.

It was an interesting and stimulating experience to testify
before your commission last August and I hops that the information
provided by those of us engaged in real estate and related businesses
will be of assistance.

"Sincerely

C. W. Hammond
Executive Vice President

CWH:blh
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Baltimore City Retirement System Fund Investment: Summary in Lieu
of Testimony*

The Baltimore City employee retirement system is comprised of

the "Employees' Retirement System", with total investments of

$282.3 million as of March 1970, and the "Fire and Police

Employees' Retirement System", with total investments of $74.9

million as o'f March 1970.

Hyman Pressman, comptroller for the city of Baltimore, serves

£x officio as chairman of the board of trustees responsible for the

supervision of the Employees' Retirement System, and of the similar

board of trustees responsible for supervision of the Fire and Police

Employees' Retirement System. In the case of each board, additional

members are:, two employee participants in the pension fund, who are

elected by the membership of the retirement system, two Baltimore

citizens with banking experience, who are appointed by the mayor with

the consent of the city council, and, in the case of the board of the

Fire and Police Employees' Retirement System, the police chief and the

fire chief.

* See below, letters to John H. Powell, Jr., General Counsel, United
States Commission on Civil Rights, from Hyman Aaron Pressman (Jan.
14, 1971), and B. Carter Randall (Jan. 18, 1971).
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The Equitable Trust Company, acting pursuant to general guidelines

laid down by the boards of directors, manages the investment of pension

fund assets. B. Carter Randall, vice president of Equitable Trust

Company, is the company official with principal responsibility for

administering investment of the city pension fund assets.

Each board of trustees, pursuant to a city ordinance, has established

an advisory investment committee, the function of which is to formulate

and recommend to the board of trustees investment opportunities. These

committees have not been very active, however.

Approximately 5 percent of total carrying value, or $13.9

million, of the Employees' Retirement System was invested in home

mortgages as of March 1970. Approximately 10 percent of total carrying

value, or $7.2 million, of the*Fire and Police Employees1

Retirement System was invested in home mortgages as of March 1970. By

law, no more than 25 percent of the total assets of each system can be

invested in mortgages. The relatively low proportion of fund investments

in mortgages is in part a reflection of the relatively higher return

which in the recent past has at least potentially been available in

alternative forms of investement and, in part, reflects the fact that

mortgages were not a legal investment for the fund until 1965.

With respect to mortgage investments, Equitable Trust Company does

not itself make the initial loan on mortgages which it purchases for the
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fund, but rather buys mortgages for this purpose from mortgage brokers

and similar sources. As a matter of policy, home mortgages are pur-

chased for the fund only in Maryland, Delaware, Virginia,and the

District of Columbia. Somewhat over 60 percent of fund home mortgage

investment properties were located in Virginia as of March 1970. The

bulk of these mortgages were purchased by Equitable Trust Company from

First Mortgage of Virginia, which, in turn, purchased them from other

parties. The Virginia suburbs neighboring the District of Columbia

accounted for approximately 32 percent of mortgages held by the fund.

Of the total of 1,091 mortgages purchased for the fund by Equitable

Trust Company through March 1970, about 10 percent were on properties

in Baltimore City and Baltimore County, with probably the majority of

these in Baltimore County .

Pursuant to policy guidelines set down by the fund's two boards of

directors, all home loans purchased by the fund are insured either by

the Federal Housing Administration or the Veterans Administration. In

guidelines entitled "Minimum Mortgage Lending Requirements", the boards

of trustees have spelled out the minimum requirements applicable to all

mortgages to be purchased by the fund. The requirements include specifi-

cations with respect to the size of the house and lot, its physical

condition, as well as services and other features and conditions in the

neighboring area.
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The requirements also include the following with respect to the

borrower's income and credit. The monthly payment on the mortgage,

including payment of taxes and insurance, must not exceed 22 percent

of the borrower's recognized monthly income. In computing the borrower's

income, the regulations provide that "[n]o credit shall be given for

overtime pay, part-time jobs or other irregular earnings", and that no

credit shall be given for the wife's earned income, except that "partial

credit may be given" in cases where the wife "is clearly likely to be

continuously employed".

This statement of minimum requirements, which is furnished to the

parties from which mortgages are purchased for the fund, concludes with

a section entitled "[gleneral considerations", which states:

All of these minimum requirements shall be related
to the climate, custom and consumer preferences of
the area. By this it intended that the property
covered by a specific mortgage will be of a type of
construction and layout in a location that will be
acceptable to others residing in the general area
in the event of resale.

There is no stipulation in these written requrements, none has been

formally expressed by the boards of directors to the Equitable Trust

Company, and none has been expressed by the Equitable Trust Company to

its suppliers of mortgages, that racial discrimination must not have been

practiced by sellers, real estate brokers, financial institutions, or

others in connection with the underlying sale and mortgage transaction.
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[The boards of trustees have considered and have expressed a

willingness to buy mortgages backed by GNMA certificates without

regard to any property and/or credit specifications on individual

mortgages (an actual commitment for a $2 million flow through certi-

ficate of GNMA was made in the last quarter of 1970 for settlement in

the first quarter of 1971, backed by mortgages on properties in the

State of Maryland, mostly properties in the city of Baltimore).]*

* See below, letter from B. Carter Randall (supra,, preceding note).
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DEPARTMENT OF THE COMPTROLLER

HYMAN A. PRESSMAN RICHARD A. L1DINSKY

January 14, 1971

Mr. John H. Powell, Jr.
General Counsel
United States Commission on Civil Rights

Washington, D. C. 20425

Dear Mr. Powell:

As requested, I am returning the synopsis which you forwarded.

No amendments were deemed necessary.

Good luck.

Sincerely yours,

HAP:ps

Enclosure

HYMAN AARON PRESSMAN
Comptroller
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THE EQUITABLE TRUST COMPANY
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

18, 1971

Mr. John H. Powell, Jr.
General Counsel
United States Commission
On Civil Rights
Washington, D. C. 20425

Dear Mr. Powell:

In answer to your letter of January 11, 1971 referring to testimony
which would have been elicited from me if I had testified before the United
States Commission on Civil Rights on August 18, 1970, I am enclosing the
summary of information which you sent to me for review and amendment.

I have made a few changes in the statement, mostly to correct
semantics except for a paragraph which I have written at the end.

I hope and trust that this is satisfactory.

Sincerely,

B. Carter Randal 1
Vice President

BCR:lc



INDEX
Administrative Procedures Act of

Maryland
Governing procedures of the

Maryland Real Estate Com-
mission, 249-250

Advance Federal Savings and Loan
Association, Baltimore (Firm
specializing in loans to blacks),
201-202

Afro-American (Newspaper)
Real estate advertising, 97-98,

147, 149
Alexander, Paul, Attorney, U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights,
410 ff.

Allen, Ann, Attorney, U.S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights, 328 ff.

Anderson, Dale, Baltimore County
Executive, Towson, Maryland,
390

Anne Arundel County, Maryland
As part of Baltimore Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area,
13

As part of regional government,
40-41

Population, 40-41
Reciprocity with Baltimore City

Schools, 19
Water furnished by Baltimore

City, 22
Antrim, William L., Vice President

and Sales Manager, Russell T.
Baker & Co., Baltimore, 146 ff.

Apprentice Training Program, 482
Bacon, John, Chairman, Baltimore

County Housing Committee, 51 ff.
Baker v. Carr, decision establishing

Baltimore Councilmatic Districts,
35

Baker (Russell T.) Co. (Baltimore
real estate firm)
Method of conducting business,

156-157

Baltimore, Maryland
Black participation in political

structure, 35-36, 41-42, 46-50,
126

Cultural and educational
facilities, 20-22

Economic resources, 15-16
Financial problems, 32-35, 39-40
Housing, 14, 73-80, 93 ff.
Land prices, 75
Population statistics, 8, 13, 36
Regional services, 20-22, 43
School system, 17-20, 30-31,

38-39, 44-46
Taxation, 14, 21, 26-27, 30,

33-34, 37-38
Transportation, 43
Urban renewal, 74, 78
Voter registration, 48
Water and sewer maintenance,

22, 43
Baltimore City and County,

Maryland
Demographic, economic, social,

and political characteristics,
12-13

Baltimore City Council
Districting, 35, 49-50

Baltimore City Department of Hous-
ing and Community Development
Lack of information on FHA

housing opportunities in Balti-
more County, 332-333

Principal responsibilities, 73
Baltimore City Hospital

Accident room used by county
residents, 20

Baltimore City Housing Authority
see Housing Authority of
Baltimore City

Baltimore City Police Department
Crime laboratory services free to

surrounding areas, 22
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Baltimore County, Maryland
As part of metropolitan area

government, 40-41
Blacks

Housing opportunities and
obstacles, 63-65, 92 ff., 162,
276 ff.

Population, 8, 13
Residential areas, 277-284, 386

Employment opportunities, 14,
477-478

Financial institutions, 194
Government administration, 405
Growth, 54-55
Housing, 51 ff., 67-68, 76-78, 84-

85, 92 ff., 162,169, 276 ff., 317,
328 ff., 392-395, 471, 478-479

Land costs, 66-67
Median family income, 13
Opposition to social legislation,

58-60, 68
Population, 40
Race relations and problems, 59-

60, 68, 104, 138-139, 153-154,
265-268, 275

Residents commuting to Baltimore
City, 16

Roads, 56-58, 64, 371, 373-377
Taxation, 14
Voter registration, 48
Water and sewage grants, 348-349
Zoning, 54, 61-62, 275, 278-281,

288-312
Baltimore County Housing Advisory

Committee
Functions, 57-58

Baltimore County Housing Court
Functions, 52

Baltimore County Human Relations
Commission
Organization and powers, 263-264,

266
Role in reversing racial segrega-

tion, 104, 153-154, 265-268
Baltimore Federal Savings and Loan

Association
Servicing loans to low-income

families, 208
Baltimore Mayor's Committee on

Apprenticeship Training, 482

Baltimore Neighborhoods, Inc.
Activities and purposes, 96-97, 243
Complaint filed against Maryland

Real Estate Commission, 117
Efforts to eliminate discriminatory

real estate advertising, 98
Handling complaints of

discrimination, 243-248
Program to change attitudes

toward racial integration, 105
Baltimore Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area, 13
Baltimore Sun (Newspaper)

Real estate advertising, 97-98,
102, 147, 271-272

Baltimore Urban Coalition
Aiding the construction of low-

and moderate-income housing,
11

Bengies, Maryland
Commercial and industrial zoning

of black residential area, 280,
284

Blacks (see also Race relations and
problems)
Displacement from Baltimore

County, Maryland, 63-65,
279-284, 386

Employment and unemployment,
13-14
Opportunities in Columbia,

Maryland, 437
Housing, 10-11, 14, 92 ff., 178-185,

277 ff., 320-321
Political power in Baltimore,

35-36, 41-42, 46-50, 126
Population percentages, 8, 13, 429

Blavatt, Ronald, Director, Housing
Office, U.S. Social Security Ad-
ministration, Baltimore, Maryland,
465 ff.

Blockbusting, 94-95, 104, 261
Boucher, William, III, Executive

Director, Greater Baltimore
Committee Offices, 475 ff.

Breakthrough Program
Use of new materials and methods

in construction industry, 190
Bryson, Winfred O., Jr., President,

Advance Federal Savings and
Loan Association, Baltimore, 196
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Buchanan v. Wally, decision regard-
ing unconstitutionally of racial
zoning, 286

Builders see Construction industry
Building codes

Baltimore County, Maryland, 67
Need for national code, 191
Revision, 481

Building Trades Councils
Financing low-income housing in

Baltimore City, 482
Bureau of the Budget see U.S.

Bureau of the Budget
CAA see Community Action Agency

of Baltimore County
Cardillicchio, Mary, Housing Direc-

tor, Baltimore County Community
Action Agency, Towson, Maryland,
51

Carroll County, Maryland
As part of Baltimore Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area,
13

As part of regional government,
40

Population, 40
Reciprocity with Baltimore City

Schools, 19
Castle Realty Company, Baltimore,

Maryland
Complaint against, 261

Catsonville, Maryland
Lack of public services in black

residential areas, 277-278
Rezoning applications granted,

171
Street patterns limiting growth

of black neighborhoods, 282
Central Business District, Baltimore

Median black family income, 13
Churches

Columbia, Maryland, 458
Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VI

Application to Federal Highway
Program, 372

Civil Rights Act of 1968, Title VIII,
105

Complaints under, referred to
U.S. Dept. of Justice, 246

Implementation by HUD, 354-357

Requirements for housing and
urban development, 372

Civil Rights implications of subur-
ban freeway construction, 370-372

Clapp, Allen T., Director, Baltimore
Insuring Office, Federal Housing
Administration, 330 ff.

Cockeysville, Maryland
Industrial development, 279
Opposition to rezoning for apart-

ments, 171
Zoning, 279

Columbia, Maryland, 412 ff.
Black population percentages, 429
Churches, 458
Community services, 424-426, 460,

462
Development and planning, 411-

416, 432-433, 448-449, 462-463
Employment and industry, 416-

418, 426-427, 435-436
Housing, 415-416, 419-423, 432

FHA-fmancing, 428-429
Moderate- and low-income,

449-450
Open market, 108-109, 123-124,

451-454
Land values, 427
Medical insurance, 458
Police, 463-464
Recreation, 425-426
Schools, 425, 458
Transportation, 418
Village associations, 461

Columbia Association (Organization
to build, support, and maintain
community facilities and services
for residents of Columbia, Mary-
land), 425, 460-461

Colvin, Melvin, Builder, Baltimore,
Maryland, and Chairman of the
FHA-VA Committee, Home Build-
ers Association of Maryland,
168 ff.

Community Action Agency of
Baltimore County
Activities, 51-56
Work with lenders to provide

mortgages for low-income
families, 204
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Condemnation proceedings
Baltimore County, Maryland, 60

Displacement of blacks, 281-282
Construction industry (see also

Building Codes)
Costs, 90, 186-188
Difficulties in financing for blacks,

143
Discriminatory practices, 138,

141-145
Efforts to bring low-cost housing

to Baltimore County, 169 ff.
Labor shortage, 482
Modular construction

(prefabrication), 190
Training program, 482

Councilmatic districts
Baltimore City, 36
Gerrymandering, 49

Daniels, Samuel T., Member,
Baltimore City School Board, 15

Dawes, Thomas, Chairman, Balti-
more County Human Relations
Commission, Towson, Maryland,
263

Density zoning
Baltimore County, 54

Development controls (see also
Zoning)
Effect on housing opportunities

for blacks in Baltimore County,
276 ff.

Dillon, David J., Manager, Columbia
regions and utilties operation for
General Electric Company,
Columbia, Maryland, 433 ff.

Dinney, Robert A., Deputy Assistant
Regional Administrator for
Metropolitan Development, HUD,
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania,
348 ff.

Discrimination (see also Civil Rights
Acts; blacks; race problems
and relations)
Financial agencies, 195-196
Housing, 93 ff., 102-103, 138,

141-145, 246
Legislation, 37-38
Relationship to tax exemptions,

36-38

East Towson area, Maryland
Displacement of black population,

56-57, 63-64
Eastern Products Company, Colum-

bia, Maryland (Drapery hardware
manufacturer)
Departmental seniority, 447
Location, 440, 441-442
Operations, 433-435
Recruiting employees, 438-439
Transportation for employees,

439, 445
Wages, 440

Eastern Shore, Maryland
Housing problems of minority and

low- and moderate-income
families, 10-11

Easton, Maryland
Housing authority formed, 11
Inadequate housing, 10

Economic Opportunity, Office of see
U.S. Office of Economic
Opportunity

Economic resources of Baltimore,
Maryland, 15-16

Edgemere, Maryland
Commercially zoned black

residential area, 284
Education (see also Schools)

State funding, 35
Embry, Robert, Jr., Commissioner,

Baltimore City Department of
Housing and Community
Development, 72 ff.

Employment
Blacks, 13-14, 437
Departmental seniority vs. plant

seniority, 447
General Electric Company, 438,

443
Opportunities in Baltimore

County, 14, 477-478
Recruiting, 442

Essex, Maryland
Construction of FHA housing

project, 172
Lack of black home purchasers,

173
Opposition to rezoning, 171

Expressways see Roads
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FHA see U.S. Federal Housing
Administration

Fair Housing Act, 1968 see Civil
Rights Act of 1968

Fair housing, 105-110
Baltimore County, Maryland,

394-395
Compliance with laws, 185
Effect of Federal legislation, 135-

136 (see also Civil Rights Acts)
Efforts by Baltimore Neighbor-

hoods, Inc., 243
Planning for, 455

Favor, Homer E., Dean, Center for
Urban Affairs at Morgan State
College, 93 ff.

Fedder, Herbert L., Chairman,
Maryland State Advisory Com-
mittee to the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights

Statement, 7-12
Federal Government (see also

entries under U.S.)
Civil rights legislation see

Civil Rights Acts
Financing the development of land

resulting in the displacement of
blacks in Baltimore County, 284

Highway programs, 42
Effect on civil rights, 371 ff.

Housing aid, 27, 69-70, 102,
177-178, 220-221, 328

Housing legislation, 82-85
Non-use of regulatory powers over

financial institutions to assure
credit for minorities and low-
income persons, 195-196

Responsibility for financing social
welfare programs, 339-401

Federal Regional Council see
Regional Federal Council

Financial institutions see Mortgage
banking firms; Savings and loan
associations

Friedman, Harris C, Assistant
Director, Office of Economic
Research, Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, 223 ff.

Friendship Airport
Regional service financed by

Baltimore City, 21, 28-29

Gavrelis, George E., Director, Balti-
more County Office of Planning
and Zoning, 296 ff.

Gede, James A., Judge, Baltimore
County Housing Court, Towson,
Maryland, 51 ff.

General Electric Company
Facilities in Columbia, Maryland,

p. 435-437
Recruiting personnel, 438, 442
Transportation for employees, 443

Gerrymandering of districts in
Baltimore City, 126

Glen Burnie, Maryland
Lack of homes available for

blacks, 135
Greater Baltimore Committee

(Private nonprofit corporation
designed to find solutions to
community problems)
Activities, 475-476, 479
Cooperation with U.S. Social

Security Administration in
locating housing in Baltimore
County, 473

Conferences with, 11
Greater Baltimore Housing Devel-

opment Corporation (Nonprofit
housing corporation)
Activities in Baltimore City and

County, 479
Greater Metropolitan Real Estate

Board see Real Estate Board of
Greater Baltimore

Green Spring Valley, Maryland
Land not available for purchase,

66
Guidera, Thomas J., Jr., Executive

Vice President, Union Federal
Savings and Loan Association,
Baltimore, Maryland, 196 ff.

HOPE, Inc.
Credit assistance for housing, 56

HUD see U.S. Dept. of Housing
and Urban Development

Hammond, Charles W., Executive
Vice President and Corporate
Secretary, Real Estate Board of
Greater Baltimore, 146 ff.
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Hampton, Albert, Special Assistant
to the Chairman for Management
Training, Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, 223 ff.

Hardesty, Edward D., Zoning Com-
missioner, Baltimore, Maryland,
296 ff.

Harford County, Maryland
As part of Baltimore Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area,
13

As part of regional government,
40

Industrial potential, 41
Population, 40-41
Reciprocity with Baltimore City

Schools, 19
Harris, Clarence J., Chief of Com-

munity Development Planning,
Maryland State Department of
Planning, 318 ff.

Hawthorn, Samuel, Assistant Re-
gional Administrator for Program
Co-ordination and Services,
Department of Housing and
Urban Development, Philadelphia,
348 ff.

Highways see Roads
Hobbs, Tom R., Deputy Regional

Director of Planning, Department
of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, 348 ff.

Hoffman, Janet L., Fiscal Advisor
to the Baltimore City Council,
15 ff.

Home Builders Association of
Maryland
Budget, 186
Compliance with Federal fair

housing laws, 185
Housing (see also Building codes;

Construction industry; Fair
housing; Mortgages; Public
housing; Real estate business;
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development)
Baltimore City, 14, 74-75, 482

Relocation, 79
Baltimore County, 14, 471,

478-479
Apartment development, 317

Blacks, 92 ff., 276 ff.
Shortage of low-income hous-

ing, 51 ff., 169 ff., 392-393
Columbia, Maryland

Need for low-rent, 445
Blacks, 320-321

Baltimore City and County,
14, 92 ff., 162, 277 ff.

Eastern Shore, 10-11
Integration in rental develop-

ments, 178-185
Deficiencies, 14, 60-61
Discrimination, 93 ff., 102-103,

246
Eastern Shore, 10-11
Financing, 196 ff.
Low-cost

Efforts to bring into Baltimore
County, 169 ff.

Financing, 189 ff., 197, 328 ff.,
483

Leasing units, 77-78
Need for in Columbia,

Maryland, 445
Promotion of, 320-321
Shortage in Baltimore County,

51 ff., 76, 392-393
Relocation of displaced persons,

58 ff., 63-65, 79, 386-389, 391
Rental developments, 178-185, 317

Housing Act of 1937
Local approval requirement, 77

Housing Act of 1939
Programs in Baltimore City, 80

Housing Authority of Baltimore
City
Activities in Baltimore County,

75-77
Howard, Joseph, Associate Judge,

Supreme Bench of Baltimore, 15 ff.
Howard County, Maryland (see also

Columbia, Maryland)
As part of Baltimore Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area,
13

As part of regional government,
40

Reciprocity with Baltimore City
Schools, 19

Revision of regional planning, 432
Water furnished by Baltimore

City, 22
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Hunter, David H., Attorney, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights,
273 ff., 370

Industrial zoning
Baltimore County, 305-306,

311-312
Industry

Columbia, Maryland, 416, 426
Movement from city to suburbs,

13-14
Integration see Blacks; Discrimina-

tion; Race problems and relations
Interfaith Housing Corporation,

Columbia, Maryland
Assistance in locating homes, 440
Operation of a preschool center,

425
Jackson, Wagner D., Assistant Re-

gional Administrator for Equal
Opportunity in the Philadelphia
Regional Office, Department of
Housing and Urban Development,
Wilmington, Delaware, 348 ff.

Johns Hopkins University
Tax exemptions, 26-27

Johnson, Ralph L., real estate broker,
of Baltimore, 127 ff.

Judiciary
Financial support by State

government, 33
Julio, Carl T., builder, Cockeysville,

Maryland, 168 ff.
Kent County, Maryland

Segregated housing, 10
Kent Narrows, Maryland

Inadequate living conditions, 11
Kindergartens

State assistance for, 45
Knott, Henry J., builder, Baltimore,

Maryland, 168 ff.
Land prices

Baltimore City, 75
Baltimore County, 66-67
Columbia, Maryland, 427-428

Land use control in relation to racial
and economic integration, 273-276

Lauralee, Maryland
Industrial zoning for black

residential area, 283
Laurent, George, Director of Balti-

more Neighborhoods, Inc., 93 ff.

Liberty Road area of Baltimore
Black real estate brokers doing

business in, 130, 134-135, 140
Open occupancy of housing, 115

Martin, S. Lee, real estate broker, of
Baltimore, Maryland, 127 ff.

Maryland Real Estate Board see
Real Estate Board of Greater
Baltimore

Maryland Real Estate Commission
Governed by Administrative

Procedures Act, 250
Licensing procedure, 252-253,

258-262
Members, 126-127, 254-256
Procedures, 256-258
Regulatory actions against

discrimination, 130-133, 244-
253, 257-260

Maryland State Advisory Committee
to the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights
Activities, 10-11
Members, 9

Maryland State Commissions
Black representation on, 127

Maryland State Department of
Education
Money given to counties for

transportation, 45
Maryland State Government

Financial responsibility for
Baltimore City, 33-35

Maryland State Housing Authority
Support of legislation for, 58

Maryland State Planning
Department
Planning for housing programs,

319
Middle River, Maryland

Lack of black occupants in
federally subsidized housing, 183

Opposition to rezoning, 171
Miller, Donald J., Associate Director,

Baltimore Neighborhoods, Inc., 243
Montgomery County Fair Housing

Relations Commission
Complaint of racial discrimina-

tion, 250, 262
Mortgage banking firms

Loans to minorities, 199-201
Sources for funds, 197
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Mortgages
Availability for blacks and low-

income families, 199-200
Cost of small loans, 197-198
Effect on racial economic

integration, 194-196
Foreclosures, 218-219
Interest rates, 212-213

Mt. Royal neighborhood of Baltimore
Median black family income, 13

Multiple Listing Service of
Baltimore
Business conducted by, 146
Lack of black employees, 152
Services available, 157

Myerberg, Harry D., builder, of
Baltimore, Maryland, 168 ff.

National Association of Real Estate
Boards
Code of ethics, 94-95, 152

National Association of Real Estate
Brokers (Black real estate
association), 157-158

National Corporation for Housing
Partnerships (Organization to
provide low-income housing)
Activities in Baltimore area, 483
Conferences with, 11

New Left Movement
Effect on segregation, 110-111

New Towns (see also Columbia,
Maryland), 410-412, 430

Northeast Community Organization,
Baltimore
Attempt to change real estate

advertising, 268
OEO see U.S. Office of Economic

Opportunity
O'Conor, James P., real estate broker

and President of the Multiple
Listing Service of Baltimore,
146 ff.

Office of Economic Opportunity see
U.S. Office of Economic
Opportunity

Open housing see Fair housing
Passarelli, Francis M., Assistant

Deputy Director, Office of Exami-
nation and Research Supervision,
Federal Home Loan Bank Board,
223 ff.

Patapsco, Maryland
Displacement of black families,

281
Patapsco State Interchange

Homes razed for construction of,
64

Phelan, Warren, Regional Admini-
strator, Region 2, Philadelphia,
Department of Housing and

Urban Development, 348
Pikesville, Maryland

Land prices, 65
Median family income, 13

Population of Baltimore City and
County, 8, 13

Prince Georges County, Maryland
Race relations, 11

Public housing
Baltimore City, 73 ff.
Baltimore County

Lack of, 53, 67-68
Leasing in, 76-78, 84-85

Cost, 87, 90-91
Design, 87
Easton, Maryland, 11
Local approval requirement,

75-77, 82-84
Location of sites, 78-81, 85, 90
Residence requirement, 88
St. Michaels, Maryland, 11
State legislation, 58

Queen Anne's County, Maryland
Inadequate living conditions, 11
Segregated housing, 10

Quinn, Michael D., Assistant Vice
President, Weaver Brothers, Inc.,
mortgage banking firm of
Baltimore, 196

Rabin, Yale, Planning Consultant,
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
Philadelphia, 276 ff.

Race problems and relations
Baltimore County, Maryland,

59-60, 68, 138-139, 275
Prince Georges County, Maryland,

11
Randallstown, Maryland

Land prices, 66
Real Estate Board of Greater

Baltimore (Trade association)
Code of ethics, 151-152
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Complaint of discrimination
against, 130-133

Membership, 151, 157-159
Hiring of black salesmen, 101-102
Power to handle complaints,

248-249
Real estate business (see also Mary-

land Real Estate Commission)
Activities in Baltimore City and

County, 93 ff.
Advertising practices, 97-99, 147,

272
Anti-solicitation law, 136
Attempts to end discrimination,

146-147
Black realty companies, 128 ff.
Black salesmen, 101, 150, 152-155
Blockbusting, 94-95, 104, 261
Discriminatory practices, 115-116,

133-138
Penalties for, 121, 249-251

Sales to blacks, 94-96, 148-149
Recreational facilities

Columbia, Maryland, 425-426
Regional Federal Council, Phila-

delphia area
Functions, 367-369

Regional government
Advantages and disadvantages,

25-26, 39-42, 47
Regional planning (see also Zoning)

Baltimore County, Maryland,
297-317

Regional Planning Council,
Baltimore
Responsibilities, 318, 323

Reisterstown, Maryland
Land prices, 66
Racial integration, 59

Roads
Baltimore County, Maryland

Displacement of population,
56-58, 64

Federal spending, 371, 373-374,
377

Location, 375-376
Effect on black population, 281
Effect on suburban development,

370 ff.
Federal subsidies, 42, 64-65
Taxation, 387

Rouse, James, President of the
Rouse Company, Columbia,
Maryland, 448 ff.

SSA see U.S. Social Security
Administration

St. Michaels, Maryland
Public housing, 11

Santos, Everett J., Attorney, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights,
194 ff.

Savings and loan associations
(see also Mortgages)
Appraisals, 234-235
Complaints of discrimination

against, 240
Loans to low-income families and

blacks, 196 ff., 230-232, 236-239
Schofer, August, Regional Federal

Highway Administrator,
Baltimore, 372 ff.

Schools
Baltimore City, 17-20

Building code violations, 38-39
Construction, 39
Financial problems, 44-46
Racial composition, 18-20, 30-31,

44, 46
Columbia, Maryland, 424, 457

Service Corporation (Association to
provide money from savings and
loan institutions for low-income
purchase loans for inner-city
rehabilitation), 207-208, 221

Sherman, Malcolm, Vice President
of the Rouse Company and Direc-
tor of Residential Land Sales,
Columbia, Maryland, 93 ff.

Sigler, G. Neilson, Chairman, Mary-
land Real Estate Commission,
249 ff.

Smith, Conrad P., Attorney, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, 12 ff.

Social welfare legislation
Opposed by Baltimore County

residents, 58-60, 68
Social Security Administration see

U.S. Social Security
Administration
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Sparrow, Arthur, employee of the
Small Business Administration
and part-time real estate sales-
man, 128 ff.

Spear, Michael D., Vice President of
Community Development and
Research, Columbia, Maryland,
412 ff.

Stark, Alexander, Baltimore City
Council, 15 ff.

Statements, Opening and closing,
Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh,
C.S.C., Chairman, 1-6, 484-489

Statement on rules, Frankie M.
Freeman, Commissioner, 6

Statement, Herbert L. Fedder,
Chairman, Maryland State
Advisory Committee, 8-12

Statter, Donald R., Director of
Industrial Relations for Eastern
Products Corporation, Columbia,
Maryland., 433 ff.

Suburban Housing Enterprises, Inc.
(Nonprofit housing development
corporation), 53, 55, 67-68

Talbot County, Maryland
Segregated housing, 10

Tax exemptions for property
Baltimore City, 21, 26-27
Relationship to discrimination,

36-38
Taxation rates

Baltimore City and County, 14
Earnings tax, 30

Towson, Maryland (see also East
Towson; West Towson)
Commercial rezoning of black

residential areas, 280
Construction of luxury

apartments, 171-172
Displacement of black residents,

280-281
Growth as county seat, 56
Land prices, 66
Median family income, 13
Unpaved streets in black residen-

tial areas, 278
Transportation (see also roads)

Columbia, Maryland, 418

Effect of suburban highway sys-
tems on mass transportation,
383

Planning a balanced system,
383-384

Rapid transit system pilot project,
43

Suburban commuting problems
for low-income city residents,
442-446, 478

Trivas, Samuel M., President, Home
Builders Association of Maryland,
168 ff.

Turner Station, Maryland
Commercial rezoning of black

residential areas, 280
Displacement of black residents,

279-280
Turnkey public housing projects

Baltimore City, 81
Costs, 90

Union Federal Savings and Loan
Association, Baltimore
Low-income loans, 202-205

Unions
Contracts with detrimental

restrictions, 447
U.S. Bureau of the Budget

Circular No. A-95, regulation
giving guidelines to local
regional groups on the imple-
mentation of Federal programs,
322-324

U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development
Activities in Baltimore City and

County, 65-66, 174, 328-330,
348-369, 381

Balancing of site requirement,
78, 85, 90

Complaint filed with, 131
Lack of funds for fair housing

movement, 106-107
Nondiscrimination requirement,

36
U.S. Department of Justice

Ineffectiveness against housing
discrimination in Baltimore
area, 246
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U.S. Department of Transportation
Implementation of Title VI of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964, 372,
374-375

Order on replacement housing, 389
U.S. Federal Highway

Administration
Administration of highway pro-

grams in accordance with Title
VII of Civil Rights Act of 1968,
372

U.S. Federal Home Loan Bank
Board
Encouragement of loans to low-

income and minority families,
204-205, 207-208

Non-use of regulatory powers over
financial institutions to assure
credit for minorities and low-
income persons, 195-196

Responsibilities, 223-241
U.S. Federal Housing

Administration
Antidiscriminatory activities,

184, 334-337
Mortgage insurance program, 483

Baltimore area, 56, 169-178,
180, 330-347

Columbia, Maryland, 428-429
Effective of Executive order of

1962 prohibiting discrimina-
tion, 102-103, 185

Practices and procedures, 174-175,
187-188, 195, 205-207, 330-347

Sale of property acquired by,
139-141

U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity
Financing of poverty programs,

56, 106
U.S. Social Security Administration

Black employees, 62-63, 466, 469,
471

Efforts to help employees to locate
housing, 467-472

Location in Baltimore County,
397-398

U.S. Veterans Administration
Effect of Executive order of 1962

prohibiting discrimination in
housing sponsored by, 102-103

Urban Renewal
Baltimore City, 74

Voter registration
Comparison between Baltimore

City and County, 48
Water and sewage system

Grants for Baltimore County,
348-349

Maintained by Baltimore City for
the entire metropolitan area,
43, 221

Weaver Brothers, Inc. (Mortgage
banking firm of Baltimore)
Employees, 216-217
Operations, 196-201

Wells, Arthur J., Administrator of
minority relations at Appliance
Park East, Columbia, Maryland,
433 ff.

West Baltimore neighborhood of
Baltimore City
Median black family income, 13

West Towson area, Maryland
Displacement of population, 57

Winter's Lane area (black commu-
nity in Catonsville, Maryland)
Razing of buildings, 63
Substandard housing, 61

Woodlawn, Maryland
Land prices, 65
Racial integration, 277

Wynons, Maryland
Unpaved streets in black

residential areas, 278
York Road corridor of Baltimore

County, Maryland
Expanded residential develop-

ment, 300-301
Growth of county government, 56

Young, Robert N., Executive Direc-
tor, Regional Planning Council,
318 ff.

Zawatzky, Louis, Deputy Assistant
Commissioner for Employee
Relations Social Security
Administration Baltimore,
Maryland, 62, 465 ff.

Zoning
As a factor in determining the

character of a residential area,
273-275
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Baltimore County, 54, 61-62, 275, General problems and
278-281, 288-312 consequences, 285-289

_ , , . __ . , Non-residential zoning of black
Columbia, Maryland, 421-423 residential areas, 278-281,
Effects of ordinances, 181-182 283-285, 290-291
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